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142.129 Saint Elijah And The People: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed informant (before 1817Administrative Region, Bulgaria (presumed M) 1

)} Vidin,

Montana

Once upon a time, after the creation of the world, God wanted to see how people lived.
He first descended from heaven to Stara Planina\fn{ The Balkan Mountains.} and changed himself in to an old man
with a long white beard and white clothes. With a stick in his hand he entered the world and visited the Bulgarian
land. All day long he walked through wooded area and empty spaces. In the evening he reached a small village
where he spent the night. On reaching the first house at the outskirts of the village, he sat on its threshold and
remained silent and thoughtful.
The housewife was busy inside the house so she did not see him. When her husband returned from the fields
with his plow, he welcomed the old man, saying,
“You are tired. Come into the house and rest. Though ours is a poor home we’ll treat you well with whatever
God has given us. Be our guest.”
The old man looked at him with cheerful eyes, then went inside the house and sat down. The host and his wife
got up quickly, prepared a meal of the best they had and set up the sofra.\fn{A low table.} The hosts ate from the
cooked meal, but though it smelled good, the old man did not eat. He kept silent and enjoyed their happiness.
They begged him,
“Grandpa, why don’t you eat? Aren’t you hungry? Take some food, taste it and eat as much as you want. All
we have is right here—in front of you.” The old man said only,
“You eat, you eat! I am thinking about something.”
Having finished eating, the hostess got up and went outside where her child cried, wanting to suckle. The old
man said to the husband,
“Do you know what, master of the house? If you want to regale me, as I cannot eat everything, I would like
roast meat. Would you kill your little son, then wash him well, put him on a tepsiya\fn{A tinned copper baking pan.}
and roast him in the oven. But be careful that your wife does not see you because she would lament.” The host
said,
“Is that all you want, grandpa? Why didn’t you say so in the first place and avoid being a hungry guest in my
house? Didn’t I tell you—everything that God has given us is yours! To tell you the truth, I like very much an old
man like you; my heart tells me that you are a good man. Now you will see; only be patient until I prepare what
you want.”
The host went out in the yard. Busy with something, his wife had left the child to play alone in the moonlight
before his bedtime. She knew nothing and suspected nothing of what would happen. Her husband stole the child,
killed him quickly, put the body in a tinned copper baking pan and left it inside the oven so that the mother would
not recognize her child. In the meantime he chatted merrily with the old man. When the chat ended the old man
became silent. Scenting the smell, he said to the peasant,
“Take a look at the roast. It smells good, it must be cooked already.”
The peasant got up and opened the oven to take out the tinned copper baking pan. But what did he see! A
miracle that amazed and frightened him:
Not only the oven but the entire house glowed from the light given off by the child. The tinned copper pan was
now turned into gold, as was the child, who shone like the sun. He sat in the golden pan like a big boy—
handsome, cheerful, shining, and healthy. On his head was a crown studded with pearls and precious stones; from
his waist a sword dangled down his thigh; in his right hand was a book with golden writing; in his left, a bunch of
wheat in full ear. All this was pure gold, brighter than any fire.
When the dazzled host returned to tell the old man of the miracle and ask what to do with the child, the guest
was gone. The host then heard him call back from outside the house,
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“Be in good health! Carry on as you have done so far, being kind and gentle. Because of your good heart you
will have the best from your land and animals, and blessings and peace will come upon your children and
grandchildren from the Lord. He will take you and regale you in his eternal house.”
1819
51.6 Soura Bir\fn{by Anton Strashimirov (1872-1937)} Varna, Varna Administrative Region, Bulgaria (M) 16
The east began to glow behind the dark outlines of Souha Gora; color played over the eternal snows of Shar
Mountain, and the folds of night receded over Kobilitsa and Lyubotrun. Soon small pink clouds were floating over
the high heavens, now growing light, and the east blazed up, a fiery brilliant red. A wonderful radiance poured
over the southern folds of Shar Mountain, where the lovely valley of Tetovo lay; the pearly forest dew and blue
haze of early morning melted into a thin rosy mist in the flaming light of dawn, and only Abduraman’s Towers, in
the middle of Tetovo, rose out of it, and—far away at the foot of the mountain—the copper cross of the big
monastery at Krainish.
A fiery July day broke, and Shar Mountain stood out clear with its snowy summits, sharp crags, and dark
recesses.
Seven armed horsemen appeared at early dawn along the granite ridge above Krainish. They were on their way
down to the monastery. At their head rode a broad-shouldered man who seemed to disappear in the brilliance of
his clothing. On his head he wore an Albanian cap around which a fine silk kerchief was wound; a close-fitting
jacket of gold-embroidered scarlet blazed from under his unbuttoned tunic, magnificent in its gold braid; its empty
sleeves hung over his shoulders, thrust out by the heavy swordbelt around his waist, from which bristled the
mother-of-pearl hilts of various yataghans,\fn{Long knives or short sabers, without crosspieces, common among Muslims,
usually having double curves to the edge and the back nearly straight .} daggers, and revolvers. The six horsemen, who
followed him in single file, were long-faced Albanians, simply dressed and well armed.
Not a man in the Shar region but would have recognized in this alert company the bandits who were the
masters of the snow-capped mountain. Their leader was Soura Bir, the fierce chieftain, at whose door the
authorities in Skopie laid scores of murderous deeds against the families of pashas and beys alone.
He was going down to Krainish now, the secular patron of whose rich and famous monastery he was.
The monastery was awakening to the new day. It was a fortress. A high and inaccessible rectangular wall
surrounded its spacious courtyard. In its midst rose the tall stone church, and beyond it three huge lath-and-plaster
buildings, which had been destroyed by fire so many times that the population of the monastery’s ten villages had
grown used to building them up again.
The abbot, Father Danail was a semiliterate, but wily fellow, who having once won the favor of Soura Bir, now
lorded it in his fashion under the bandit’s wing. The monastery had sixty servants, whose work was directed by
Father Ignatii, an unlettered coppersmith, who had turned monk after having been refused the hand of a girl he
had caught sight of over a wattle fence in his youth. He now worked day and night, forgotten by the world, living
in a dark little cell near the workers’ shed.
There was also a watchman, Father Martini, a huge young monk who began to drink as soon as he rose from
his slumbers, drank himself into a stupor after a good meal, and then went to sleep again. He was only sober when
bandits attacked the monastery; on such occasions he armed the servants with guns and, with the coolness of a
commander, opened deadly fire on them from the walls of the monastery.
Besides these three, the monastery was inhabited by Father Maxim, Deacon Avksentii, and Schoolmaster
Damme. Father Maxim had graduated from the Kiev Seminary, and the exarchate had sent him to Krainish to take
over the management of the monastery, and to raise the prosperity of the region with its wealth. But soon after his
arrival Father Danail delivered him to the Albanian bandits, who returned him after some time, out of his mind
and coughing badly. He now wandered around the monastery’s spacious courtyards, muttering crazed words and
coughing helplessly. Whenever he met Father Danail, the poor seminarist timidly shrank from him, while the
abbot crossed himself.
Deacon Avksentii had finished the high school in Salonica, and had taken the oath of the revolutionary
movement on a dagger, and he had managed to take the vows under Father Danail, simply in order to clear away
all the “carrion” in the monastery as opportunity arose, so that he might buy weapons for the whole of Macedonia
with its wealth. He had killed a man, it was said, on the eve of Easter, and read the Easter service next morning.
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The only man whom Deacon Avksentii trusted was Schoolmaster Damme, who had moved from the village to
the monastery on that account. In 1895 he had been around the Pirin Mountains with the revolutionary bands, then
he had gone to Switzerland to study; but his father, Naste, the old baker in Tetovo, had been so badly beaten up by
Zindil Chaoush in Tetovo, that he had died, so Danune had to come back and look after his young brothers and
sisters. He had taught in Tetovo, but, unable to adapt himself to the subtleties of the policy pursued by the Bishops
Suffragan there, he had retired to Krainish, worried and even frightened. Damme was afraid of Deacon Avksentii,
but was never separated from him, just as a man, grown wise in years, does not separate himself from his youthful
dreams, although he already fears them.
The first servant to open the big iron gates of the monastery that day caught sight of Soura Bir and his band
winding down from the ridge above. The servant paled, bowed down to the earth, and quickly turned back.
The band of brigands had stopped at the river glen above the monastery. Like a virgin’s breast, the glorious
bosom of Shar Mountain revealed itself to their eyes. Far to the south, the shady pass of Gostivar let the blue
waters of the Vardar into the valley, where they flowed eastward to Souha Gora, washing it on the north and
disappearing into the dark forests there. Once these waters, with the brooks formed by the eternal snows, had
made one of those mirrors of water here, such as all snow-capped mountains have to reflect themselves in. They
had now forced a way to the sea and had left a southern garden at the foot of Shar Mountain, sunk in greenery,
amid which like a rocky island rose that nest of pashas—Tetovo, with its unending seraglios, lost in water, shade,
and flowers.
*
Soura Bir was gazing about him. His eyes were caressed by the blue sheen of the water and the velvety green
of the gardens. But the bandit was gloomy. His round, olive face was tense; his fine black mustache curled like a
sickle around his lips; and the look in his dark eyes, sunk deep beneath his forehead, was enough to arouse horror.
He was a man of about forty. In his right hand he held a Martini rifle. If the Sultan from Stamboul himself had
appeared now—from somewhere, without bowing down to the earth before him, Soura Bir would have given the
order to cut him down.
The proud bandit finally raised his head and looked up at the white cone of Lyubotrun. A small black cloud had
perched on the very crest of the mountain, like a fierce eagle.
“It sticks there,” the bandit thought. “Does it bode good or ill for me?” And, he spurred his fine black stallion.
At the monastery gates the band was welcomed by all the fathers and servants. Only drunken Father Martirii,
whom they did not awaken, and Schoolmaster Damme, who had locked himself in his room, were absent.
Soura Bir nodded condescendingly in answer to the deep bows of those who welcomed him and raised his
arms slightly. Two of his band helped him dismount, and with oriental tact Father Danail flattered him and led him
away to the open galleries of the central building onto which, tier upon tier, the cells opened.
“Priest,” said Soura Bir, heavily, “the day has dawned for me with a black cloud.”
“The breezes will drive it away, my lord!” said Father Danail grinning at him as he cast a glance at the snowcapped summits.
“And it’s not a good omen, priest,” Soura Bir added. “I’ve reached the age of forty. I’m finishing my fortieth
year today; and I’ve decided to marry today … but this morning I saw a black cloud on the mountain.”
The fat abbot did not know what to make of these words. Soura Bir had appeared in the Shar region about ten
years ago. He was not an Albanian and did not know the Albanian language; nor did he behave much like a Turk,
either; no one remembered his having cast a glance at a woman to that day. One rarely heard of a pretty belly
dancer from Gostivar having been taken to his konak up in the mountains. Moreover, it was said in Gostivar that
Soura Bir had never yet smiled at a woman. Where had he come from? It was said that he had buried a wife far
away in the lands by the Danube, but it was known, on the other hand, that he had come to these parts from
Stamboul.
So Father Danail was perplexed now. The bandit usually spoke in Bulgarian, a language he had learned, not
very well, from the Turks and Albanians hereabouts, and it was only occasionally that he spoke in good Turkish.
The wily abbot had noticed that Soura Bir only spoke Turkish when he was in one of his better moods. The bandit
was addressing him in Turkish now, and the abbot rubbed his hands as he answered:
“Pasha, the monastery is yours: How many guests are there to be? How many rams am I to slaughter?”
They had already reached the middle gallery. The bandit stretched out on the soft cushions, and the abbot knelt
behind him holding a hookah.
“The Hodja of Avratlar,” Soura Bir said with a smile, “appealed to me some days ago, saying that he had a
most beautiful girl, and that he would give her to me if I took blood for him from HaJdar Bey in Gostiva, who had
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killed his brother’s son. Yesterday we went down to Haidar Bey in Gostivar and killed his daughter’s child. I sent
a man this night to the Hodja in Avratlar, he is to meet me here today, with the bride.”
The fat abbot gaped at him, then placed the hookah, which Soura Bir was sucking at, on the ground, and bent
over the railing to shout:
“What are you about there? Hurry up and slaughter nine rams, the fattest ones! Ha, and tell Father Avksentii to
come here!”
The Albanians had placed themselves along the stairs, Martinis in hand, standing like bodyguards, with their
eyes fixed on theIr leader. Deacon Avksentii and Father Maxim soon appeared on the stairs.
“Avksentii,” the abbot ordered, “take the Chieftain’s men to the front gallery and come back.” The Albanians
bowed to the earth before Soura Bir and disappeared at Deacon Avksentii’s heels.
Crazy Father Maxim bent double before the awesome visitor and began to cough.
“What’s the matter with that fellow?” asked Soura Bir, frowning.
“He’s beyond hope, my lord; he’s lost his mind and has a deadly sickness,” the abbot answered, sadly.
“You speak well,” Soura Bir remembered something, fumbled in his cartridge belt, drew out a leather purse,
and took out a folded envelope with big seals, saying:
“Send for the schoolmaster! As to that poor devil,” and he pointed to Maxim, “I’ve got a hakim up at my place
for him … the Vali’s hakim from Skopje. I’ve brought him here to treat a childhood friend of mine. Have someone
sent to fetch them, too, priest.”
*
Under Plocha, one of the crags of Shar Mountain, the icy brooks of the snows form a small lake that is as clear
as a tear. It is hidden amid the rocks which rise up to the skies. Years ago leafy poplars grew around that lake,
caressing the dry brows of the rocks with their tips. And along the ridge looking down on Krainish three mountain
buildings were perched, each of them two stories high: the living rock formed their backs; their fronts were built
of stone slabs, with holes for windows; and their roofs were terraced gardens. The middle one was the higher and
was thrust forward over the lake: its upper floor had latticed windows, and its roof had a floor of oak boards
surrounded with pots of all the flowers which grew from the Danube to the Aegean Sea. This was Soura Bir’s
pleasure ground: he rested and drank his coffee here, looking down on Krainish, Tetovo, and Gostivar, and
enjoyed the sight of the red trout in the lake.
The sun had now risen in the blue sky, bathing the whole earth in its light.
“Eh, Yussuf Aga, I nearly turned Turk once myself,” said a man dressed in a black frock coat and a top hat,
somewhat low in the crown, as he stood in the middle of the terrace, with a bottle of mastique brandy in his hand.
He was Doctor Zacconi, the trusted friend of Hafuz Pasha of Skopje. Three days ago Soura Bir had seized him
in his home in Skopje in the middle of the night, and brought him here. Zacconi had been terrified at first, but he
had been given plenty of food and drink, and a huge sick man to treat, who was sitting at his side now. This man’s
name was Yussuf, and his face was the color of the earth, as if he had risen from the grave; wounds made by
chains were still unhealed at his wrists, showing that he was just out of prison. His back was broad enough for two
men, and his broad face was taken up by a fair mustache, so big and bushy that it reached his shoulders. But this
mountain of a man had a hacking cough, and his broad chest rumbled like a hollow tree in a storm.
“You’re a merry little fellow,” he now answered Zacconi, sucking at his amber cigarette holder.
Zacconi was indeed in a gay mood. He felt very comfortable in Soura Bir’s konak, although not as well as he
had felt in the various inns and pleasure houses, the konaks and seraglios he had known, from Egypt in the south
as far as Wallachia and Moldavia in the north. For there were no women here, and that was all that Zacconi
lacked. But he was old, his small eyes watered amid perfect clouds of wrinkles, there were no teeth in his mouth,
and only a few scanty locks of hennaed hair were left above his ears. He was thought to be a Greek and he himself
considered himself a Christian, but he had made such a muddle of all the Christian tongues he knew that he only
spoke Turkish fluently.
“No, how much merrier I used to be, how much merrier!” said he, grinning from ear to ear, as he rolled a
cigarette; he began to tell his tale.
It had happened in Silistra. Zacconi was a doctor there, under another name, of course, for the Bulgarians
pursued him because of his friendship with the Turks. And while he was in Silistra there was a regular war raging
in the forests of Deliorman between two peoples of the same faith, the Kazulbashes and the Turks. The Kazulbashes were fine fellows, who ate pork and drank wine, because such was their custom. They had no truck with
the Turks, although they spoke the same tongue and belonged to the same faith. The most learned hodjas were
sent to them from Stamboul, but all in vain. One of these Stamboul hodjas had settled among the Kazulbashes of
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Akkadunlar, with his harem and his three daughters, and it so happened that the foremost of the Kazulbash
bachelors, Lefidji Redjeb, fell madly in love with one of these three daughters. She was as lovely as a rose in a
garden and had an eye for Lefidji, who was as lithe as a dappled stag. Finally the hodja got wind of something
and one night took his daughters to a purely Turkish village. But the watchful bachelor discovered his intentions
and got his friends together; they attacked the hodja in the forest and carried off the girl.
Then the men of the Turkish villages rose and went for the Kazulbashes, and the war was on.
Zacconi was a merry fellow and he wanted to see the Stamboul lady who had been carried off, so he set out
from the town with the troops that were sent to chase the Kazulbashes. But as soon as he had carried off the lady,
Lefidji had his wedding that same night in the forest, according to old custom: he raced his bride to an old oak
tree in a small meadow; then they chased each other around its trunk and lay down. Whichever of the two, the
man or the girl, ran the faster and caught the slower one, became the master, and his word was law all their life.
Such was the Kazulbash custom.
Lefidji outran his bride, picked her up under his arm, so to speak, and dashed through Deliorman to collect a
group of Kazulbashes and defend himself against the Turks and the troops. They fought him for a whole month!
He went into battle like a dragon—sometimes roaring like a madman, sometimes crying, and sometimes singing
songs—and aiming at the flesh, always at the flesh. All wondered at this young chieftain, and made a song about
him, singing of him and his bride as “Dejkli Gyuzeler” or fighting beauties.
Zacconi moved his toothless gums and with rare eloquence recounted as in a song the wonderful epic of the
enamored hillman. Nor did he notice that Yussuf, his patient, shivered slightly, restlessly twirling his big mustache
and casting troubled looks at him. Zacconi raised the bottle of mastique brandy to his lips, smiled and went on
with his tale, telling it to the wind which blew from the mountain.
And at last the troops and the Turks got the better of the fighting beauties: they slew or captured Lefidji’s band
and took his bride away from him; only he, though covered with wounds, was able to slip through their fingers.
He soon forced two kingdoms to busy themselves with him, for he began to seize herds of horses and cattle and
flocks of sheep all over the roads of Deliorman and the Dobroudja,\fn{ A region comprising the Rumanian coastline and the
Bulgarian administrative provinces of Dobrich and Silistra } piling up money and saying that he would cover the judges in
Silistra with silver to let his mates go, and that he would cover the Bodja from Stamboul with gold to give him
back his bride.
Hey, it was madness in that handsome, fighting lad, the kind of madness one hears about only in songs! Lefidji
was a rich man’s son, he had studied at the Roushdió in Silistra, and wrote such letters to his father, in such terms
that when they were read in court later, everybody who heard them wept.
Unfortunate Father,

Lefidji wrote,
you, whose feet I am unworthy to wash, and whose name I bear out of your mercy, you, whose word I cannot break,
dearest father and parent, do not curse me, for I shed tears that sear my cheeks, and inconsolably lament and suffer
from deep wounds. Was I born a homeless and unfortunate wanderer? Or have I no father or mother, or have I no
brothers and sisters, or have I no family and friends, no roof, no faith and no honor? A rose was I, my father, a rose,
tender and green, and a nightingale perched on my sprig, a sweet nightingale, a songster, lovely and true. Oh, they
have wounded my nightingale, father, and caged it; my sprigs and my branches are broken, winds lash me, father,
bitter winds, and only the thorns have been left on me. Sweet father, parent mine, whose feet I am not worthy to wash,
only do not curse me, the unworthy and unfortunate!

Zacconi delivered the filial letter of the enamored hillman in the most touching words and put so much of his
heart into his narrative that he burst into tears at the end. But Yussuf only shook his head, and once he coughed so
hard that he seemed to be tearing his broad hollow chest.
The courts cast Lefidji’s mates into prison for twenty years each, and condemned him to death by default. His
father returned to his village and died of grief within a week. After that Lefidji went mad. He began to attack
people even at the fairs.
In the meantime Zacconi himself was treating his bride at the hodja’s house in Silistra. She was so beautiful
that there was none to compare to her in the whole world. And Zacconi decided then to adopt Islam. He wasn’t
afraid of Lefidji: he would flee to Constantinople with the lady and become a Mohammedan. And that would have
happened, for the first beys in Silistra were on his side and had persuaded the hodja to give his consent. The
beauty only needed to recover somewhat from her state of fear, grief, and shame. But they also had to wait for her
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to give birth to her child by Lefidji.
Well, and this incomparable beauty died in childbirth! She bore a girl and the child had lived, the hodja had
taken her back with him in Constantinople. Nothing more was heard after that either of the hodja or of Lefidji: as
soon as the hodja had left, Djenkli Gyuzel, the handsome fighting lad, had disappeared. His supporters had
probably slain him, because he had amassed countless wealth; and it was a known thing—as soon as a bandit
grew rich—his supporters did him in.
*
Zacconi gazed about him sadly for some time, wetting his lips with the mastique brandy; the bottle never left
his hand. He did not once let his eyes rest on Yussuf, the sick man, who had bent his head, staring in front of him
and shaking it from time to time. But suddenly the huge Turk sighed and said:
“Well, hakim effendi, you have traveled over much country … you have visited many lands … tut, tut, tut.”
“That I have, Yussuf Aga, that 1 have; and that’s all I’ll have to remember in the end!”
“And now let me tell you something—Djenkli Lefidji is alive! He’s alive! Look,” and Yussuf showed his
wrists, “it’s for him I wore the chains for sixteen long years!”
Zacconi gaped at him and went white. But just then one of the monastery servants appeared from the foothills
of the mountain, bringing Soura Bir’s command that Zacconi and the sick man should come down to the
monastery, for the wedding guests were expected there from Avratlar, Soura Bir was marrying the youngest of the
Stamboul hodja’s girls, and nine of the fattest rams had been slaughtered. Zacconi jumped for joy and forgot his
fears again.
“I love a wedding, hey!” he cried gaily. But Yussuf Aga frowned.
“You go down,” he said. “I don’t want to.”
“What, Yussuf Aga, not when the Chieftain has sent orders?”
“Don’t you bother about me; I’ve got one foot in the grave.”
“Damn it!” cried Zacconi with outspread hands, “but 1 tell you, Yussuf Aga, in a week’s time you’ll be as
sound as those rocks, you’ll be as radiant as the sun, and as merry as the fish in the lake! I tell you this: take my
head if I’m lying!”
The poor sick man smiled, and in a little while they set out for Krainish.
*
At the monastery they were preparing for the wedding. Soura Bir sucked his hookah, lying on the gallery of
the middle and most spacious monastery building, while his band were sitting in a circle on that of the front
building, which was something like a wing of the middle one. The back wing of the monastery was taken up by
the cells of the monks, and among these was Schoolmaster Damme’s room. He taught in the village and behaved
in such a way that neither good nor ill could be spoken of him.
Damme was one of those young people who respond to heroism, but who, if left to themselves, spend their
lives unnoticed by anyone. As a rebel, he had fought, rifle in hand, in the Malashevo region in 1895, and he had
fought coolly and fearlessly, but yet in such a way that no one noticed him. He was not plotting anything against
the Turks now, though he still avoided them like the plague, and was never without a sharp dagger in his
waistband.
Soura Bir’s appearance that morning confused Damme; his soul revolted at the idea of humoring a Turk; but he
was not quick-witted enough to hide his dislike with flattering words. So he had locked himself up in his room.
When, somewhat later, he was sent for to appear before the brigand, Damme paled. He cleaned his dagger every
morning, but had never thought of using it, and only had a vague feeling that if the need arose, he would know
how to send Soura Bir himself to hell with it. That was why Damme shivered now, settled his dagger well in his
waistband, and went.
“Come, schoolmaster, come!” Soura Bir said to him in broken Bulgarian without looking at him. “Why do you
hide yourself? We don’t eat people.”
“May your shadow never grow less, Chieftain Aga,” Damme replied, bowing low to him. “I am a poor
schoolmaster, and I stick to my job!”
“You have studied much, eh? Read me this letter!” said Soura Bir, handing him the envelope.
Damme took the letter with trembling fingers. Rapidly he went over everything in his mind, but he knew he
had sent no one any letters. However, the big envelope bore a German heading and the seal of the Bosnian Bank.
The young man drew a breath of relief, his blue eyes smiled and he said:
“I shall be able to read this letter, Chieftain Aga!”
“Well, let’s see!” the bandit said waving him away. “Read it and then I’ll send for you.”
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Father Danail signaled to Damme to withdraw, as the wedding guests had appeared in the distance, coming
from Avratlar; gypsies with pipes and drums walked ahead of three covered carts. The monastery was alerted
again. Only Avksentii and Damme did not appear; they were in a dark cell facing the back counyard, next to the
gun room, beyond which, in another cell, the drunken Martirii lay snoring. Damme was just finishing Soura Bir’s
letter: it was some kind of a monetary paper in his name, from the Bosnian Bank in Sarajevo.
“He’ll be the ruin of the monastery!” Deacon Avksentii was saying with affected emotion. “The news will
travel to Constantinople, that bandits celebrate their weddings here.”
Damme was reading the paper. He had long since forgotten what little German he had once picked up in
Zurich, and all he could make out was that the paper was about some three thousand liras.
“What are we to do, eh?” Avksentii asked, tapping his shoulder.
“Let me be!” answered Damme and pressed his hands to his head. It seemed to him that it was clear: they were
sending Soura Bir three thousand liras from Austria.
“What is it?” Avksentii asked, in wonder.
“Let the monastery burn, Avksentii, let it burn! It’s all up with Macedonia, brother!” And he explained how he
had guessed the contents of the German letter to Soura Bir.
The young deacon’s mood suddenly changed. That young man had donned the monk’s garb to serve
Macedonia. But love of his enslaved country had blended in his mind with the images of the heroic apostles of
liberty, who had fanned the fire in his bosom from his earliest childhood. And the words, that it was all up with
Macedonia, meant to Avksentii that those apostles would vanish from the face of the earth, those men for whom
he felt a blind reverence, and for whose cause he was ready to steal, set fire to anything, poison or kill, and
sacrifice himself.
For the young deacon, those apostles personified honor, wisdom, scholarship, glory, and greatness. It was only
behind them that the image of Macedonia shone forth like a radiant cloud. The apostles and Macedonia—that was
all the world held for him.
And the day would come. Deacon Avksentii, Damme, and thousands of others would soar like kites, and at one
stroke they would tear to pieces the black veil of bondage; it would be such a miracle that all those people beyond
Rila would be amazed and the whole world would gape in wonder.
Avksentii looked upon himself as an animated weapon for the achievement of this end. And the mere idea that
it was unattainable cut through all the chords of thought and feeling in the poor deacon. His eyes now started out
of his head; he went white and clenched his teeth. Oh, the Germans, Austria—they might frustrate everything!
They would bribe those bandits, like Soura Bir; they would stir up everything in Macedonia; and then suddenly
they would occupy it as they had done with Bosnia and Herzegovina.
It was a long time since Damme had been so moved. He was silent because, as always, he could find no plan in
his own head about what should be done in these terrible muddles of life. But Avksentii tapped him on the
shoulder again.
“Damme,” he whispered in a sinister voice, “let’s set fire to the monastery tonight, shall we?”
“Why?” Damme asked, hesitating.
“To burn them all!”
“And the monastery?”
“Let it burn, too!”
They fell silent. Damme frowned; he was troubled and held his tongue. But the deacon added, incensed:
“Get rid of those curs who are digging our graves for us! Soura Bir must die! He and his bloodthirsty rabble,
let them go up in smoke!”
And the young deacon stood there, trembling from head to toe, intoxicated with his decision, like a child. A
little while ago he had been preparing a completely different plan. He had decided to persuade Damme to escape
to Tetovo that night. Several of the pashas there were secretly against Soura Bir and were persuading Zindil
Chaoush, the terror of Tetovo, to rise against the master of Shar and take him captive. And Avksentii had
calculated that if they learned there that Soura Bir was celebrating his wedding at Krainish, they might call out the
troops and take him. Father Danail, the abbot, would then be carried off to Skopje. Avksentii himself would see to
that, and with a couple of journeys between Skopie and Tetovo he would have the monastery in his own hands
and Salonica and Bitolya, too, and Sofia itself, would have moved over to Krainish.
Avksentii now decided to do the whole business on his own. Yes. He would not bat an eyelid. They should
burn … let them: let the servants burn along with the bandits, even Father Danail, and all of them, all of them.
*
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In the meantime the drums and pipes were already deafening the monastery courtyards. Soura Bir had settled
himself in the abbot’s big parlor and awaited the wedding guests there.
The bandit was restless. Fear seemed to have come to life in his hardened spirit. He had only experienced that
feeling once, sixteen years ago, when he had shouldered his gun for the first time, to go out to battle. The last ten
years of his life he had spent like yesterday, when he had gone down to Haidar Bey in Gostivar, and had killed his
daughter’s child. Soura Bir—either at another’s request or when his spirits were low—used to go down to the
crossroads with his terrible band and amuse himself with people’s feuds and their lives. If it happened that he had
spent a quiet summer, he would be sad in the winter, so much so that he would disband his men and disappear.
They said that in such winters he wandered alone to Constantinople and even around the regions of the Danube.
But if Soura Bir spent a turbulent summer he became idle and hospitable in winter, and then they brought belly
dancers to his mountain konaks from Gostivar. There, slender, temperamental, and shamelessly half-naked, they
would sing and dance their wild dances before Soura Bir the live-long night. The bandit would suck his hookah,
lying on his cushions, his eye blood-shot, staring at the voluptuous belly dancers and cursing … cursing them and
spitting to one side.
All who knew Soura Bir felt that this terrible man hid a deep wound in his soul, a wound that he never
complained of and never sighed over, of which he never spoke to anyone and which he seemed to avoid thinking
of, but which could be read in his eyes, in his behavior and in his bloodthirsty deeds.
Soura Bir had no friends; he was feared, flattered, revered, and served; people were true to him only out of fear
and were bewitched by his courage. And he seemed to be necessary, this powerful man, to those people about
Shar, so different from each other and so hostile to each other. No one here had any respect for human life, and
among them he who also despised this life was the first. Soura Bir was such a man.
He cared nothing for the whole world, but woe unto him who cared nought for him! Soura Bir neither laughed
at anyone, nor was angry at anyone, nor sought anyone; but before him everyone had to smile and bow. And
people smiled before him, bowed to him, and made use of his terrible right hand, although each one welcomed
with secret delight the frequent rumors that Soura Bir had been killed.
When, fourteen years ago, he had appeared here for the first time, there was much rivalry between the
Albanian and the Turkish brigand chiefs. But they all yielded pride of place to him; he was enthroned as Soura Bir
the Chieftain, and soon people ceased speaking of him as a wonder: all that he did and all that he could do no
longer aroused either amazement or indignation. Years ago, Selim Pasha of Tetovo had offered him twelve of his
loveliest odalisques to bring him blood from Mukdu, the Derebei of Prizren. Soura Bir came down one night then
to the pasha’s seraglio, asked to see the girls, gazed long at them, and said:
“There is no beautiful girl among the living, Pasha!”
And he had gone. But a week ago the old Stamboul hodja of Avratlar had thought of it, and first of all men
here offered Soura Bir, not horses, nor riches, nor mistresses, but a bride, according to the canon. If the Tetovo
pashas had heard of it, they would have laughed the naïve hodja to scorn. But Soura Bir himself did not laugh.
And there he was, waiting for the promised bride.
The hum of voices grew louder outside on the broad galler-ies, the whispering of women reached Soura Bir’s
ears in the parlor—the bride was being led into the next room, and the door to the gallery was opened. The
wedding guests entered, the white-bearded hodja of Avratlar, with three beys, led by Father Danail. They
advanced with low bows, sat down, with the exception of the abbot, and began to exchange greetings.
“Soura Bir, Chieftain,” the old hodja began in a quavering voice, “twice has evil befallen me in my lifetime:
once, sixteen years ago in other lands, when I was still young, so that I defended myself, and now for the second
time. I thank Allah that I met you, so that I shall not die with my eyes open with enmity for Haidar Bey! It is the
custom here for the men not to be fearful, and I have lived here for the last ten years without meeting with evil
and without doing evil to anyone. And now, in my old age, you have saved me from shame, Soura Bir, Chieftain.
And I am poor, so that I have little with which to pay you back. My pain was of my heart, and my requital will be
of my heart, too: I bring you a cartful of dower, women’s embroideries, and I bring you a bride, the firstborn of
my firstborn daughter.”
Soura Bir was not listening. He seemed restless. The woman’s voice he had heard outside seemed to have
troubled him. He remembered the small black cloud on Mount Lyubotrun and frowned; then smiling slightly
beneath his mustache, turned to Father Danail and said:
“Priest, something tells me today that I am about to do evil: tell me, what is sin, according to your giaour
canons?” And without waiting for an answer, he rose, signaled to the abbot, and went out. Once outside he said to
him:
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“Ask the guests to sit down to lunch, then take the women out by the back stairs so that no one sees you and
bring them up here.”
And he disappeared along the narrow passages toward the end wing of the spacious building. Just then the
horses of Zaccoro and the sick Yussuf appeared along the ridge above the monastery. Soura Bir waited for them at
one of the staircases, and when they entered the courtyard, he called, happily:
“Brother Yussuf, come, come along!”
No one in this region had ever heard Soura Bir address anyone in that way. A little later the two men sat down
side by side on the upper gallery, and the sick Yussuf said:
“I shall die here, Redjeb! Why didn’t you leave me there, in our part of the country? You said he was the Vali’s
doctor. He’s a cur! He was the one, the healer from Silistra, when I was tried!”
“Who?” asked Soura Bir, bristling.
“He told me this morning, he was the one … he knows everything, all about you, the Stamboul Hodja … they
called him in for the lady, he said.”
“What?” gasped the bandit.
“He knows everything.”
“Does he know about the hodja?”
“What about the hodja, Redjeb?”
“Where is he? I’ve been looking for him these sixteen years!” The sick Yussuf blinked, and said:
“What need have you of him, Redjeb?”
“I have a child, Yussuf!” Soura Bir whispered, dropping his eyes, and a slight evil smile played beneath his
mustache.
“Aha,” Yussuf said, remembering. “The cur spoke of it: the lady died in childbirth. She bore a girl. The hodja
took it away with him on his flight to Stamboul.”
And they fell silent. A little later, twisting a straw in his hard fingers, Soura Bir explained:
“I set out for Stamboul in those days. I only took Kyutryulyu with me, you know he was true to me. But one
night, above Edirne, he found me asleep, cut my throat and robbed me. A shepherd brought me back to life and
healed me. And so I came to Constantinople, Yussuf Aga, bloodless, ragged and unarmed. If one wasn’t mad, one
would go mad at that! And I was taken there, some of our people took me and cast me into prison. A foul world!”
*
The abbot took the guests out to a table laid under the chestnuts in the courtyard, then he took the women—
two of them—out through the back court to the upper gallery where Soura Bir awaited them. And as he passed the
cell in which the schoolmaster and the deacon were, the two young men eagerly fixed their eyes on one of the
women he was leading, who shot them a glance of her black eyes.
“Where’s that eunuch taking them?” Avksentii muttered through clenched teeth.
“And how lovely the little one is!” stammered Damme.
“But she’s still a child, brother!”
“D’you know?” cried Avksentii, starting up with a horrified face. “She may be a Bulgarian!” And the two
young men exchanged horrified glances.
Then Avksentii dashed out, saw where the abbot had taken the women, returned to the cell, cast aside his
cassock, clambered up into the uncovered attic, and was lost in the darkness of the maze of smoke-darkened
rafters.
But Soura Bir, in whom his talk with his sick friend had revived memories of his unfortunate youth, waited,
frowning, to see the beautiful girl he had been promised, to whom, after so many years of a grim and bloodstained
life, he had decided to yield the impulses of his harshly controlled flesh. Father Danail appeared on the stairs,
uneasy, passed with quick steps, bowing low, and the two women stood before Soura Bir. One of them was old
and bent; the other was the bride they had brought him. The bandit fixed his gaze under the girl’s yashmak and
started: it divided and revealed the beauty’s face—milk-white cheeks, with strongly marked cheekbones; scarlet
lips with dimples at the corners; and black eyes with thick lashes.
Soura Bir was dazed, though not by the girl’s beauty. He gaped in amazement; then, seeming embarrassed by
something, bent his head and signaled to the women to enter the room, shivered and turned pale.
The women entered the spacious room indicated to them, where, on a low divan lay the diamond earrings,
bracelets, necklace, and fine sash which Soura Bir had placed there. On the threshold of the room, the girl caught
sight of them and, turning, cast Soura Bir one of those glances out of the corner of her eye which are the
dangerous love speech of oriental women.
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The bandit now caught fire. At the first glance the girl reminded him of something that seemed like a vague
image from an old dream. Then the grim brigand chief paled because it seemed to him that the girl strongly
resembled his bride, buried so long ago.
But now, after the girl’s fleeting womanly glance, Soura Bir caught fire; he slowly rose to his feet and stopped
as if to assure himself of something, and before his eyes he suddenly saw a glance … out of the past, a glance cast
on him by his bride, wounded in the last bloody battle sixteen years ago, and lying at his feet, covered with blood.
It was only for a moment. The grim man’s powerful flesh proved stronger than the painful memory. And a little
later, when he went in to the women, something stirred in his breast, and an evil exultation seemed to lay hold of
him. The stormiest of his past days revived in his memory: he was flying along on horseback; two soft arms were
wound around his neck; warm breasts were pressing close to his right arm and quivering while a hail of bullets
flew over his head, whistling shrilly and cheering his spirit with their sinister laughter.
A greenish light from the shady back yard of the monastery filtered into the room through two windows. On
the divan next to these windows the old woman was decking the bride. As Soura Bir entered she withdrew to a
dark corner of the room, and there her shadow grew still, like a mysterious watchman.
Soura Bir advanced and mutely stared at his bride. She smiled at him—a beauty of barely fifteen—but trained
in harems: alluring, yielding, and ready for a husband. Her eyebrows were painted; black patches had been placed
on her forehead and near the dimples in her cheeks; her hair, black and abundant, was contained by a small flat
fez, on which long strings of coins had been sewn, and the numerous pigtails into which it had been plaited fell
over her shoulders; her white silk yashmak covered her costume; under it she wore a satin bolero, which fitted her
waist tightly, half covering the belt of her wide satin trousers. She submissively folded her arms below her breasts
and looked, smiling, at the brigand with her velvety eyes. The scent of a garden flower and the sensuousness of
mature flesh emanated from her.
“What do they call you, my beauty?” Soura Bir asked in a muffied voice, touching her dewy cheek with his
palm. She moved shyly and said:
“Gyulsyume.”
The bandit drew his hand away. He was astounded by the strange coincidence, for that was the name of that
beauty of Deliorman, his first bride.
“What did you say?” he asked timidly.
The girl moved again and now placed her hand confidently on the bandit’s breast, saying with playful shyness:
“Why, I told you: Gyulsyume.”
This time Soura Bir heard only her voice, soft and alluring. He put out his hand again and raised her face; she
turned, as if to avoid the touch of his thick fingers, but did not draw away, turning slightly to lean her shoulder
against his breast. Then the flattered man took her in his arms and, seating her on the divan, sat down beside her
and gazed long upon her with love, delight, and suppressed wonder.
“I love your name, Gyulsyume, I shall love you, too,” he said at last with a slight tremor in his voice, and,
kissing her forehead, he went out.
Two eager eyes were watching through a crack in the ceiling. They retired when Soura Bir left the room. The
watcher was Deacon Avksentii. He disappeared again in the dark attics of the spacious building. Damme was
waiting for him below, but Avksentii did not return for a long time.
*
“Better never have been born if the monastery does not lie in ashes tomorrow!” said Deacon Avksentii when he
went in to Damme at dusk. He had unloosed his cassock; under it a gray rebel’s jacket was visible, tightly belted
at the waist.
“Oh, drop it!” muttered Damme, troubled, staring at the jacket; “why, you’ve got a rebel’s uniform.”
Avksentii strode restlessly up and down and in a little while stepped mysteriously in front of Damme, bent
down to him, and said in a muffled voice:
“With that little Turkish girl up there, I’ll build everything up again in a month’s time! But this night … hmm,
there’ll be fire and the sword!”
“But do you mean to carry her off?” Damme asked, gaping at him.
The two young men had been living in this region, where it was hard to see a woman’s face, for the last two
years. And the shadow of the Turkish lady, who had been brought to the monastery, had troubled both flesh and
spirit.
Quick steps were heard outside, and the fat abbot appeared at the door.
“Go along, schoolmaster, the Chieftain has sent for you!” he said, and stared at the confused young men. But,
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suspecting nothing, he went on: “He may ask you about the letter—have you read it? We are heating the bath for
him. But there is one thing that bothers me: the man with the Chieftain, the sick man—one would say he wanted
to know more about the hodja of Avratlar—they seem to have come across each other before, and now they’re
staring at one another, and the sick man keeps fumbling with his sword belt. They’ll be flying at each other’s
throats before we know where we are … tut, tut, tut!”
“Let them burst, abbot!” muttered Deacon Avksentii, “are you the one to care for that—he, he, he!”
“That I’m not, deacon,” said Father Danail, “but …” And he vanished in the darkness, followed by Damme.
Soura Bir was sitting with his bride on the upper gallery of the back wing. Stars already covered the sky, and
there was a wonderful radiance over the eternal snows of Lyubotrun. But Gyulsyume was smiling, restless, warm.
And Soura Bir, stroking her hair with his hard palms, was bemused by her breath, calmed by the stillness of the
wonderful night, and stared out at the wonderful radiance over the eternal snows. His forty years; his passions,
desires, and sorrows, held in leash until that day; his courage, pride, and hatred of mankind; his visions of blood
by day and his dark ravings in his sleep—all now seemed to be melting in a crystal cup, melting slowly, drop by
drop—and the more dazed the brigand’s mind grew, the more powerfully his broad chest heaved. The girl’s
wonderful eyes, her dewy cheeks, and her burning young body seemed at times no longer outside his being; they
vanished before his eyes, and he felt them within him—he felt them in an intoxicating stream of boundless
sweetness. Soura Bir was torn away from his past and felt so distant from the dead that he did not even suspect
their shades, and from the living he was separated by such a strength of desire that he lacked memory.
Fourteen years ago, when an Albanian bandit chief had taken him out of the prisons in Constantinople and
brought him to the Shar region, he had had to unravel the entire network of his spirit, linking the quick and the
dead. And as soon as he himself became a chieftain he went to Constantinople and to the forests along the
Danube: he had sought his daughter, bought his mates out of the prisons, rewarded the shepherd who had saved
his life, buying him a farm, and had also found his treacherous mate Kyutryulyu.
Oh, that was the last dark knot of his life. Kyutryulyu was master of a big farm on the shores of the Aegean
Sea, bought with the three bags of liras he had stolen from Soura Bir; he had a large harem, and pashas and beys
were his constant visitors. One night Soura Bir descended on him with his band, slew his visitors, burned his farm
with every living thing in it, and carried Kyutryulyu off alive to his konaks in Shar Mountain. Here he feasted him
for three days and three nights with pipes and drums, with singers of love songs and belly dancers. Soura Bir
made him merry as befitted an old and faithful comrade. Then he led him out to the top of the rock opposite his
arbor above the little lake and nailed him alive to the granite, that the sun might burn him, the winds suck him dry,
and eagles and their eaglets tear his flesh.
Gyulsyume’s breath was on his face now, and for the bandit everything, the entire universe, was gathered in
the dewy image of this spring blossom. Soura Bir had never in his life oppressed his nature with fantasies, devoid
of flesh, bodiless and passionless. He had never dreamed. But even the loveliest belly dancers of Gostivar filled
him with disgust because in his soul and body he had preserved the sweetness of the waking dream he had lived
through together with that image which had vanished from the earth, and solely because of which he had begun
his first murderous war against men. It was the disappearance of that image from the earth, and later the treacherous knife of a friend who had played him false, that had made him a savage beast, ravening on the human herds.
He lacked a tiny drop of joy to make him shake his mane like a lion and spread his wings like an eagle in the sky.
Happiness now flowed over his softened spirit, and his breast swelled with it. And when Father Danail
coughed on the stairs leading to the back court, Soura Bir playfully raised his bride to her feet with one hand, and
almost involuntarily said to her:
“May you live long, little lamb!”
Then he sent her into the room and clapped his hands so that the schoolmaster, whom Father Danail had
brought, might appear before him.
“Have you read the letter, eh?” Soura Bir asked him from afar.
Damme flushed scarlet; he told him what he had understood in the letter from the bank, but something else was
troubling him, so he added:
“Please heaven, Chieftain Aga, that those who honor you be your good friends.” The bandit smiled:
“Eh, schoolmaster, what bad friends could those people be to me?”
“Pardon me, Chieftain Aga,” Damme answered, “they are in another kingdom, and the two kingdoms are like
two beys, they chase each other to fight …” Soura Bir frowned.
“Schoolmaster, you have studied much, eh?”
“I have, Chieftain Aga.”
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“But you’re a poor man. Look to your poverty, schoolmaster, look to your poverty. What does it matter to you,
if two kingdoms are fighting?” And putting a hand to his waistband, the bandit brought out a purse in which there
was a clink of coins, handed it to the schoolmaster and said:
“You’d better get married! Get married while you’re young!”
And he laughed out loud. It was the first time in his life that he had ever given alms.
*
The moon had already risen over Souha Gora and was gazing at her own reflection in the waters of the Vardar
River. The courtyard of the Krainish Monastery rang to the gypsies’ pipes and drums, amid which a throaty singer
of love songs raised his voice, singing Turkish songs one after the other, as playful as proverbs. From the middle
galleries incessant wedding shots broke the crystal stillness of the moonlit night. They came from Soura Bir’s
faithful men. Seated at the table together with the other wedding guests the wild Albanians still kept their guns in
their hands.
The hodja of Avratlar sat to the left of them with his people, and opposite them, to the right of the Albanians,
squatted Yussuf Aga, the sick man, with Zacconi next to him. That old sinner was trying to be at ease here, too,
but something hindered him: Yussuf was gloomy and bristled every time he looked at the hodja of Avratlar. Father
Danail had correctly noticed what he had told the deacon and the schoolmaster; the sick Yussuf seemed to be
trying to recognize a former enemy in the hodja of Avratlar.
When the wedding ceremony was over, the hodja of Avratlar had taken the bride by the hand and said to her:
“Little lamb, you know no father, you remember no mother: from now on your husband will be both father and
mother to you.”
Nobody had paid any attention to the words, least of all Soura Bir. But now that the newly married pair had
withdrawn to the upper gallery and the wedding guests were left alone, Yussuf Aga, as yellow as a quince, and
frowning, stared long at the white-bearded hodja, and finally said to him:
“Hodja Effendi, I shall ask you something: why did you say that the beautiful lady knew no father, and
remembered no mother?”
The hodja half-closed his small blue eyes, flushed slightly and said:
“His honor will forgive me: the lady is my daughter’s child, and it is not in my heart to speak of how she came
into the world and why she knows no father and remembers no mother.”
Yussuf was dissatisfied with the answer and began to cough. After that they did not speak a word to each other,
but the sick man was on the watch for the hodja’s looks and stared at his face.
But Zacconi had observed everything, and this hostility disturbed him. He listened to the singer’s playful
songs, was carried away by them, and would have liked to sing himself. Finally the hodja of Avratlar fixed his
eyes on Zacconi and asked him if he had been in Stamboul. This question suddenly loosened the old wanderer’s
tongue: he began to speak of where he had been, what he had done and what he had seen; he began to speak and
had no intention of stopping. And the old hodja listened to him, shaking his head, hinting that he, too, had been to
those lands, that he knew the regions near and far from the Aegean Sea to the Danube, and from Bosnia to Egypt.
Then Zacconi lifted his voice and sang of a boat on the Danube at night, of the beauty of the land along the
Danube, and cried:
“Hodja Effendi, I spent my youth by the Danube! And I saw people there, daring and handsome!”
The sick man heaved a sigh. His gloomy look was now fixed on Zacconi. But the gay ne’er-do-well was quite
carried away. He patted the sick man’s shoulder and. said:
“Take heart, Yussuf Aga! I will cure you. Hey there! Long live Soura Bir the Chieftain—fire, brave men!” And
raising his voice, he looked kindly at Yussuf Aga, adding: “Yussuf Aga, I have it in my heart to shout for another
hero … give me leave.”
“Shout what you will!” the gloomy Yussuf muttered through clenched teeth, turning aside.
“Long live Djenkli Lefidji!” cried Zacconi. He wanted to please Yussuf, but the latter did not so much as look
at him.
“Hah,” said the hodja of Avratlar, sharply: “what Djenkli Lefidji are you talking of, my master?” Zacconi drew
himself up.
“There is only one Djenkli Lefidji, Hodja Effendi,” he replied. “He warred on two kingdoms along the
Danube.” The hodja’s face suddenly changed, he seized his white beard and muttered:
“A faithless cur! A savage Kazulbash! Half a pig! And their origin is of the giaours!” And turning away he
spat.
Here something happened to the sick Yussuf. He bent his huge body forward, stretched an arm out to the hodja,
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his lips quivered, horror appeared in his face, he stuttered, and hoarse word broke from him.
“A-ah. He carried your daughter off, Redjeb Lefidji, didn’t he?”
And the eyes of the terrible Turk grew bloodshot. But the hodja seemed not to understand; he only grasped the
reference to his daughter’s former shame with Lefidji, and flushing scarlet he cursed him fanatically:
“God slay him!”
The Yussuf gaped in amazement, pointing with his left hand to the upper gallery where Soura Bir was with his
bride, and tried to say something. But he was trembling all over and his eyes grew misty; unable to speak a word,
he choked in a terrible fit of coughing.
Confusion broke out among the wedding guests; the sick man was fighting his cough, but his hand pointed to
the upper gallery, as if he wanted Soura Bir to be restrained from something. He seemed to have said this twice
with his darkening eyes, but no one understood him. And in the end the impatient man grew furious: his eyes
grew a little clearer, a dash of foam appeared on his lips, he bent double, got the better of his cough for a moment,
and suddenly a revolver flashed in his hairy right hand, and was aimed at the hodja. It was only for a moment; the
revolver began to belch forth bullets, but they scattered aimlessly, for the sick man’s hand dropped, his eyes grew
misty, the cough he had suppressed by force burst out, his huge breast shook, and suddenly he fell forward. For a
while he lay there twitching and then was still; only his thick left mustache turned red and clung to the ground in a
pool of clear blood.
They all shuddered at this sudden appearance of death among them.
*
A subdued murmur spread over the monastery and then all was hushed. The Albanians retired to the room set
aside for them, saying to each other:
“See, and we brought him a doctor all the way from Skopje.” The wedding guests from Avratlar did not
question the hodja about the sudden quarrel, but comforted him, saying:
“He raised his hand to take another’s life, and the Lord took him by the nose, and he died on the spot.”
And as they had all eaten their fill, they soon fell asleep.
Only Father Danail and Zacconi remained awake. The abbot’s rosy face had suddenly withered; he laid the
dead man out, closed his eyes, put a cushion under his head, and lighted a taper. But Zacconi was holding his head
in both his hands, wailing that there would be no life for him now—he knew that—woe to his children in
Stamboul and to his orphans in Wallachia. The poor ne’er-do-well bewailed himself in his own way: he grieved
for his several families, left in several lands, and in their name he was preparing to beg the terrible Chieftain to
spare his life. Father Danail sighed and from time to time consoled Zacconi, without understanding his laments.
And night was advancing. Suddenly in the darkness someone began to giggle. The abbot started and,
recognizing the deacon, grew angry:
“Have you gone out of your mind, deacon, what is it?”
“A taper for a Turk—ha, ha, ha!” giggled Avksentii drawing nearer. “Are you reading prayers for him, Father
Danail?”
Father Danail suddenly realized his error, seized the taper from the dead Turk’s head and, putting it out, began
to scold the deacon:
“Go to bed!” he cried to him. “Soura Bir will hear us, and for one thing he’ll do to me, he’ll do two to you!”
In the meantime, Soura Bir, alone with his bride on the upper gallery, was beginning to lose his thoughts in a
terrible riddle. Gyulsyume had dozed off on his knees, and he was looking at her. It was strange: today, after
sixteen years, that same Gyulsyume, light and quivering, with whom he had once flown, fighting his way through
the forests of Deliorman, seemed to have come to life in her features, her name, and her body before Soura Bir.
Gazing upon the face of the sleeping beauty, the bandit raised his brows in amazement at times, but smiled
immediately: he had never lived in dreams, so that now, sober as ever, he sought only to enjoy the wonderful
resemblance, trying to drive from his spirits the threat, which arose as a feeling of fear at something mysterious,
which might work miracles, and blend scores of years into one, link events that had occurred beyond hill and dale,
foretell a fall, a wreck, death to someone, or bring the dead to life!
At last Soura Bir felt his head grow heavy. His gaze wandered abstractly, and he reached out a hand to wake
the beauty asleep on his knees. But his body had had its fill of caresses, and he felt deep down within himself a
strange turmoil, so he rose and with measured steps went out.
The curved sickle of the moon stood high over the snows. Soura Bir glanced at it, merely to measure the time,
and then set off to exercise his body, to rid his spirit of its unrest and voluptuous ecstasy. He was ignorant of what
had occurred on the gallery below; the shots from Yussufs revolver had sounded like the last wedding shots and
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had not aroused his suspicions. With measured steps he went down the broad staircase, making straight for the
entrance to the lower gallery. And only at the lowest steps did he hear someone whispering; he stopped in surprise
and in a moment saw Father Danail before him.
“May you live long, my lord,” the wily abbot said sadly. “Yussuf has died!”
The bandit seemed to start. Immediately behind the abbot came Zacconi, who fell on his knees and wailed:
“Spare my life, gaazi!”
And rising, he began a solemn speech of high-sounding praise and flattery. The late Yussufs sickness was
nothing; it could have been blown away with a breath, but … Zacconi related his talk with Yussuf in the mountains that morning: the secret quarrel between the hodja of Avratlar and Yussuf that evening; and his own sincere
wishes for a long life to the unknown Djenkli Lefidji. Eloquently the flatterer raised his hand and continued:
“But what was my amazement, Soura Bir Aga, when the reverend hodja of Avratlar jumped upon me and
shouted:
“‘Unworthy one! The Warrior Lefidji was of another faith!’ Then Yussuf Aga grew furious and spoke terrible
words to the hodja.
“‘Stamboul Hodja,’ he said to him, ‘was it not you whose daughter the glorious Lefidji Redjeb carried off?’”
Soura Bir swayed on his feet. But Zacconi noticed nothing and continued:
“God is my witness, Prince and Chieftain: the reverend hodja was wrong. He bitterly cursed Lefidji, and then
Yussuf Aga, in a rage, drew out his revolver and began to fire, and because he was in such a rage he fell upon the
ground and expired.”
The old windbag made his voice quaver at the last words and, falling on his knees, begged again:
“Mercy, my lord Chieftain. I have children, poor little orphans!”
Soura Bir was writhing. He remembered as in a dream the hodja saying to Gyulsyume: “You know no father,
you remember no mother.” And now, as Zacconi fell on his knees before him, the bandit groaned and overcoming
the horror which was racking his whole body, he kicked the wretch aside with terrible strength, turned on his heel
and, raising his arm over his head, Albanian fashion, returned with rapid steps to the upper gallery.
Father Danail led the cringing Zacconi away to his room to sleep, but, although he was dying for rest himself,
he took a sip of rakiya to refresh himself and went back to the gallery.
The moon was already hiding behind the white crest of the mountain, and the night closed its eyes in a last
slumber before the dawn. The abbot stopped in a daze at the entrance, and in a little while Deacon Avksentii
appeared like a ghost behind him.
“What, are you still about, Father Abbot?” he muttered through clenched teeth in a strange voice, and in the
darkness one could notice the glint of a dagger in his hand.
But the worried abbot scarcely glanced at the young deacon.
“Go away!” he cried, “get out of the way! The Chieftain will be down in a moment.”
And Deacon A vksentii, who had crouched as if about to hurl himself on the abbot like a kite, now muttered,
“Ah, is he still awake?” and disappeared in the darkness of the passages. Just then steps were indeed heard
coming from the upper gallery.
It was Soura Bir who, as never before, was walking on tiptoe. The bandit came toward the abbot, his head bent.
“Get me the hodja.”
And then he covered his forehead with one arm. Hot needles seemed to be burning his body. If there had been
any thoughts beneath Soura Bir’s hard skull, they must have been drowned in blood now, and his consciousness
must have left him for ever. For at that moment he felt that the hot needles which were pricking his body would
soon clutch his heart, and it would be terrible then—more terrible than it had ever been in the world before.
The old woman upstairs, whom he had just questioned, had told him little, but all she knew: Gyulsyurne bore
the name of her mother, who was buried in distant lands.
That must be an invention. Or was there a mockery in it? And finally … whatever it might be, it should not
touch Soura Bir and his bride! The bandit threw out his chest, and his whole body quivered in terrible strength.
That morning a small black cloud over Lyubotrun had troubled him, and now he would have laughed in the face
of the very devil He would even have been delighted if Satan had appeared before him; he would have hacked
him to pieces … or he would have chained him to Mount Lyubotrun for a terrible death … or he would have
nailed him to the death rock opposite his konak and aimed at him morning and evening with his Martini, all his
life.
Standing there, furious and sinister, Soura Bir was ready to crush the misfortune that had befallen him with
unearthly strength. But all around him was dark and empty.
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And then Father Danail led the white-bearded hodja of Avratlar out from one of the cells and, leaving him at
the entrance, disappeared. The bandit stood motionless for a while. Then something burst in his chest, he seized
the hodja, bore him out on to the gallery in a couple of strides, and showed him Yussuf’s prone body.
The morning star had risen, the radiance of dawn was playing over the east like a smile, and the shadows of the
night began to vanish.
Themselves two shades of night, the two men stood facing each other on the gallery, frozen to immobility: they
might have exchanged some words, then a sudden whirl, as if something had shaken them, and the beginning of a
hoarse cry was throttled: in Soura Bir’s terrible grip the hodja’s white head straightened out, his feet were raised
from the ground and so he died as though he had been hanged. Then Soura Bir gave a shake of his iron right hand,
and the hodja’s corpse crashed onto the boards beside Yussuf’s body.
The cocks crowed in the village.
*
Soura Bir stood motionless in the middle of the gallery. He did not feel the passing of time. His clouded reason
seemed to be trying to grasp something which eluded him. At last he shook his head, as if to escape a dreadful
vision, and went down into the courtyard with resolute steps. He probably did not realize what he intended to do,
but his intention was carried out as if he were fully conscious.
With measured steps he made for the back wing of the buildings, where, beneath a shelter, the horses were
tethered. Suddenly smoke began to pour over his head from between the lower and the upper floors of the lathand-plaster buildings; tongues of flame crept out here and there. But Soura Bir saw nothing. Soon a wave of
smoke struck his face, and he felt the heat, but he did not seem conscious of it and only hastened his steps. A
moment later, as he passed along by the wall, something tripped his feet, and a rifle clattered onto the stones. He
bent down to pick it up and noticed a red light under the stable roof, and through it the shadow of a man moving
among the horses. Only then did the bandit start, trying to pull himself together, and immediately his stilled fury
of a little while ago rose up again. He picked up the rifle, felt it over and was now really surprised—it was his
own Martini.
He was all on edge. Something mysterious was going on around him; a red tongue of flame curled up from a
dark corner of the shelter, quivering in the darkness, and in the blood-red light of the flame Soura Bir caught sight
of a saddled horse. He looked again: it was his own stallion.
And before he could collect himself, from the darkness something black hurled itself upon him like a kite. It
was only a second—the unknown assailant was flung back—then with lightning speed Soura Bir drew one of his
huge weapons, swung it, and someone’s body fell to the ground.
“Cursed night!” the bandit said aloud, seizing his bloodstained yataghan in his teeth, and swiftly approaching
his black stallion, which had probably been led out and saddled by the dead man. He untethered it, looked around
him in horror and, springing into the saddle, galloped toward the monastery gates.
As never before, they were open. Beside them, in the darkness, stood a man. It was Damme, the schoolmaster.
The appearance of Soura Bir startled him, and he ducked behind the wall as the bandit galloped past without
seeing him, headed for the mountain. Damme stood there astounded. He had agreed to help the deacon in one
thing only: to hide the Turkish lady in the village if Avksentii succeeded in rescuing her from the fire. Soura Bir,
he thought, must fall to the deacon’s dagger or else perish in the flames.
In his heart of hearts, Damme had little faith in this plan of Father Avksentii’s. He had always thought that
Avksentii would break his head in such foolish business because he did nothing with his reason, and dealt only in
boldness and what he took for cunning. And now that Soura Bir had so unexpectedly left the monastery safe and
sound before his very eyes, Damme gaped after him in amazement, mixed with furious resentment at the deacon.
For the monastery was already on fire. The flames were licking the wide middle galleries, and the lower floor
of the building was full of pale smoke. Avksentii had carried out his dreadful intention.
Damme stood there, on tenterhooks, and felt like running away to the village, running away and hiding. The
purse of liras which Soura Bir had given him was in his waistband. With that money, the young man could settle
his impoverished family and make for Bulgaria himself. He had already thought of this; he had not told the
deacon of the money he had been given. But nevertheless, he had stayed on to help in this terrible business.
Damme would not have admitted to himself why he had done it, but today for at least a minute he had considered:
if they could carry off Soura Bir’s little bride, then … Damme might cross the border into Bulgaria with her,
baptize her, and marry her.
The young man hesitated for the last time now; the longing for the Turkish girl that had laid hold of him,
Avksentii’s plan, and the monastery, flaming at all four comers—everything was still confusion in his mind. He
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Started and stared through the gates at the terrible fire now raging in the monastery; it was deserted and horrible
there now; dark clouds of smoke enveloped the galleries, and sinister flames tore through the smoke.
And suddenly Damme was seized with horror. Where was Avksentii? He could not know that Soura Bir had
left and that the girl could be carried off now. Damme shrugged his shoulders and dashed toward the fire; it
seemed to him that he caught sight of the abbot’s horrified face, but he did not stop; he ran round to the back
Courtyard, which the fire had not yet reached, and found himself at the stairs leading to the upper gallery that
Soura Bir had occupied during the day. Damme was sure that he would find Avksentii here. But before starting up
the stairs he peeped into Father Martirii’s cell, where he thought he heard steps. The drunken monk roared out to
frighten him and burst into laughter. In spite of his irritation he called out, “Run for it, the monastery’s on fire!”
and without further delay hurried up the stairs.
The fire had been started from several points, so that now the flames were leaping up from under the galleries
of all three buildings at once. But the stairs were still free, and Damme hurried on with eyes starting out of his
head as he measured the waves of flames already leaping up to the place where Avksentii was to have been. The
young schoolmaster was so certain that the deacon must be up there that it did not even enter his mind to be afraid
of the fire: he hurried along, calling “Avksentii, Avksentii!” softly. Then, remembering that Soura Bir was not
there, he called out aloud.
In the meanwhile Soura Bir’s horse bore its stunned master up the breakneck paths of the mountain. Blood
flowed down the bandit’s left hand, wetting his fingers; he had repelled the deacon’s attack with that hand. His
right hand now held the Martini on his knee; it, too, was bespattered with blood; it was with that hand that he had
cut down poor Avksentii.
But Soura Bir felt neither his wound nor himself. He probably only vaguely realized one thing—that he was on
his horse and that he was going home. However, the horse soon made a long detour around a precipice, then
stopped and neighed timidly: from below the mountain came the glare of the terrible fire in the monastery. The
bandit shivered and leaned forward for a moment. Then something stirred in his breast, and he felt a terrible pain,
as if the flames down below were searing his right hand. And with madness in his eyes he turned his horse and
galloped back.
In the monastery, Damme, up on the highest gallery, where he was calling Avksentii, heard a woman’s
smothered scream. Flames were already dancing over his head, and he began to lose consciousness of what he
was doing: he dashed in the direction of the screams, pushed the half-open door, and stopped.
The women were timidly huddling by the door hiding from him. Behind them, at the other end of the room, the
floor was already burned through, and smoke and flames were pouring through the holes. Damme turned away his
eyes, and not boldly, but insistently called something to the women, pulling at the girl to take her out. Both
women began to scream; the old woman jumped on her feet and stood before Damme all a-flutter; it was obvious
that the two women did not want to be touched by a Christian.
Damme grew confused, but just then a strong wave of clear flames crept up over the balconies, and something
crashed. The girl, who was cowering at the old woman’s feet, rose in horror, opened her eyes wide, and shrieked.
With one shove Damme thrust the old woman back, toppling her over, and seizing the girl in his arms he
disappeared amid the flames, making for the back stairs.
Just then the monastery bell began to ring wildly with sinister insistence, spreading alarm through the night.
The abbot, Father Danail, had been the first to discover the fire, because, after Soura Bir’s terrible murder, he had
been unable to sleep. But dazed and frightened, the fat monk was unable to realize the flight of time, and
moreover, he supposed that the fire was the work of the bandit.
So he fled first to the courtyard, and to the worker’s shed, where, quietly rousing Father Ignatii, he warned him
to make no sound; then they woke the workmen in the same quiet way and kept very still. They heard the horses
neighing in their shed and, imagining that Soura Bir was about to withdraw with his Albanians, feared that they
would all be slaughtered by the maddened bandit. But the flames grew bigger and crept up over all the galleries.
The women’s screams could be heard from above, a terrible noise came from the room where the Albanians were,
and still there was no sign of the terrible Chieftain.
Then Father Ignatii, who had done more than anyone to enrich the monastery, could contain himself no longer,
and without asking the abbot’s leave dashed forward and began tugging angrily at the bell: let the village be
aroused, let old and young run to the rescue and drag from the monastery’s cellars all that could still be saved.
In the back yard, the flames were just beginning to curl down from the eaves. Drunken Martirii had been left
without his supper that night, and when the startled Damme called to him that the monastery was burning, the
huge swollen monk cried, laughing, “Aha, that’s fine; that’s the stuff to give ’em!” and went out to watch the
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flames, laughing and shouting,
“Ha-ha-ha! Burn away, burn your fill!”
A little later he blundered scowling into the cells again, and disappeared for quite a time, till finally he emerged
carrying poor crazed Father Maxim: it was only to the poor crazed seminarist that the drunken monk showed any
gentleness or kindness. He carried him to the stout walls of the courtyard, far from the fire; then, fetching a
stepladder from somewhere, he propped it against the wall, climbed up, and facing the fire, sat down, crossed his
legs, and lighted a cigarette.
The fire delayed the dawn. In the monastery courtyard it was as light as day, but all around the night seemed to
have grown darker.
Suddenly Martirii caught sight of a human figure, holding something in its arms amid the flames, making for
the head of the stairs that led to the back yard. Martirii fixed his eyes on it and recognized Damme, then he sensed
the woman’s flesh and his lust was inflamed: he followed Damme intently. Could the intrepid young schoolmaster
save himself with his living burden? Twice, before reaching his goal, Damme fell, as if his foot had gone through
the floor. Finally, with a desperate movement, he threw the girl over his shoulder and began to crawl on till he
found himself, head foremost, above the well of the staircase. Another step and they would have fallen. But the
flames had not yet reached this spot, and the girl caught hold of the banisters, shrieking faintly. Damme sat down
on the uppermost step, and then—Martirii grinned as he watched—then it was as though the girl were leading
Damme: he must have been burned by the flames, for he was doubled up with pain and barely managed to get
down.
Martirii began to scramble down his stepladder, too. And soon, in the glare of the courtyard, under a row of
elm trees, the two parties came face to face. Sitting on the ground beside Gyulsyume, who was standing, Damme
saw Martirii advancing on them, with his thick neck outstretched and his brutish eyes starting out of his head, and
Martirii realized that Damme had grasped his intention and shook his drunken head, smiling uncertainly.
“Get back, Martirii, I’ll kill you!” Damme called to him from a distance, drawing his dagger and rising
painfully to his feet.
Martirii stopped for a moment, grinning broadly, but soon advanced again.
“Don’t be a fool, Damme,” he drawled. “If I get my hands on you, I’ll tear you in two.”
*
They did not hear that the noise of the peasants who had gathered in the outer court had suddenly been stilled,
nor did they hear the frightened neigh of a horse behind the flames. Martirii shook his head angrily and was
already staring with eager eyes at the girl as she timidly cowered behind Damme, when suddenly, from between
the tall elms, Soura Bir appeared on his horse, which was rearing with terror.
The gold-embroidered garments of the brigand shone dazzling in the glare of the flames, but there was infernal
horror in his dark face and his bloodshot eyes. Damme shuddered and turned to stone as he stood; Martirii only
gaped in amazement.
Soura Bir turned his horse with the speed of a whirlwind toward Gyulsyume, who screamed and cast herself at
the hand outstretched to her. In a flash the girl sped through the air like a fairy and was swung onto the saddle in
front. Then the terrible Chieftain cast a quick glance at Damme and Martirii, but no spark of comprehension
lighted his face. He only fumbled mechanically in his waistband, tossed them a purse full of coins, and turned his
horse.
Martirii came to his senses and seized the money, then he jumped over the monastery wall and was lost in the
darkness. Damme helplessly followed Soura Bir’s flying horse with his eyes, as it skirted the fire, dashed out into
the forecourt through the crowd of peasants, and out at the gates toward the mountain. Everyone there believed it
was he that was responsible for the fire and followed him with a shower of curses:
“The Lord slay you, mad cur! May lightning strike you!”
The terrible fire shocked even the inhabitants of those regions, accustomed as they were to horrors: there was a
general outcry against Soura Bir. A strongly armed detachment of troops arrived from Skopje on the second day
and surrounded the bandit’s konak in the mountain.
But they only found poor Gyulsyume there—Soura Bir had left. Gyulsyume told them that he had brought her
here on his horse and had not spoken a word all day long; he was very terrible, so terrible that she had pretended
to be ill, and kept her eyes closed. But in the evening he had begun to pace the length and breadth of the terraces,
tramping up and down the stairs, spending a whole hour up on the roof garden and crying out so fiercely once that
Gyulsyume had been frightened. At last he had come down to her and spoke, asking her about her father and her
mother, and then suddenly he had burst out most terribly, telling her that he himself was her father, and they
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would go away to a distant land, where he would build her a marble seraglio and marry her to the handsomest boy
in the world. Gyulsyume had listened; she had not eaten a morsel the whole day, and now she saw that Soura Bir
was growing more and more terrible.
In the end she could endure no more: she had screamed for all she was worth and fainted. She remembered
nothing more, not even when she had come to her senses, and did not know what had become of Soura Bir or
where he had gone.
From that day on the terrible bandit chief vanished completely. That summer the peasants built the Krainish
Monastery up again and placed a new stone cross behind the church over Deacon Avksentii’s grave.
Of Damme the peasants heard that he had crossed into Bulgaria.
And the people at the Bishop’s See found Father Martirii in the pubs of Veles, drinking up the bundle of liras
which Soura Bir had thrown him.
51.22 Heroes’ Heads\fn{by Yordan Yovkov (1880-1937)} Zheravna, Sliven District, Burgas Administrative Region,
Bulgaria (M) 5
At the foot of the steep hills, on which groves of ancient oaks stood on a black arc, the village had remained
unchanged for centuries. So had the mountains around them, the meadows on Dobromeritsa and Botsour, the
crags and valleys of Gurmovets where, if anyone shouted, the echo repeated his voice up to seven times running.
There were many more old and unchanging things there, but people forgot about them and, whenever there was
any talk of anything of long ago, they would speak either of the poplar tree in the Beliznenska district or of Roussi
Sapoundjia.
No one knew how old the poplar tree was. Although its top had withered and it leaned to one side, it did not
fall as some people expected. Neither did Old Roussi age. He was in the habit of sitting outside in the street on the
bench under the white wall of his house, dozing there in the sunshine, or gazing at the Balkan Mountains
opposite. People remembered him thus for years.
Quite near, in the next-door yard, stood the poplar tree, and its withered top pricked the sky like a pitchfork. In
the evening the leaves of the old tree would quiver like butterflies, and its shadow would stretch out across the
square to the white wall under which old Roussi sat.
While most of the peasants had already put on European clothes, Old Roussi still wore gray baggy trousers and
a red waist-band. In summer he went about in his shirtsleeves, beautiful white shirtsleeves which recalled his craft
and seemed to praise the soap he made. But that was in days gone by. Once Old Roussi’s craft had been wrapped
in impenetrable mystery, but now that everyone knew how to make his own soap, his business had taken a turn for
the worse.
Nonetheless, no one had ever heard him complain; somehow or other he managed to make both ends meet. His
sleeves were just as clean and white as ever, and he still found time to take a rest out on his bench—as he used to
do long ago.
That is how Old Roussi was sitting that spring. He sat and wondered what of all the talk that was going around
the village could be true and what could not. Women’s chatter he did not believe, but he himself had noticed that
the chorbadjis\fn{Local notables} got together at the church café and whispered to each other in an anxious way.
Every morning Ali the soubash\fn{Eloquent} came out in front of the konak\fn{The official Turkish residence} and
stood for hours on end, gazing up at the mountain summits, then down along the cobbled streets of the village.
Meanwhile, the zaptiehs\fn{The Turkish police} sat on the stairs in the yard of the konak, scowling and savage,
their rifles in their hands and their horses ready saddled and waiting. Something was happening, something was
being prepared, but where, and by whom—that was what Old Roussi did not know.
Neither, apparently, did Ali the soubash.
Old Roussi had noticed another thing, too. The little cobbler’s shop belonging to his son Miloush was along
the same white wall under which he sat. One could see its wide open door and a small window ajar, no bigger
than a hole. For some time past, Penko Dodovanyak had taken to coming to the shop very often. What did he want
of Miloush? Dodovanyak had about ten children, all bare-footed; he had no need of shoes, he was a loafer, and
spent days roaming around the Balkan Mountains, looking for buried treasure. He was a poor man and needed
money, but what did he want of Miloush?
In the evening young people came to Miloush. They came; so many of them gathered that the little shop could
not hold them, and then they would go into the house. Miloush led them; Miloush commanded them. Old Roussi
saw no harm in this.
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“They’re young people,” he thought. “They’re of one mind; why shouldn’t they get together?”
Not that Old Roussi was quite unaware of what was in preparation. He, too, had heard something. He knew
that dark days were ahead of them, that a storm was brewing, not just any kind of a storm at that, but a hurricane
—when the sky crashes and forked lightning flashes across it, as if dragons are falling, when eagles fly ahead of
the clouds, leading them. At such times hail the size of stones may fall and nothing is left whole. That was the
kind of storm that was brewing. What Old Roussi didn’t know was whether it would pass by, missing them, or hit
their village, too.
This is what he was thinking about on his bench. Once, when he had gone into the house, he had passed by the
room in which Miloush used to shut himself up with his visitors. They would sit there till cock-crow, and were
either as silent as the dead or sang so loudly that the tiles fell off the roof.
Old Roussi stopped at the door and looked through the keyhole. He looked and started: in the middle of the
room stood Miloush—his Miloush in haidout garb, with white puttees wound high up his legs, and bound with
crossed black string. On his head was a fur cap with a little lion in front, and in his hands a sword. Behind him
others were drilling with rifles. Still others were squatting near the hearth casting bullets and making squibs. Old
Roussi understood it all.
The next morning he sat down on his bench again, gazed at the Balkan Mountains, and smiled.
“You know all about it,” he wanted to say, “but you hold your tongue.”
From a distance it looked as if he were dozing, but he was merry and he nearly laughed aloud when he saw Ali
the soubash looking around on all sides, and seeing nothing. The chorbadjis seemed comical to him, too, when he
saw how their full-bottomed trousers swayed as they walked, and how they got together, whispering pompously to
each other, as if they held the world in their hands.
“You don’t know anything, anything at all!” Old Roussi thought. “It’s all up, it’s over. Turkey will fall!”
And he remembered that among the many rumors going around the village, he had heard that two monks had
slept at the metoh overnight. They had had a book with them, found at a monastery on Mount Athos, in which it
was written that Turkey would fall. And as it was written thus, thus it would be. And that was that.
Old Roussi clearly saw which way the wind was blowing. He was afraid, but at the same time he rejoiced.
*
Otherwise, everything went on its usual way. It was fine sunny weather. The Balkan Mountains were lovely;
green forests encircled them below, growing darker at the middle, while the highest crags, cutting into the sky,
were blue as always. Above them white clouds had halted, looking like towers. To the village, too, spring had
come. The foliage of the fruit trees was thick and heavy, somewhere above the dry walls the lilac blossoms hung
blue, or one saw the yellow of acacias in blossom. Barefooted lasses ran from gate to gate with scarlet tulips stuck
in their hair. It was warm and lovely weather. It was always like that when anything was brewing.
But in broad daylight and in such lovely weather, it seemed to Old Roussi that nothing could happen. What he
had seen through the keyhole seemed a lie to him. Perhaps he had only thought he had seen it! And although he
seemed to have taken root on the bench, he rose and made for Miloush’s little shop. He wanted to have a look, and
find out.
Old Roussi took his stand at the little window. Bent over his counter, Miloush was working. Before him stood
an old woman.
“So, as I told you, Miloush,” she was saying through her tears, “mend them. But mend them nicely, soundly.
And for the price I told you, don’t ask me for more, Miloush.”
A young woman entered, her cheeks plump and rosy, ready to burst, her brows slender and arched, like
leeches. She placed in front of him a pair of fashionable, black slippers with brass heels, and began in a great
hurry:
“Take them, Miloush, take them and mend them, mend them first of all. I need them. But listen, Miloush,
mend them soundly, and nicely. And don’t ask me much for them!”
Old Roussi laughed. The old woman’s tearful eyes gleamed, too—she was laughing. The young woman
blushed like a peony, looked around, touched her kerchief, her dress—she did not know why they were laughing.
“So you, too, don’t want him to charge you much, eh?” Old Roussi snapped, and he wasn’t joking, either.
“Well, the old woman is poor, at least, but you? Your father-in-law is rotten with money; he’s got gold coins
enough to weigh them by the bushel!”
“Speak up, Miloush, for I’m in a hurry,” said the young woman, offended.
Miloush raised his head. His shirt was unbuttoned—his strong manly breast showed under it, and his neck, like
the bole of an oak tree. His face was somewhat pale, and freckled, his small fair mustache turned up at the ends,
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but his eyes were kind. They were blue eyes with little black bars in them—the same eyes as Old Roussi’s.
Miloush picked up the shoes which had been brought to him, looked them up and down and said:
“So you won’t give me more, is that it? Very well, so be it, I’ll mend them.”
And he smiled, a smile that was his best promise. The women knew this and did not haggle further. The young
one dashed out and ran across the street in the sunlight. With moans and sighs the old one followed her. Old
Roussi, too, went back to his bench.
“He doesn’t care about the money,” he thought about Miloush. “He just does his best to mend well for
everybody.”
*
A few more days passed. Miloush was working. There was a fence opposite and next to it an apple tree.
Lyutsa, the neighbors’ daughter, often appeared there and looked toward the little shop. In the evening Miloush
used to go to the fence under the branches of the apple tree and talk to Lyutsa. The poplar tree looked black and
still taller, and behind its branches the moon shone like gold. Old Roussi would sit on his bench, pretending that
he saw nothing, but the heaviest thoughts of all came to him at these moments.
Day would dawn, and the same thing would be repeated. Ali the soubash would come out in front of the konak
and look around. Dodovanyak would come to the shop as he had done before. He would simply appear from
somewhere, ragged and dusty, with a pointed cap of kid’s fur on his head and his pock-marked face. It was clear
that he had come from the mountains. He would stop, look to the left, then to the right, and disappear into the
shop like a hamster disappearing into its hole. He would sit there for a long time, but when he passed Old Roussi,
he would look at him as if butter would not melt in his mouth. This once made Old Roussi angry, and he stopped
the man.
“Well, Penko,” he said, “shall we be chopping them off?”
“Chopping them off? Chopping what off?”
“The cabbages.”\fn{A note reads: Contemptuous name for the Turks, some of whom wore green turbans.}
“What cabbages, Granddad Roussi?”
At last Old Roussi told him what cabbages, and so loudly at that that even Ali the soubash could hear him,
who, as always, was standing in front of the konak. Dodovanyak started, looked Old Roussi straight in the eye,
and realized that he had nothing to hide from him. From that day on he always stopped to see the old man, too.
The two of them would sit on the bench, gazing at the mountains and talking. People saw them, but did not know
what they were talking about. They only saw that from time to time Old Roussi would gesticulate, as if he were
chopping something off. Or else he would make soothing gestures, as if he were calming Dodovanyak and saying:
“Wait, wait a little longer!”
But it was hard to wait and endure, for times were growing difficult. Omens began to appear, too. In the
Beliznenska district a cow had given birth to a two-headed calf. One evening the moon, although it had risen
white and pure, suddenly grew dark and as red as blood. And earlier—some believed this and some did not—in
the church, when it was quite empty and there was no one there but the boy who assisted Pop\fn{Father, i.e., the
priest} Roussko and handed him the incense burner, Saint Nikolai, the miracle-worker, came down from his icon
and talked to him. All sorts of other tales went the rounds of the village. What didn’t people say, most of all the
women?
Old Roussi was calm. Everything, he thought, had its right side and its wrong side. If the omens were bad for
some, they were good for others. Good for Bulgarians, bad for Turks.
*
One evening Dodovanyak came to him, but he was in such a hurry that he only managed to say:
“They’re coming! I left them at Koush Bounar. They’ll be here tomorrow!” And he vanished in the shop to see
Miloush. The hammer fell silent. It was heard no more.
But Old Roussi looked up at the Balkan Mountains. They seemed larger and higher than ever, bristling and
terrible, as if they were about to speak. Old Roussi crossed himself three times. He sat on his bench till it grew
dark. At the top of the poplar tree the branches were bending and rustling—a sign of bad weather.
The weather changed. Mists came creeping down from the north across the hills, drowning the black summits
of the forests as if in a sea, tearing away from them and fleeing to the Balkan Mountains. It grew dark as at dusk,
and it was very cold. The men put on their greatcoats; the women, their short jackets trimmed with fox fur. And
they all hurried as if they were being driven on by the wind. If two or three met by any chance they would quickly
exchange a word or two and then separate. Fear and anxiety was on every face.
Ali the soubash stood before the konak. But the zaptiehs had come down from the stairs and, with their rifles
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slung over their shoulders, held the reins of their saddled horses.
About noon all the men and women who happened to be out in the streets suddenly began to run in all
directions. Shutters came down with a rattle, doors were banged. Tailors, saddlers, and grocers shut up their
shops, turned the keys in their locks, and ran for their homes. The streets grew deserted; the village seemed to die.
The mists crept lower down and the forests rustled more ominously.
Then, in the middle of the village, at the Threshing Ground, many people appeared—the black figures of men
—and above them stretched out by the wind flew a green flag. Stoll Voivoda had come down from the Balkan
Mountains with his lads.
But most of the men were shepherds in the Dobroudja, and the village was not thinking of rebellion. The few
men who were left were peaceable craftsmen; there was no courage in their hearts. They all hid. From behind the
drawn curtains, through the cracks of gates and fences, they looked with their wives at the green flag as it
fluttered against the dark clouds, and waited to see what would happen. There was no one in front of the konak—
neither Ali the soubash nor the zaptiehs.
For a second or two the village seemed dead, as if it had been struck by lightning. Then a song rang out. Some
men were singing as they wound their way down the narrow streets, but they were not to be seen. There they
came: five or six men with rifles. A tall man marched at their head—Miloush, Old Roussi’s son, in haidout garb,
scowling, his red hair blowing in the wind. The men who followed him strode along soldier-fashion with blazing
eyes, inspired and intent, singing as they came. But Miloush, tall, trim Miloush, raised his rifle from time to time
and shouted:
“To arms!”
The men, hidden in their houses, bent their heads; the women wept. They watched the lads marching through
the village alone, going up to the Threshing Ground and stopping by the green flag. There the black figures were
now gathered in tight straight ranks. They were bareheaded. Against the darkness of the clouds, Pop Roussko’s
vestments shone golden, and when the howling of the wind died down, the long-drawn-out chanting of a prayer
was heard.
Regularly, from house to house, through the courtyard gates, across garden walls and fences, the news was
handed on, as if over a wire. A Turk from Gerlovo, who had come to sell flour, had been killed. All the Turkish
gypsies had been locked up and were going to be slaughtered. But then came the worst rumor of all: the haidouts
were going from house to house and forcing the men out. The frightened tailors and saddlers sought safer hiding
places. But the curious eyes of the women never left the cracks of the gates. Then they saw Old Roussi—tall,
slender, white-haired. He must have been in a hurry, because he had not managed to wind his red waistband
around his trousers, and had come out with the cord that held them up still showing. He was gay, smiling, striking
his arms with his hands—such was his habit—and humming to himself:
“Tsum-tsum-tsumunum! Tsum-tsum-tsumunum!” Some of the women overcame their fear and emerged from
their gates.
“Christ is risen, good folk!” Old Roussi called to them. “Congratulations on your kingdom! And long life to
it!” And turning, he pointed to the Threshing Ground, saying:
“Do you see them? They’re our own soldiers! Tsum-tsum-tsumunum! Tsum-tsum-tsumunum!” Suddenly his
brows drew together in a frown, his face grew dark, he waved his arms and cried:
“To arms! To arms!” Then he began again:
“Tsum-tsum-tsumunum! Tsum-tsum-tsumunum!”
No one could believe that this was Old Roussi, who had dozed for years on end on his bench. They didn’t
believe he was drunk; they thought, rather, that he might be mad. But Old Roussi made the round of almost the
whole village. Then he went back to the Threshing Ground, rejoiced at the lads, and rejoiced at Miloush. At one
moment he started, for he realized that he still had work to do. After having told the news to his own village, he
had to tell it to the neighboring villages. And, without delay, just as he was, with the rope that held up his trousers
still showing, he seized a yamourlouk from somewhere, and set out across country.
The cold wind had to pierce him, the peasants to whom he brought the glad tidings had to scold him, and
threaten that they would tie him up and hand him over to the zaptiehs, before he came to himself, and collected
his wits. Then he turned back. The first doubts shook his soul. Before his eyes a miracle was taking place: the fine
drizzle that had been falling since morning had turned to sleet, and now snow was falling.
“Why is the weather like this?” Old Roussi wondered. “What will become of the lads?”
And he hurried back to the village, battered by the blizzard and the snow, which was falling like a white veil
over plain and mountain.
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As he entered the village at one end, the band left at the other, along Vlassyo’s road. Old Roussi stopped and
stared around: the flag had dropped, and the black figures swayed wearily as they made their way up the hill with
difficulty. Above them the forests were black, and frozen branches swayed over the whitened earth. The flag
disappeared from sight as did the last man in the dusk and the blizzard. Old Roussi bent his head and hurried back
to his house.
*
The following day he was seated on his bench, gazing at the white Balkan Mountains. Everywhere thick snow
dazzled his eyes. White snow and green leaves—that was a wonder never seen before. Old Roussi wrapped his fur
coat around him, gazed at the Balkan Mountains, and his eye seemed to ask:
“Why did this happen? What will become of the lads?”
Now the worst hours began for the village. The Sultan’s soldiers were advancing on it. The chorbadjis were on
the alert. Old Neiko Barouchka, the wisest and most honey-tongued of them, was sent to welcome the Pasha, bow
down to him and tell him that the village was not to blame, and that the haidouts had come down from the
mountains. Dobromeritsa grew black with men, like an antheap. Over there the Gerlovo yourouks had stopped,
their heads wrapped in huge turbans, with ropes wound around their waists—for the loot. But the chorbadjis
begged the Pasha hard and were ready to give anything to save the village. The Pasha kept his word and did not
allow the Gerlovo yourouks to attack the village. But they still stayed at Dobromeritsa—a black and terrible
rabble amid the white snow around them.
Old Roussi sat motionless on his bench, staring before him. He cared not a whit for the Gerlovo Turks, nor was
he troubled by the cares of the chorbadjis. He gazed at the mountains, staring at paths and ravines, straining his
ears to hear if shots would be fired anywhere in that winter stillness.
“Winter in May,” he thought. “That’s bad. They’ll be caught by their tracks, like hares.”
He sat there in the same way the following day. The Gerlovo Turks had gone, and where they had been at
Dobromeritsa, there was a big black circle, as if a herd had lain there. But fear still weighed over the village. Old
Roussi was, perhaps, the only person who dared stay outside.
Unexpectedly, a noise was heard at the end of the village. It rose higher, grew, and invaded the village like a
storm. Drums, shouts, and songs were heard, and amid it all the long-drawn and whining melody of the zourlas.
There they came; they appeared at Burdo: horsemen at the head, then wave after wave of foot soldiers. And long
poles rose above them, and on the poles human heads had been stuck. Old Roussi seemed to lose consciousness.
The zourlas wailed, the drums thundered. There was that a shout, or the howling of a pack of wolves? Then again
those sharp, terrible blows on the drums, as if a keen sword were striking the village, whistling and flashing in the
sunlight and amid the whiteness of the snow. Like a black river the horde flowed through the village, with those
terrible poles swaying over their heads.
Old Roussi turned his gaze to the mountains. His eyes saw nothing, his hands shook.
When he looked toward the konak once more, the horde of bashi-bazouks\fn{Irregular soldiers of the Turkish army}
had stopped in a circle, while the poles with the heads had been stuck in the ground on the square. Sinister and
terrible saplings appeared to have grown out of the snow.
A public crier was sent around—his voice choked with fear and pain: everyone was to go and see the heads,
and say whether he knew any of them.
No one went. Then the zaptiehs set out and began knocking on doors. They saw Old Roussi on his bench and
dragged him off. He drew near the poles, shuddering and pale. He raised his eyes, he saw the head on the first
pole and recognized it. The earth shook beneath his legs. “Miloush!” he almost cried out, but the word froze on
his lips. And he swallowed his tears and drew himself up. He passed by all the poles, looked at them, and turned
and looked at the Pasha. His eyes were cold and calm.
“Do you know them?” the Pasha asked.
“No, Aga, I do not know them. I do not know any of them.” And he set out for his home, tall, slender, his hair
white, as white as the snow on the mountains. He stared before him and was silent. When he passed by Miloush’s
little shop, his heart contracted. A black raven had perched on the withered top of the poplar tree and was
croaking. Lower down, behind the wooden fence, under the apple tree, someone was looking through the cracks
toward the konak. And Old Roussi heard Lyutsa’s voice:
“Oh, dear Lord, it’s he … Miloush, dear Miloush!”
Old Roussi heard this, but he did not start, he did not turn.
*
It was spring again, the meadows were green once more, the Balkan Mountains were beautiful again. Old
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Roussi sat on his bench thinking:
“What was all this for?”
Miloush’s little shop was shut, and his hammer was still. In the evening Lyutsa would pass by on her way
home from the fountain, and quietly, with restraint, as if only the two of them were to hear, she would say:
“Good evening, Granddad Roussi!”
Dodovanyak would come to see him, too. One evening, when the Balkan Mountains grew dark and stars shone
above them, he whispered to Old Roussi:
“A bigwig came to Sliven: he gave orders to have the heads of the lads put away, and not to leave them on the
rubbish heaps, but to have them buried in the Bulgarian cemetery. In the evening some women wanted to go and
light candles there. They weren’t allowed to. Zaptiehs were placed on guard with orders not to let anyone in. But
when dusk fell …” Dodovanyak lowered his voice still more:
“But when dusk fell and it grew dark, float lights dropped from heaven. I was told this, Granddad Roussi,
people saw it with their own eyes. A float light on each grave. Like stars …”
“Good evening, Granddad Roussi,” Lyutsa said. And Old Roussi seemed to hear that same voice, long ago, in
the distance, crying:
“Miloush, dear Miloush!”
And it grew weaker and weaker, as if the echo of Gurmovets were repeating it seven times running.
As if it had been awakened from a dream, the old poplar tree, a hundred years old, stirred its leaves, shook its
branches, and rustled softly.
142.127 The Dragon And The Tsar’s Daughter: A Folktale\fn{by the unnamed mother of Georgi Ruseski (1892- )} Stara
Zagora, Khaskovo Administrative Region, Bulgaria (F) 2
Once upon a time there was a tsar who had a daughter for whom he bought a new pair of slippers each day.
However, she always tore them and wore them out. Her father was at a loss for what to do with her.
Finally he hired some people to follow her at night. But not one of the watchers was able to find out anything
of significance because he always fell asleep at his post by the daughter’s door. So in the morning each guard was
beheaded by the tsar’s order. Twenty-nine men tried to watch and find out where the princess went at night and
how she tore and wore out her slippers, but all failed. The tsar promised that he would give his daughter in
marriage and half of his tsardom to the person who could tell him what the princess did each night.
Actually a dragon loved the tsar’s daughter and visited her after the watchman on duty fell asleep. The
dragon’s appearance caused a bright light at the princess’ door, which she opened after he knocked. Then he took
her out and led her to his premises. There they played for some time; later he took her back and departed.
After twenty-nine men were killed for failure in their task, came the kelesh\fn{A simple, insignificant fellow of
Bulgarian folk tales who always proves to be smarter than people at first believe him to be. } and said to the tsar,
“Your majesty, what will you give me if I find out where your daughter goes—and what she does every night
to tear and wear out her slippers. The tsar said to him,
“I will make you my son-in-law and half of the tsardom will be yours. But should you fail you will lose your
head as others who tried before you.”
“All right. Let it be so,” replied the kelesh and went to get ready for the task. Contrary to what the others had
done, he arrived earlier in the evening, changed his attire, and got ready for a long journey. Then he lay down at
the door of the princess’ room and went to sleep in order to be wide awake at midnight. Hearing his snoring the
tsar’s daughter chuckled and said,
“Silly kelesh! You think you can catch me. You are already snoring in your sleep. What would you do later?
Do you realize that smarter men than you tried to catch me at night but failed and lost their heads? What about
yourself, silly?” The kelesh, who pretended to be asleep, murmured to himself,
“You will see what I can do tomorrow.”
After the kelesh went to sleep, the princess retired and soon fell asleep. The dragon came in the middle of the
night. He knocked at the door. The princess arose and opened the door. Light as bright, as sunshine filled the room
as the dragon entered. The kelesh awoke but remained silent. He heard the dragon say to the princess,
“Come on, it is time to go.”
The tsar’s daughter got up, put on her best clothes and her new slippers. Then they left for the dragon’s home.
The kelesh also arose and followed them at a distance. Some time later the dragon and the princess began playing
with a golden bouquet that the dragon took out of his bosom. They played catch with it near a huge oak tree. The
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kelesh, who followed them, hid in its shadow. As the game went on the golden bouquet rolled within the shadow
of the tree and the kelesh got hold of it. He then swiftly put it in his bosom and stayed close to the oak’s trunk.
The two lovers started looking for the golden bouquet. As they were searching for it, the dragon said,
“I tossed it your way, see what happened to it; don’t play tricks on me by hiding it.” The princess retorted,
“I didn’t see you throw it my way; it must be with you. See, I haven’t got it.” The dragon replied,
“Well, if you say so … Let’s go on.”
So they went on. As they moved away from the big tree, the kelesh started knocking on it in order to chop
pieces from its bark for the tsar to see as evidence. Hearing the knocking on the tree, the princess said to the
dragon,
“Who is knocking on a tree this time of the night?”
“Don’t you worry,” said the dragon. “There is nobody; you are imagining things. Let’s go our way. There is
nothing to fear. I am with you.”
So they moved again. On they went until they came to a bridge spanning a river. After they crossed the bridge,
the kelesh slid under it and started knocking on it in an effort to chip off a piece—additional evidence to present
before the tsar.
“Listen, what’s that knock? Is someone following us?”
“Never mind,” said the dragon. “Don’t you worry, I am with you. No reason to be afraid.”
They started on their way anew. After traveling for some time they came upon a wide and deep river without a
bridge across it. So the dragon took hold of the princess, put her on his shoulder and off he went across the river.
In due time the kelesh reached the same river. Unable to wade through the deep water, he went along the bank
looking for a bridge. But there was no bridge. After wandering up and down the bank he saw two demons
disputing the possession of a frying pan, a big cap, and a small silver stick. The kelesh approached them and
asked,
“Why are you quarreling? You are brothers, aren’t you?”
“We are quarreling about all these things, and there is no one to help us,” replied the demons.
Then one of them said that all three objects had been left to him by his father, and, therefore, he would not give
them up. The other claimed that these things had been left to him by his father and grandfather and that he also
would not give them up. Then the kelesh asked again,
“What do you do with these things that you cannot divide them among yourselves?”
“What do we do with them?” exclaimed one of the demons. “With them we can get across the river just as well
as on land.”
It was exactly what the kelesh needed, so he kept asking how they did it.
“You see this pan,” said the other demon. “All a man has to do is to sit in it and put on the invisible cap to
become totally invisible; then with a tap of the silver stick on the pan he goes across the river in no time.” The
kelesh felt happy about this accidental acquaintance and said to the demons,
“Give me these things and I will divide your inheritance in the fairest way.”
As soon as the demons entrusted him with their property, the kelesh immediately sat in the pan, put on the
magic cap—thus becoming invisible—then tapped the pan with the little silver stick and there he went across the
river without getting wet. Wasting no time, he hid these magic things to be used on his way back to the royal
palace.
Meanwhile the dragon and the tsar’s daughter were far from the kelesh. Only the shining body of the dragon
helped the kelesh to pursue the lovers, who after a long trip reached the dragon’s premises, where they rested for a
while. Then the dragon took a golden apple out of his sash and threw it to the tsar’s daughter. She, in her turn,
threw it back and the game went on until the kelesh arrived and through the half-open gate entered the dragon’s
place with his invisible cap on his head. Being absolutely invisible he entered the room where the dragon and the
princess played catch with the golden apple.
In the course of the game the tsar’s daughter missed the golden apple. It rolled behind the door where the
Kelesh stood. He picked it up and put it into his pocket. While searching for the apple the two lovers began
arguing as to who should start the game again.
“Come on, it is your turn,” said the princess. The dragon retorted,
“I was the last to throw the apple. Look for it on your side.” The princess looked around and replied,
“No, it is not on my side. Search for it on your side.”
The dragon again said that he did not have it. So where was the apple? Both were puzzled. More searching
brought no result. Then the princess said to the dragon,
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“It is time for me to go. It won’t be long before the cocks crow. Please take me back home.”
“Well, if you think so, I’ll take you back home. Come on, get ready,” replied the dragon.
As they journeyed back home the kelesh followed them. The dragon and the tsar’s daughter had no trouble
crossing the wide river; neither did the kelesh, who resorted to the magic pan once more. Nothing barred their way
across the bridge over the small river. On reaching the big oak tree the kelesh rushed back to the palace where he
immediately lay down to sleep in front of the door to the princess’ room to await the return of the two lovers. The
kelesh was barely back at his post before the dragon and his sweetheart returned. They saw the kelesh sleeping in
the same place where they had left him. Both then entered the princess’ room which immediately glowed from the
dragon’s shining body. After the dragon took leave of the tsar’s daughter, he journeyed back to his premises and
she went to bed.
In the morning the tsar checked his daughter’s slippers, which, as usual, were worn out. Turning to her, he said,
“Daughter, where were you last night and why are your slippers worn out again?” The princess replied,
“I have gone nowhere, father.”
“All right. I will ask the kelesh what he knows about your night adventures.”
“Call him in,” said the tsar’s daughter. “Ask him what he has seen and found out about me.” The tsar
summoned the kelesh and asked him,
“Did you find out where my daughter spent the night, what she did, and why she wore out her slippers?”
“Yes, your majesty,” replied the kelesh. The tsar’s daughter chipped in,
“What did you find out, you worthless fellow? Let us hear it.” The kelesh said,
“Of course I will. It’s my duty to do so. Then you will see what I know about you.”
The tsar bade him speak and give the reasons why his daughter’s slippers were worn out. The kelesh began by
telling how he had gone to bed early the night before, had awakened about midnight, and had seen the dragon
enter the princess’ room. He then told how the dragon took the princess to his premises, where they talked and
frolicked. He related the entire adventure in detail, taking from his sash first the golden bouquet, then the golden
apple, and displaying each to the tsar in turn. As he concluded his report, he asked the princess,
“Wasn’t this the way it was?”
The tsar’s daughter blushed with shame in the presence of her father and the Kelesh and confessed that all was
true. Then the tsar married her to the kelesh and gave him half of the tsardom to reign and live with the princess.
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Elisaveta Bagryana (1893-1991)} Sofia, Bulgaria (F) 10
1: Fate
Through dusky streets, through the dwellings, the cement,
through the crying, gurgling of the autumn day,
through this city buried in iron and granite—
I sense that you wait for me—eager yet shy.
*
I sense your gaze staring into darkness,
I sense your arms outstretched in dream,
I sense how you listen for the familiar steps
and how your heart starts at the slightest sound.
*
And I begin to quiver with you. Unseen threads entangle
and haul upon my will, my hands, nose, eyes.
And I cease to think, but go, and never delve into
whose house it is or where I’ll next arise.
2: Wisdom
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As in a story—in its ornate autumn, the forest rests.
No charmed birds sing. No wind—no rustling trees.
Only the shining road freshly white—and even it melts in the mist
where like two speechless shadows, we walk wearily.
*
How much unease in vain—how sorrow-laden the eyes,
how many tears are softly swallowed—how sob-laden is a human …
Hopelessly alien and lonely—everyone wanders, searches, questions—
yet shed all around us is earth’s timeless wisdom:
*
Let’s rejoice with the bracing spring—let’s simmer with embers
of summer—and in autumn smile with love at a world—without grief
for empty memories. Pure and radiant, without fear crossing winged hopes—
Let’s sink with the evening sun, die with the frosted leaf …
3: A Letter
I’m sitting with the map imagining you’re there:
passing here now, in an hour you’ll cross the border …
What a waterlogged and bogged down march!
I’m reading the page over again, over and over.
*
The north and the south, I know you’ve enjoyed,
like the city, the world, trees and lanes.
I’m only surmising, perhaps now you’ve changed.
But I’m still the same—hopelessly the same.
*
Time weighs me down—the hours long and inept,
how short were those hours we spent except—
the one gorged with acute anguish,
that endless hour of separation.
4: Love
Who are you? Who is it bars my way,
who has exiled dream from my lids,
plucked laughter from my lips?
Or have I been bewitched?
I see you in the old icons,
I hear you at midnight in dreams:
You watch me with eyes of an abductor,
every lilt of your voice a caress.
Who are you? Who kindles my soul?
Lucifer, or the Baptizer?
*
And my heart trustingly
Sings—a bird in a blossoming garden.
Sings—and names you: beloved.
And humbly, I whisper happily,
just like Mary Magdalen:
—Behold my hands—lead me!
5: Day-Dream
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Speak to me! Speak! Speak!—
I close my eyes to hear
—Look, we’ve passed dreamy forests’ peaks
and are now flying over land and sea …
*
On the left burns on-coming night,
On the right smoke-dark fires.
How far will we be at first light?
and where will this winding way lead us?
*
Far, free to keep our vigil there
and burn two flames in one,
and on a night among the countless stars
to shine a double star?
*
—You’re not sure? Nor I, really—
but guide me there, still guide me!
6: Rendevous
I discovered your footprints in the sand and to get there sooner
I ran legs sinking at the knees, and fell from exhaustion,
and when I climbed the hill—in astonishment I was calling,
as if I’d seen you for the first time on that unforgettable evening;
*
You filled the entire horizon, for then you seemed enormous,
with hair in the clouds, feet on the shore.
And you saw me and reached for me—
as if you sought to embrace the universe—everything.
*
Listen to my heartbeat, see the tears in my eyes
and remember—no one has ever embraced me like this,
nor have I embraced anyone ever—like this.
*
And if at this moment my joy lowers the scales
and God wants to shorten the thread of my days,
I shall extend my arm to Him asking for supreme grace.
7: It Circles, It Circles …
It circles, it circles sometimes smoothly, calmly,
sometimes like a hurricane, its crazy, topsy-turvy,
*
from the north to the south and from east to west,
through storms and sun, through nights and days,
*
through hearts and fates, our own and others,
through joys and sorrows, through tears and laughter,
*
it circles, it circles, the wheel of life—
Life is thrust and eternal energy,
*
but we’re still young, still thirsty
and we are still here and still Thine—
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*
There should be no stagnation, stagnation is death—
and we’re going to stay dead for a very long time!
8: A Voice
During that hour when fog is creeping
in the ashen white November,
into your heart, a gimlet is boring
a sadness, a nameless hunger.
*
Over the hills Autumn’s passing
and roads are covered with mud and showers.
What else is left there of your being,
of your struggles and your endeavors?
*
Your dreams it seems were but day-dreamed
and through a distorted mirror you peered
into life, delight, love.
*
And you gave the last drop of yourself
searching for an eternal higher meaning,
a meaning you then lost on earth!
9: Three Springs
It was winter.
Cold, fog and snow.
We said farewell.
I was going to the south
and he told me:
—You’ll have two Springs.
In the south you’ll be greeted by the first.
When you return
you’ll have another here.—
I only smiled,
and thought:
The third will come
when we meet again.
He smiled too
and the staring eye circles
whispered,
what the lips
kept dumb.
10: A Cry
In this room dark and low, not very wide,
I’m dying of an incurable injury
for I am no one’s lover, and no one’s friend
and no one waits for me; calls for me.
*
And love, it was only love I ever wanted,
clear sparkling, wine is what I craved for;
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now my venomous thoughts are all recanted
and I pass by my enemy with no sign of rancor.
*
I want to give freely, and always be generous
with what hovers inside me, sings and burns,
and have lavish feasts where I swing on sonorous
glass chandeliers above welcome guests.
*
For my youth, aflame and burning fiercely,
and my soul, a skylark of mirth,
and my heart, pulsing full of life and free—
still lift me like a whirlwind above earth.
11: Last Farewell
I will live on with those minute minutes,
so long awaited but which passed so soon.
Over them will tremble confused thoughts
yet I’ll never breathe them to a soul.
*
I’ll often remember the first unhoped hope
circling above, wings free as a falcon,
and shining in the soul the seven colored rainbow,
that cheered our never to be repeated union.
*
I’ll remember those slightly frosted streets
we paced so slowly in the hour of parting
and the twitch of long and bright reflections,
which spread before us zig-zagging shreds.
*
I’ll remember … remember even the number of the train
and the small squashed flower upon the platform …
And if my eyes do well with tears of tenderness—
my mouth will utter no appeal, no forgiveness.
12: April
A stook\fn{Group} of sunny rays enters the window,
and like a wedding dress of fine lace
earth’s gown is colored snow—
April, unnoticed, again makes an appearance.
*
God is wise and gentle, and forgives
the world with the coming of spring.
Now bees take apple blossom to the hives—
pollinating, honey-giving.
*
In the dusk that sea breeze blows
from which all blossoms start.
I’m fervently, sacredly in love—
God has blessed my heart.
*
But my passion cannot be quenched
and my thirsty appeal stays voiceless—
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It has no Image, no name:
I’m in love with love itself.
13: Chance
Over our simple, daily unchangeable lives,
woven from hard grind for roof, bread and bed,
unseen, unknown, for good or for bad,
unsleeping, always moving, a second life rules.
*
There, unknown, you control. With mysterious powers
and with laws far beyond us. Into our days,
built from such hard labor-destinies
you rush unannounced to transform everything around us.
*
And in our everyday, petty, meaningless calm,
boughs break, lightning flashes, the wild wind
starts to play—and as a shepherd herds his flocks from havoc—
you drive days into new unexpected turns.
*
For evil, for good? Seemingly whimsical, you dangle
the key to a higher providence, wisdom, life, benificence,
but I believe in you—lay an offering at your feet,
you—daily, miraculous, good, mysterious, chance!
14: Excerpt from Triptych In Black
In front of the absurd death of this young man,
so early, so irreversible,
with sorrow struggling as if snatched up in a net,
I throw myself down, out of breath with doubt.
*
Where are you, life’s judiciary,
you providence, you supreme purpose?
How could I feel so bitter—as if guilty of my old-agehood.
*
My little one, for you I would give up
those years uncounted by you,
and the last mouthful and the last sip,
and leave this world in your place.
*
But who is there who can grant
this maternal wish of mine?
See, it’s engulfed you, the darkness, the eternal.—
In death there is no order, no reversal.
15: Unexpected Song
Why do you wake me belated Spring,
with a song-contest of doves at dawn
and with a dead sunrise, almost surreal
with lights up my darkened window?
*
As to the joyful tones of the planet
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I thought my hearing was already dumb-deaf,
to bright sunny colors, gold layered,
such things in me I thought were doused.
*
Again I feel leaping in my heart
stunned by paralyzing, half-deadly dream
that strange, mysterious power of being
sprung with spring green.
*
It’s as if I were a lump of clay
harboring a small wind-blown seed,
so that today warmed by the sun
a song uproots, like a spike of grass.
16: The Immortal
Now bloodless and almost fleshless
unmoving, unbreathing, voiceless.
With eyes half closed and sunken,
what matter if—Anna or Maria,
what matter if—you pray or cry,—
the fine lids will never rise,
the clenched lips will not move or ever
again utter a moan or sigh.
And look how already white and strange is
that ring upon her hands, crossed forever.
*
But do you hear her innocent child
crying in a cradle nearby.
There is her immortal blood transferred
and her soul now resident in this world.
Days will pass by, years, centuries
and the yielded lips of two young lovers
will again whisper “Anna” or “Maria”,
at night amidst the fragrance of spring.
The great-granddaughter will bear everything: name,
eyes, lips, locks of the other invisible one.
17: You See That Man …
You see that man—
he walks beside you, works. talks,
decently dressed, travels, reads,
as he himself is untransparent, unreadable.
What devise will you use to tune in to his soul?
What mechanisms will you use to clamber
to the skyline of his hope.
How will you decipher
the meteors in his mind?
How will you number
the sunrise of expectation,
the full moon of passion,
the eclipse of anguish,
the fathoms of frustration?
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How will you measure
that catastrophic rising tide of despondence
that will destroy the very brink of patience,
will tear down the telegraph lines of the senses
and will drown in its own blood
this poor
human heart?
18: The Elements
Who can hold the winds back that gust across stormy hill-tops,
whirl through the ravines, lift dust-clouds high in the air,
snatch the eaves from houses, and the covering from carts,
fell gates, fences and children on the square
of my home town?
*
Who can hold the Bistritsa back, that seethes down in springtime,
breaking up the ice and the supports of the bridges,
that dark, mischievous torrent flowing from bed-rock grime,
sweeping away the livestock, gardens and small houses
of my home town?
*
Who can hold the wine back once its started to ferment
in huge vats set into bricks that breathe out its odors,
carved in Cyrillic are the words, red and white,
in cold stone cellars bequeathed by the ancestors
of my home town?
*
Who can hold me back, willful wanderer, lover of freedom
sister to the wind, the water and the vineyard,
for whom the unattainable, the infinite, is seduction,
who always dreams of roads, unreached, uncrossed, unseen.
Who can hold me back?
19: The Cuckoo
Walking, watching, as if slightly mad,
all those days and nights consumed.
You say you’ve outgrown this world of God.
Don’t you see, can’t you understand?
I’ve told you before again and again.
Herbs and magic have failed the test,
let them say whatever they will—
I shall never build a nest,
or have pink-checked children to watch,
or around the hearth do household chores.
I feel as if I were born of a witch
for it always seems I’m under a curse.—
I need to wander about this world,
I need fairs, dances and courting—
to sing alone and join the refrain
and to listen to others without ever tiring.
My eyes never tire of looking,
my ears never tire of listening.
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And I never finish spinning silken thread,
but am always smothering a half-burnt fire …
Unsatisfied, unfulfilled,
that is how my life is spent,
and after I’ve died, alone, abroad,
I’ll turn into a cuckoo-tramp.
20: No Word
Then you sailed away and in the sleepy morning after
you, a left-over cup of love and my joy, sailed away.
Without enthusiasm and without yearning our everyday petty life
crosses out with a firm hand, day after day, night after night.
*
I don’t know where beyond those seething seas,
surrounded by flames, full at steel corpses,
stony and hard, you hold on, bruised and friendless.
I even don’t know if you’re alive in these monstrous times.
*
But even today I go on seeing you on the noisy quayside
that moment when they heavily and thunderingly lifted the anchor.
How bitterly I asked myself then—Is this life’s truth,
and why am I here, at the coast when you are over there? …
*
I still remember those hardly heard words,
like swimming drops fallen into memory
in the fast flowing hour of our farewell madness.
They’re glimmering now like a small pennant—
*
saying someday soon perhaps, with the white ship
you’ll sail back to the bright morning quayside.
By the sea, people will rejoice purified by fire
and amidst the cheers will inspire our truth!
21: Fire-dancer’s Destiny
At your fated crossroads
You’ve stood for ages, Motherland;
lashed by every wind,
scorched by countless fires.
*
What hidden power
in your earth and firmament
helped you survive not tire
after the holocausts of the past?
*
Alone and bloodstained,
amidst thistle and nettles,
you gave birth to leaders on the enslaved land
like Ivailo and Bogomils.
*
Then you taught your daughters,
deep in Stranja’s thicket,
to walk barefoot on glowing embers,
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a match for their cruel lot …
*
And doesn’t this dark atavistic gift,
even until recent summers,
explain our women’s eternal fate—
to dance on glowing embers?
22: Foreigner
Alone in the hush of late evening
I return to the hotel. The river
of people has already ebbed away.
The sharp staccato of my steps resound
and fade somewhere in the distance.
*
At night, through the now quiet streets,
through hours, short as seconds,
you’re allowed to cross where you like,
and yellow traffic-lights flash
before jaguars, citroens and me.
*
Why do I get this feeling of lightness?
as if in outer space
in an unmanned craft, surreal and weightless?
*
—Here no one expects anything from me—
not courage not self-sacrifice.
*
Perhaps that’s where it comes from this strange feeling
of being inactive, empty, superfluous—
even amongst beauty, fine art,
even with pleasant people, southern-sky serenities,
and longed for, unforgettable meetings.
23: Rebounding Fear
We are afraid, when creeping towards us we see
a viper;
When night challenges us
at gun point;
When a black cloud lowers
over our harvest …
*
We are afraid, when behind us runs
a rabid dog;
When behind us we sense stalking
footsteps:
When we are persecuted by the shadow of
slander …
*
We are afraid of something that comes
towards us.
We are afraid of something that
hunts us down.
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*
You, Time, make us afraid, because
You’re on the run from us.
Because “Today” will be “Yesterday”,
and “Tomorrow” will become
“once”
24: The Last Judgment
Mother-homeland,
you gave me a soul that flew high
and a strong, earthly body.
You cross-bred two mountains, the Rila and the Balkans,
to create me so,
and for my cells to show traces
of crags, floods, forest glades, stormy winds …
*
And the mother—of all Bulgarian mothers,
you gave birth to me.
I could have given birth to seven, like her—
yet bore only one—
I sinned, I am guilty, forgive me!
It was I decided: to give birth not to sons,
but to verse …
*
Now, on Judgment Day,
tell me, Mother-homeland:
Have I proved myself a worthy daughter?
And if today you place my dilemma
on your scales—
which way will it tip?
*
If you agree that I chose
the right path in my youth—then contented and at peace
I will leave this earth.
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142.130 1. Saint Elijah And The People 2. The Landlord’s Wife—A Workhorse 3. Choose A Smart Wife 4. A
Smart Girl Who Became The King’s Daughter-in-law Four Folktales\fn{by Ivanka D. Ognyanova (1901- )} Radul,
Sofia Administrative Region, Bulgaria (F) 7
1
Once upon a time the saints walked on the earth and people asked of them whatever they needed; rain, dry
weather, sunshine, wind—everything to help the crops grow. Most often they asked Saint Elijah because his voice
was the loudest and he let out rain, thunderbolt, and thunderclap. The folk thought that even God was afraid of
him. So some of them began to invite him to visit them at home where they entertained him and gave him
presents. After Saint Elijah saw that the people had great respect for him, he went to the Lord and said,
“I pray you, O Lord, give the people whatever they wish, whenever they wish it; grant all their wishes.”
“What do the people wish, Grandpa Elijah?” asked the Lord.
“The people always wish only for what they need; if they wish for sunshine, let the sun shine; if they wish for
rain, let it rain; if they wish for wind, let the wind blow; if they wish for dry heat, let the weather be so. Whatever
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the people wish for, let them have it.” The Lord thought it over, then smiled and said,
“All right, old man, why not? Go and tell the people that whatever they wish for, they shall have, and I hope
they will be satisfied. I have treated them roughly; I have left them to suffer and have a hard life.”
Hearing all this, Saint Elijah was delighted. About Saint Peter’s Day he descended to earth not in the ordinary
way but with dreadful thunder claps and lightning. Rain poured down, and from it emerged Saint Elijah like a wet
chicken. A day or so thereafter a man complained,
“How much nicer it would be if we could have sunshine. It would help Saint Elijah to dry off, and the grass
would grow better now that the rain has soaked into the ground.”
Before the man had finished speaking, the clouds dispersed and the sun shone. Everyone was happy; they sat
in the sun around the saint and said,
“Live long, Grandpa Elijah! You scared even the Lord. See how the sun came out after it stopped raining.”
Saint Elijah said,
“Pray to the Lord for three days and three nights to give all you wish for. A while ago the Lord was about to
refuse me, seeing me so old and worn. But after I made many low bows he agreed to everything you wished for.”
“Bless you, Grandpa Elijah. Live as long as the world lasts!” said a woman. “Come on, all you people. Bring
food to feed the saint. Don’t you see that he is hungry? He traveled a long way before he came to us.”
Women got busy; they went back and forth, trying to find something for him to eat. It being the summer
season, a woman picked up a few apples and plums and other available fruit to serve the saint. He blessed them,
saying,
“From now on, eat on this day early-ripened apples and plums and whatever fruit you like best.” This blessing
produced the tradition of Saint Peter’s apples (petrovki), early pears, plums, cherries, and morellos,\fn{ Cultivated
cherries distinguished from others by their dark-colored skin and juice. } all of which ripen in early summer.
Saint Elijah then traveled on, for he had to see how things went in the world. In those days the world was not
yet as we know it today. People did as they pleased and received whatever they wished: if rain, it fell; if sunshine,
it came out bright; if wind, it blew. Whatever people desired was given to them. The meadows were blessed with
abundant grass, the vineyards with grapes, the fields with wheat and corn. All was plentiful beyond expectation.
The people hardly knew what to do with such bumper crops. As they could not eat or drink all this they began to
build their houses with bricks made of flour mixed with wine; men, women, and children bathed in milk (the
reason people of those times were so beautiful). People drank wine and brandy and did unheard-of things.
On a certain occasion they arranged a social get-together for the pleasure of meeting one another and find out
what went on in the community. They made fresh unleavened bread and cheese pies; they brought in wine and
whiskey and planned to regale themselves to their hearts’ content. But as soon as anyone took a mouthful of bread
he complained that it had a bitter taste; the wine too had a sour and bitter taste. What had happened? Though there
was an abundance of food and drink everything tasted terrible.
“Let us straightway look for Saint Elijah and ask him why our grain has a bad taste,” said the men.
“We must have offended the old man,” said the women. “Probably we have sinned against God. We should go
and ask to be forgiven.”
A few men went. In those days women did not participate in affairs of this kind; they only discussed things and
let the men solve the problems.
The men traveled a long time. They walked over hills and dales. In those days villages were farther from each
other, and people were not so many—one could count them on his fingers, so to say. Finally the men reached a
village where Saint Elijah dozed under a pear tree on a hill. As they approached, but without seeing him, Saint
Elijah awoke and coughed. His cough produced a flash of lightning which struck the pear tree. (Ever since that
time people avoid sitting under pear trees in thunderstorms because fire flashes from the old man’s soul.) After
Saint Elijah’s cough subsided he turned around and saw the men fallen to the ground and not stirring. He called
and asked them why they had come. Because their grain had a very bitter taste, they told him.
“You have let too much water soak into it,” said Grandpa Elijah.
“We do not know what is the cause but its taste is bitter and no one can eat it,” said the men. “Tell us how to
save our food; otherwise we will starve. The devil will take us and God will have no more people.”
“Come on, let us go and see the Good Lord, to beseech him to forgive your sins and show you how to do his
will.”
They went to see God, told him their troubles and prayed for his help. Afraid of their going to the devil, the
Lord said to them,
“Go back in health and labor as you have done before. I will take care of the crops and whatever I give will be
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all that you will get.”
That is the reason one year brings a bumper crop; the next, a crop spoiled by too much rain; and the third a
crop spoiled by drought.
2
Once upon a time there was a widow with two daughters. One was very industrious—a fine housekeeper, and
the other was lazy but beautiful. Their mother always urged them to work and showed them how to do things, but
the beauty did not mind her. She always tried to look her best, dress elegantly, and be seen working in the yard or
going to the fountain. She always found something conspicuous to do so that people would say that she was as
hard working as her mother.
After the girls grew into womanhood and became of marriageable age, matchmakers often visited them. Like
all mothers, the widow wished her daughters to marry well and be spared the misery of poverty. Her desire was to
marry her daughters to propertied men so that the girls could work their own land and not labor for wages from
someone else.
In the village was a rich landowner. He had only one son, whom he wished to marry a beauty, even a poor one.
His son liked the widow’s beautiful daughter and told his father about her.
“Father, if you want to see me married according to my own wishes, then ask for the daughter of the widow
Stamena. There is no better looking maiden in the whole village. She is hard working and I have given my word
to her.”
The father listened and thought over his son’s proposal. Though the widowed Stamena was one of the poorest
in the village, she was a good, hard working woman who brought up her daughters well. The villagers considered
them to be fine, industrious girls. He told his wife about. their son’s intention, but she retorted,
“I don’t want a daughter-in-law from a poor family!”
She refused to hear about that matter anymore. Then the father tried to talk his son out of marrying his chosen
girl. But his son said,
“Either I marry her or I don’t marry at all. I will become a monk.”
Both his mother and his father tried to dissuade him, but in vain. Finally they gave in and agreed to the desire
of their only child—to marry the girl of his choice. So they sent matchmakers to make arrangements for the
marriage of their son to the beautiful daughter of the widow Stamena.
The young couple had a grand wedding, at which they entertained many people and gave them gifts. The bride
was exceptionally beautiful—she shone like the sun. Like any bride, she was shy, smiling, and cheerful. The
crowd kept their eyes on her. The entire village admired her beauty, and the older people said,
“It’s nice that these rich people took this poor girl to be their daughter-in-law. They saved her from misery.
This beauty would have been wasted working in somebody else’s fields.” A woman, neither poor nor rich, more or
less of the middle class, hearing the talk of the old people, said,
“It would have been better for this beautiful girl to marry a man of the middle class and have only enough
property for herself and husband and whatever children they might have. Thus they would neither work for others
nor lease land to sharecroppers. But here in this wealthy home this beautiful child will be ruined and not a trace of
her charm will remain.”
Listening to this, the other women thought that she vented her jealousy, as her son was also of marriageable
age and had a crush on the bride, who did not like him at all.
Time went on. People talked about the wedding for a while, and, as the saying goes—“Every miracle lasts
three days”—the peasants forgot the great wedding and the beautiful bride.
The bride went to live in that big house where she was disliked by her mother-in-law. The latter asked her to
get up very early in the morning—after the first crow of the roosters—and made her work all day long, without a
break. During pregnancy, troubles increased for the young bride. She lost weight. Freckles covered her face; her
eyes hollowed in their sockets; her face became dull and dark. Before her marriage, she had an easy life at home
because there was not much housework to be done and her mother, like all mothers, did most of the housekeeping. Now there was too much work for her and she could not cope with it. Whenever she asked her mother-in-law
how to do things all she heard were sarcastic remarks and total disapproval of her performance. Day by day things
went from bad to worse. The bride suffered greatly and had no one to turn to. Whenever she told her husband how
her mother-in-law had forced her to work all day long, he replied,
“Do you think that we found all this property outside on the road? Everything that you see was gained by hard
work and know-how. If you do not work and do not know how to work, then you are apt to lose everything.
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Mother is good and you should listen to her. Whatever mother says, goes. Therefore watch your step and do as
you are told!”
The father-in-law was a better man. He saw how the bride suffered and felt sorry for her but seldom dared to
say anything to his wife. One day he mustered enough courage and said,
“Wife, I see that our daughter-in-law has lost her looks. Is she pregnant, or do you load her with too much
work? I don’t know, it’s no man’s affair, but if you want to please me, treat our beautiful daughter-in-law nicely.
Relieve her somewhat of the hard work. She is not used to a lot of work. She lived with her mother where things
were much different.”
“Was there anyone who was sorry for me?” yelled his wife. “When I came to your home, your mother
repeatedly said, ‘Work, daughter-in-law; carry on, daughter-in-law; get up early in the morning, daughter-in-law;
respect your father-in-law, your husband, your brothers-in-law, your sisters-in- law.’ Thus as long as she was alive
I could not eat the way other people ate. Her lecturing made me choke while I chewed my food.”
“Don’t you see how bad it was when your mother-in- law treated you in that manner?” said her husband. “Why
do you mistreat this child? Why are you killing her?"
The mother-in-law lost her temper and flew into rage. She further mistreated her daughter-in-law, whose
condition worsened.
One day the bride’s mother came visiting. When she saw her daughter, she almost fainted. Was this her own
daughter? When the girl had lived with her mother, it is true she did have less food to eat, but also less work to do.
Then she was like a blossoming cherry—everybody admired her. Now, she looked like a scared creature, a mere
skeleton, her skin yellow, the sparkle gone from her eyes.
Her mother became alarmed; her heart was bleeding. She spent the day much disturbed. She refused to eat or
drink. In the evening, as she got up to leave, the mother-in-law asked the girl to see her mother off, as was
customary. The daughter took her mother’s bundle and both went out. As soon as they came to the village square,
the daughter said to her mother,
“Dear mother, we once wished I could live in a wealthy home so as to avoid hardships. Actually I have buried
myself alive here!”
“Be silent, daughter, do not say so!” interrupted her mother. “Keep quiet so that nobody hears you! Why do
you say so? Don’t you remember how many girls tried to come to this home and now you are talking in such a
manner. For goodness sake, stop it!”
“No, mother, you don’t know anything!” said the daughter and tears ran from her eyes. “You know nothing.
You have never been a chorbadjuka;\fn{Mistress of a rich household.} you have not seen life as it is in such a place.
Here you cannot eat in peace, nor have enough sleep or say a word. They have harnessed me like a workhorse and
they drive me all day long.” After seeing her daughter’s agony and thinking for a while, the mother said,
“Well, daughter, I think you should try your best. Look for an opportunity to let your husband know that it is
time for you to be relieved of the hard work; being pregnant, you should do less housework.”
“Oh, mother, I have said to him time and again, but he always retorted, ‘Here in this house it is mother who
knows best and whatever mother says, goes; no one can oppose her,’ and I remain silent. Once I heard my fatherin-law, who is a good man, told my mother-in-law to stop torturing me. She became infuriated and shouted things
that I cannot repeat.”
The mother felt sorry for her wonderful daughter, but what could she do? Again she reminded her daughter to
be gentle, to obey and respect her mother-in-law and father-in-law, to do her work and everything would be all
right. Everything in this world could be set right. Every mother-in-law tortures her daughter-in-law until she gives
her a grandchild. Then, by and by, year after year, the mother-in-law gets older, the daughter-in-law gets used to
the work and masters it, and everything goes on smoothly.
The daughter accepted her mother’s advice. She bowed to the inevitable and again went on working all day
long, just like a workhorse.
The years rolled by. She bore children and raised them up to marriageable age. Her daughter was as beautiful
as she had been. Moreover, the daughter was born to a rich family and many young men, rich and poor, from the
surrounding villages, wanted to marry her. Her rich father wished his daughter to marry into a wealthy family,
because, as the saying goes, “Money joins money.” Though his desire was to unite two wealthy families by
marriage, his wife strongly objected.
“Daughter,” she said, “you should marry for love. Do not think of a rich homestead. Years ago, when I was
poor but beautiful and hard working, people noticed me and talked about me. But after I married and came to this
big house I had no leisure to rest, sleep, or eat, nor did I ever go out to enjoy the company of other people. The
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world forgot all about me; nobody remembers me any more. If you want to be happy, marry a young man of the
middle class. With him you will have just as much to eat, but less work to do.”
Then the daughter confided to her mother that she was courted by a poor young man from a neighboring
village, a very good boy, hard working but with very little land.
The mother understood the longing of her daughter’s heart and backed her up. She insistently begged her
husband to let their daughter marry the man she loved. This was not to the father’s liking, but unable to resist his
wife’s determination he finally agreed to his daughter’s marriage to the poor young man.
At the beginning everybody wondered why such a wealthy maiden was going to marry a poor boy. Some
hinted that the girl was fraudulently deceived, others said that she was ill. Finally, after the marriage took place
and people saw what a beautiful couple they were, all agreed that the pair loved each other and were happily
married.
The bride bloomed in the house of her husband. His people respected her, and why not? After all, she came
from a rich family and contributed to the honor of her husband’s clan. As time went on she became more
beautiful. She gave birth to healthy children. Her family was the happiest in the village.
Then the country folk understood that rural lordship is slavery. The wife of a chorbadjiya\fn{Country squire.} is
like a workhorse, in harness from early in the morning until late at night. She can never finish her work nor have
enough time to sit down and eat a meal like other people.
3
Once upon a time there lived a man and wife who had two children—a boy and a girl. The girl was the older of
the two and according to custom was given in marriage first. Being meek and obedient to her mother and father
she let them marry her to a young man of a good middle class family in their own village. Anyhow, they married
their daughter and loaded her with all sorts of family troubles that go with marriage.
Now their son, who was not as manageable as his sister, became their main problem. Like many boys, he was
unruly, disobedient, and heedless of his mother’s advice. He went with his own gang, joined sedyanki,\fn{Evening
work parties.} participated in neighboring village dances, and visited fairs until word went around that he had fallen
in love with a beautiful girl of a well-known family in a far off village.
Neither his mother nor father wanted to have a daughter-in-law from a distant village. So they tried to dissuade
their son who spent little time at home but whiled away his leisure by rambling with his buddies. One day his
father said,
“Son, listen to what I have to say. The years of your youth have gone. You have seen enough of the world. It is
time for you to settle down.”
“God bless you, father, for saying so,” said the son. “I felt uncomfortable in approaching you on marriage.”
“Your mother and I have been talking for quite some time. We have eyed the local girls and selected one for
you who is not only beautiful but industrious and of good family.”
“Father, I do not want you to marry me off as you did my sister,” said the son quietly. “I am already a grownup man. I have completed my military service, have been to many places, have seen many girls—some beautiful,
others homely—and I want to choose my own wife.” His mother, who sat next to the fireplace, heard what her son
said and chipped in,
“From time immemorial it is customary with us that the parents work out the future of their children. It is a
shame that you do not mind us and want to bring us a daughter-in-law who would not be to our liking.”
“What about one you would bring in who would not be to my own liking?” retorted the son angrily.
“Your situation is easier,” cried the mother. “You are young and you bend like a young tree—any way you
want. However, we are like an old tree—if you bend it, it breaks. What kind of life are we to have at home in our
old age if there is discord inside the family?”
“Why discord, mother?” asked the son. Seeing that contradicting his parents would lead him nowhere he only
reasoned with them:
“I should bring a wife of my choice. Then I would be satisfied and she would honor you because she would
have come to this home of her own free will.”
“We do not want a daughter-in-law from a distant place,” interrupted his mother. “No one knows her or has
heard of her.”
“Well, father can go and find out about her from people of her own village,” said the son.
“A colander holds water for a while and a man cannot introduce himself to another man within a short time,”
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shouted his mother. “You can understand another person only after you eat an aka of salt\fn{2¾ libs.} at the same
dining table and spend at least three nights with him so you can see how he looks after he gets up, in the morning;
how he keeps house, whether he washes his face or not.”
“Mother, the girl I have selected would be to your taste,” said the son. “She is beautiful, industrious and good
—I have not seen a better girl than she is.”
“Well, son, we know all about it,” said the father. “What a heart chooses, the eyes can never see.”
They did a good deal of talking but failed in the end to persuade their son to give up the girl of his choice.
Eventually the son told his father,
“Father, I arranged with the girl that you should go and ask for her.”
“How can I ask for her when we do not know her?” replied his father. “How can one lay his head in a thorny
bush?”
“Father, I beg you, go and see her and afterward say what you wish. Then whatever you say, I will heed you,”
entreated the son. The father thought it over and said,
“You go about your business. I am going to talk this over with your mother, discuss it further, and then,
probably, I will go to see her.”
The son loved his father and believed in him. Once his father said something, that’s it—he never went back on
his word. But the young man feared his mother because she was an obstinate woman—once she made up her
mind she went on like a stubborn ewe—going over and over the same thing. The son was grateful that his father
would discuss his case with his mother. But it was not an easy task for the father. Surprising his wife at home
while she made banitsa,\fn{Cheese pie.} he said to her,
“Woman, while you make the cheese pie it would be a good idea if you would also make a flat unleavened
bread. I want to go and see that girl. You see, our boy is in love with her and might become ill or turn to drinking
to avoid some other marriage.”
“I can make even two flat unleavened loaves of bread for the occasion,” said the wife. “However, I want it my
way—our son must bring in the girl I choose.”
“Woman, not the way you want it! The people of today are different from those in the world of the past. I have
told you that my grandfather did not see my grandmother before they married. His mother and father went and
brought in their would-be daughter-in-law and wedded her to a pair of pants while he, the groom, was with the
sheep. He didn’t even go to his own wedding.”
“In those days the people were foolish,” said the woman. “We are now going to select the bride and our son
will go to bring her home.”
“I am not going to betray my son even if you were to hang yourself. I have had trouble with you all along and
now you want my child to suffer too. If you want—o.k., but if you don’t—the heck with you! Dawn will come
even without the crow of a rooster, and the new day will be like all other days.”
Saying all that, the man got up and went out. His wife started thinking and reckoning—bringing in water from
nine wells (as the saying goes) but could not get the subject off her mind. They had a quick supper and went to
bed. After a sleepless night, the wife said to her husband,
“Our son is as pigheaded as you are. Once he has decided upon his choice of a girl he will not change his
mind. We had better send him to quiz the girl once more. If she is actually smart, as he says, then we will go and
get her. Otherwise there will be no peace at our home.”
“Well, my dear, finally you said something wise,” smiled her husband. “What kind of quiz would that be to
show us what kind of girl she is?”
“We will tell our boy to go to an evening spinning bee and say certain things to the girl, like, ‘What is the
sweetest thing in the world?’ ‘What is the dearest?’ ‘What is the fastest’ and ‘What is higher than a king?’ If she
comes out with wise answers then we will send the matchmakers and that’s that.”
In the morning the father told his son about their decision. The young man was very happy hearing it. He went
to shave. Then he asked his mother to give him a clean shirt and began whistling to express his happiness. Having
dressed up, he went to his friends and asked them to come along and find out whether a wedding was in the
offing. His friends, young fellows of his age, went on planning the affair—as most young men would do. They
hardly waited for the sun to go down before they went on their way.
The village they were going to was far away so they had much walking to do. When the young fellows arrived
in the girl’s neighborhood the spinning bee was already on. They walked in, talking and laughing; a few began
singing. The boy approached the girl—telling her this and that and the latest news from his own village. As he
talked he gradually asked her the questions his mother had suggested. The girl said,
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“These are very easy riddles. I know some very hard ones that you may waste a whole night on and still not be
able to come up with the right answers.”
“If they are so easy, why don’t you give the answers?” asked the boy. “I know that honey is sweetest, wind is
fastest, a mother is dearest, and the king is greatest.” The girl took a better look of him, surprised at his
foolishness or pretense of it, and then said,
“Sleep is sweeter than honey. A sweetheart is dearer than a mother. Mind is faster than wind, and a child is
more important than a king.”
The young man did not much like the girl’s answers but could not say so. He kept silent and went on thinking
whether his mother would like such talk coming from the girl. Was she actually foolish? So far he had thought
that there was no other girl like her. He went on wondering until the roosters crowed and the maidens got up to go
home. The young men did the same and everybody went his way. Next morning at breakfast, the father said,
“Son, tell us how was the spinning bee last night? How did you fare? Did you see the girl and what
arrangements did you make?”
“A spinning bee like any spinning bee,” said the son. “The maidens spun and knitted. We entertained them to
keep them awake; we also sang and played musical instruments.”
“Did you ask the girl the riddles your mother suggested?”
“I asked her and she answered them but I am not sure about her answers. I did not much like what she said,”
answered the son and hung his head on his chest.
“Didn’t you praise her for being very smart and wise?” said his mother triumphantly. “Looks as though after
you quizzed her your enthusiasm for her has disappeared.”
“You are still young and you may deceive yourself,” said his father. “We parents are needed in a case like this
—to advise our children and help them.”
“When I asked her to answer the riddles, she smiled and said that they were very easy. She told me that sleep is
sweeter than honey, the mind is quicker than the wind, a sweetheart is dearer than a mother, and a child is more
important than a king.”
“Son, did the girl really say so?” cried his mother in. surprise.
“The girl, mother, the girl spoke thus and buried me,” he replied in a hardly audible voice.
“Husband, get up immediately and change your clothes! You are going to negotiate a wedding,” said the wife.
“There isn’t much time. The autumn season soon will be over and in winter it is cold—then the weather is no
good for weddings.”
The son could not understand why his mother was in such a hurry and could not figure out why she insisted on
having a wedding, anyway.
“Mother, who is this girl that father is going to see?” asked the son.
“What do you mean, who is this girl! She is the girl you have chosen. Don’t you see she is the best girl—smart
as though I had given birth to her.”
“Mother, where is her smartness? Didn’t you hear what she said to me?” asked the son.
“That’s exactly why I like her, you dummy,” chuckled his mother. “The girl has given you the correct answers.
For example, when you walk a long way or work hard all day you are so tired by evening that you answer the call
to supper by saying, ‘Mother, I feel so sleepy that if you offered me honey I would not eat it.’ And when I ask you
to stay and help me, you say, ‘Mother, I cannot do it now; I am going to the village fountain to see the girls’—or if
I forbid you to marry a certain girl you say to me, ‘With mother to the sea, with a wife across the sea.’ What you
mean is that a wife is dearer than a mother. Then too, while you sit and rest for a moment your mind can travel
across nine kingdoms into the tenth, pass over bodies of water and woods and mountains, and go even into
leeward areas where no wind can enter. But the most obvious answer of all is that a child is more important than a
king. For if a child screams neither king nor God can prevent his mother from tending to him. Other business can
wait. A king is a king, may he live long, but he can wait. Only a child must be tended to at once.
“After you told me the girl’s answers I understood that she must be smart and wise, the very one for our home.
You must learn and remember and someday tell your children that beauty lasts only a short time. Beauty is not a
homemaker. Money also serves, but not always well. The moment a man grows rich he thinks his house is small
and his wife homely. If she is not smart she may climb upon the roof by the end of the third day and cry, ‘For
sale!’ Though brains are not bought by money, they make money and thus help people to live a good life.”
A few days later they went and brought the girl and all lived happily together. The young man was satisfied
because he loved his bride. The father-in-law was pleased because his daughter-in-law was beautiful and industrious.
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But the mother-in-law had no words for praising her daughter-in-law who was such a fine and reasonable girl.
4
Once upon a time there was a king who had two children: a boy and a girl. The girl married a prince from
another kingdom and that ended her story. The king’s great worry then became his son. Being the only son the
prince would ascend the throne after his father’s death. He had to marry and have children to inherit the crown in
order to insure that all future kings would be of the same dynasty.
The king decided that his son should not marry a royal princess, nor a rich and beautiful lady, but a smart girl
with brains, who would not behave like a queen but be able to deal with all sorts of people, speak pleasantly, and
help and advise her husband. The king thought that women command their men and that what a wife says her
husband listens to. This was the reason he wanted a smart daughter-in-law rather than the silly sort who
encourages her husband to wage wars so that she may have love affairs during his absence, or so that he may
bring slaves and riches home to her.
Time went on, year after year, but the king was unable to select a daughter-in-law. Finally he decided that his
son should dress like a laborer and tour the kingdom to find a bride. The king swore to his son that a beautiful and
smart bride, even though she might be a Gypsy girl, would be welcomed at the palace and allowed to marry the
prince.
The king’s son therefore went on a tour throughout the entire kingdom. He was gone not one, not two, but
three years. One night he stopped in a village and stayed at the house of a poor woman and her daughter. As soon
as he knocked on the door and asked to stay overnight as an outsider, the mother said,
“Come on in, son, and spend the night. We are only poor women and have nothing to feast you with, and no
extra bedding for you to sleep in, but we can spend the night around the fireplace talking. You can lie down on the
mat while my daughter and I will go on spinning.”
The king’s son lay down pretended to be asleep. Secretly he watched how fast the maiden spun, and how
patiently she listened to her mother’s answers to her questions. As the girl spun and listened through the night the
prince soon knew that he was madly in love with her. When he awoke in the morning he saw the house spick-andspan, water brought in, the fire burning, and hominy cooking in a small tinned copper pail. The old woman was
busy making breakfast for the guest before seeing him off and wishing him Godspeed.
The king’s son got up and breakfasted on hominy, then took his shoulder bag and went on his way. He returned
to the palace and told his father that he had finally found a good girl, who was industrious and smart. His father
could not believe this and said that it was only love at first sight. He then sent one of his most trusted advisers to
carry presents to the maiden and see if she actually was as good and as smart as his son had said. The king ordered
a skin to be filled with wine, and a pita\fn{A large flat, unleavened bread.} to be made. Then he gave them to his
messenger together with twelve gold coins and said,
“When you get to the maiden, give her my own and my son’s best regards. Tell her that our goats have four
horns each, the moon rises full, and a year has twelve months.”
The king’s messenger took the gifts and went to the maiden. He was welcomed most cordially and entertained
as well as possible. When the maiden found out what kind of gifts the king had sent her, she took them and said,
“Uncle, give my respects to the king. Then tell him that goats in our place have three horns, the moon does not
rise full, and our year has eleven months. Tell him also that with us is not customary to put out the eyes of a
raven.”
The king’s messenger returned to the palace and reported everything to his sovereign. The king understood that
the maiden was very smart and that the royal messenger had not delivered the presents intact. So he shouted at
him,
“You faithless man of mine, why did you withhold one of the gold coins, drink from the wine, and eat from the
pita?”
“Absolutely correct, your majesty. All this was true, but how did you find out?”
The king reminded him of the maiden’s answer. But since she had said that a raven’s eye should not be put out,
the monarch did not punish his messenger.
A couple of weeks later the king invited all his subjects to attend the great royal wedding. The bride came to
the palace and put on royal garments, but kept her humility. She forgot neither her mother and her villagers nor
the common people of the land. She was pleasant to all, stopping and talking to everyone. The people loved her
and respected her as a saint. She loved her husband very much and wanted him to be good too; so she always
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advised him to be just and understanding.
Thus their kingdom became better and better. Out of a similar situation came the proverb:
“Wisdom reigns, wisdom serves, wisdom takes geese to pasture.”
129.26 Excerpt from The Tongue Set Free\fn{by Elias Canetti (1905-1994)} Ruse, Ruse Administrative Region,
Bulgaria (M) 16
1: My Earliest Memory
My earliest memory is dipped in red. I come out of a door on the arm of a maid, the floor in front of me is red,
and to the left a staircase goes down, equally red. Across from us, at the same height, a door opens, and a smiling
man steps forth, walking towards me in a friendly way. He steps right up close to me, halts, and says:
“Show me your tongue.”
I stick out my tongue, he reaches into his pocket, pulls out a jackknife, opens it, and brings the blade all the
way to my tongue. He says:
“Now we’ll cut off his tongue.”
I don’t dare pull back my tongue, he comes closer and closer, the blade will touch me any second. In the last
moment, he pulls back the knife, saying:
“Not today, tomorrow.” He snaps the knife shut again and puts it back in his pocket.
Every morning, we step out of the door and into the red hallway, the door opens, and the smiling man appears.
I know what he’s going to say and I wait for the command to show my tongue. I know he’s going to cut it off, and
I get more and more scared each time. That’s how the day starts, and it happens very often.
*
I kept it to myself and asked my mother about it only much later. She could tell by the ubiquitous red that it
was the guest house in Carlsbad, where she had spent the summer of 1907 with my father and me. To take care of
the two-year-old baby, she had brought along a nanny from Bulgaria, a girl who wasn’t even fifteen. Every
morning at the crack of dawn, the girl went out holding the child on her arm; she spoke only Bulgarian, but got
along fine in the lively town, and was always back punctually with the child.
Once, she was seen on the street with an unknown young man, she couldn’t say anything about him, a chance
acquaintance. A few weeks later, it turned out that the young man lived in the room right across from us, on the
other side of the corridor. At night, the girl sometimes went to his room quickly.
My parents felt responsible for her and sent her back to Bulgaria immediately. Both of them, the maid and the
young man, had always left the house very early in the morning, that’s how they must have met, that’s the way it
must have started.
The threat with the knife worked, the child quite literally held his tongue for ten years.
2. Family Pride
Ruschuk, on the lower Danube, where I came into the world, was a marvelous city for a child, and if I say that
Ruschuk is in Bulgaria, then I am giving an inadequate picture of it. For people of the most varied backgrounds
lived there; on any one day you could hear seven or eight languages. Aside from the Bulgarians, who often came
from the countryside, there were many Turks, who lived in their own neighborhood, and next to it was the
neighborhood of the Sephardim, the Spanish Jews—our neighborhood. There were Greeks, Albanians,
Armenians, Gypsies. From the opposite side of the Danube came Rumanians; my wet nurse, whom I no longer
remember, was Rumanian. There were also Russians here and there.
As a child, I had no real grasp of this variety, but I never stopped feeling its effects. Some people have stuck in
my memory only because they belonged to a particular ethnic group and wore a different costume from the others.
Among the servants that we had in our home during the course of six years, there was once a Circassian and later
on an Armenian. My mother’s best friend was Olga, a Russian woman.
Once every week, Gypsies came into our courtyard, so many that they seemed like an entire nation; the terrors
they struck in me will be discussed below.
Ruschuk\fn{Now Ruse.} was an old port on the Danube, which made it fairly significant. As a port, it had
attracted people from all over, and the Danube was a constant topic of discussion. There were stories about the
extraordinary years when the Danube froze over; about sleigh rides all the way across the ice to Rumania; about
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starving wolves at the heels of the sleigh horses.
Wolves were the first wild animals I heard about. In the fairy tales that the Bulgarian peasant girls told me,
there were werewolves, and one night, my father terrorized me with a wolf mask on his face.
It would be hard to give a full picture of the colorful time of those early years in Ruschuk, the passions and the
terrors. Anything I subsequently experienced had already happened in Ruschuk.
The rest of the world was known as “Europe,” and if someone sailed up the Danube to Vienna, people said he
was going to Europe.
Europe began where the Turkish Empire had once ended. Most of the Sephardim were still Turkish subjects.
Life had always been good for them under the Turks, better than for the Christian Slavs in the Balkans. But since
many Sephardim were well-to-do merchants, the new Bulgarian regime maintained good relations with them, and
King Ferdinand,\fn{Ferdinand I (1851-1948), Prince of Bulgaria (1887-1908), King of Bulgaria (1908-1918). } who ruled for a
long time, was said to be a friend of the Jews.
The loyalties of the Sephardim were fairly complicated. They were pious Jews, for whom the life of their
religious community was rather important. But they considered themselves a special brand of Jews, and that was
because of their Spanish background. Through the centuries since their expulsion from Spain, the Spanish they
spoke with one another\fn{Ladino} had changed little. A few Turkish words had been absorbed, but they were
recognizable as Turkish, and there were nearly always Spanish words for them. The first children’s songs I heard
were Spanish, I heard old Spanish romances; but the thing that was most powerful, and irresistible for a child, was
a Spanish attitude.
With naïve arrogance, the Sephardim looked down on other Jews; a word always charged with scorn was
Todesco, meaning a German or Ashkenazi Jew. It would have been unthinkable to marry a Todesca, a Jewish
woman of that background, and among the many families that I heard about or knew as a child in Ruschuk, I
cannot recall a single case of such a mixed marriage. I wasn’t even six years old when my grandfather warned me
against such a misalliance in the future.
But this general discrimination wasn’t all. Among the Sephardim themselves, there were the “good families,”
which meant the ones that had been rich since way back. The proudest words one could hear about a person were:
“Es de buena famiglia—he’s from a good family.”
How often and ad nauseam did I hear that from my mother. When she enthused about the Viennese Burgtheater and read Shakespeare with me, even later on, when she spoke about Strindberg,\fn{ Johan August Strindberg
(1849-1912), Swedish author.} who became her favorite author, she had no scruples whatsoever about telling that she
came from a good family, there was no better family around. Although the literatures of the civilized languages
she knew became the true substance of her life, she never felt any contradiction between this passionate
universality and the haughty family pride that she never stopped nourishing.
Even back in the period when I was utterly her thrall (she opened all the doors of the intellect for me, and I
followed her, blind and enthusiastic), I nevertheless noticed this contradiction, which tormented and bewildered
me, and in countless conversations during that time of my adolescence I discussed the matter with her and
reproached her, but it didn’t make the slightest impression. Her pride had found its channels at an early point,
moving through them steadfastly; but while I was still quite young, that narrowmindedness, which I never
understood in her, biased me against any arrogance of background.
I cannot take people seriously if they have any sort of caste pride, I regard them as exotic but rather ludicrous
animals. I catch myself having reverse prejudices against people who plume themselves on their lofty origin. The
few times that I was friendly with aristocrats, I had to overlook their talking about it, and had they sensed what
efforts this cost me, they would have forgone my friendship. All prejudices are caused by other prejudices, and the
most frequent are those deriving from their opposites.
Furthermore, the caste in which my mother ranked herself was a caste of Spanish descent and also of money.
In my family, and especially in hers, I saw what money does to people. I felt that those who were most willingly
devoted to money were the worst. I got to know all the shades, from money-grubbing to paranoia. I saw brothers
whose greed had led them to destroy one another in years of litigation, and who kept on litigating when there was
no money left. They came from the same “good” family that my mother was so proud of.
She witnessed all those things too, we often spoke about it. Her mind was penetrating; her knowledge of
human nature had been schooled in the great works of world literature as well as in the experiences of her own
life. She recognized the motives of the lunatic self-butchery her family was involved in; she could easily have
penned a novel about it; but her pride in this same family remained unshaken.
Had it been love, I could have readily understood it. But she didn’t even love many of the protagonists, she
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was indignant at some, she had scorn for others, yet for the family as a whole, she felt nothing but pride.
Much later, I came to realize that I, translated to the greater dimensions of mankind, am exactly as she was. I
have spent the best part of my life figuring out the wiles of man as he appears in the historical civilizations. I have
examined and analyzed power as ruthlessly as my mother her family’s litigations. There is almost nothing bad that
I couldn’t say about humans and humankind. And yet my pride in them is so great that there is only one thing I
really hate: their enemy, death.
3. Kako la Gallinica; Wolves and Werewolves
An eager and yet tender word that I often heard was la butica. That was what they called the store, the
business, where my grandfather and his sons usually spent the day. I was rarely taken there because I was too
little. The store was located on a steep road running from the height of the wealthier districts of Ruschuk straight
down to the harbor. All the major stores were on this street; my grandfather’s butica was in a three-story building
that struck me as high and stately because the residential houses up on the rise had only one story.
The butica dealt in wholesale groceries, it was a roomy place and it smelled wonderful. Huge, open sacks
stood on the floor, containing various kinds of cereals, there was millet, barley, and rice. If my hands were clean, I
was allowed to reach into the sacks and touch the grains. That was a pleasant sensation, I filled my hand, lifted it
up, smelled the grains, and let them slowly run back down again; I did this often, and though there were many
other strange things in the store, I liked doing that best, and it was hard to get me away from the sacks.
There was tea and coffee and especially chocolate. There were huge quantities of everything, and it was always
beautifully packed, it wasn’t sold in small amounts as in ordinary shops. I also especially liked the open sacks on
the floor because they weren’t too high for me and because when I reached in, I could feel the many grains, which
meant so much to me.
Most of the things in the store were edible, but not all. There were matches, soaps, and candles. There were
also knives, scissors, whet-stones, sickles, and scythes. The peasants who came from the villages to shop used to
stand in front of the instruments for a long time, testing the keenness with their fingers. I watched them, curious
and a bit fearful; I was not allowed to touch the blades. Once, a peasant, who was probably amused by my face,
took hold of my thumb, put it next to his, and showed me how hard his skin was.
But I never received a gift of chocolate; my grandfather, who sat in an office in the back, ruled with an iron
hand, and everything was wholesale. At home, he showed me his love because I had his full name, even his first
name. But he didn’t much care to see me in the store, and I wasn’t allowed to stay long. When he gave an order,
the employee who got the order dashed off, and sometimes an employee would leave the butica with packages.
My favorite was a skinny, poorly dressed, middle-aged man, who always smiled absently. He had indefinite
movements and jumped when my grandfather said anything. He appeared to be dreaming and was altogether
different from the other people I saw in the store. He always had a friendly word for me; he spoke so vaguely that
I could never understand him, but I sensed that he was well disposed towards me. His name was Chelebon, and
since he was a poor and hopelessly incapable relative, my grandfather hired him out of pity. My grandfather
always called to Chelebon as if he were a servant; that was how I remembered him, and I found out only much
later that he was a brother of my grandfather’s.
*
The street running past the huge gate of our courtyard was dusty and drowsy. If it rained hard, the street turned
into mud, and the droshkeys\fn{Any of various two- or four-wheeled public carriages used in Russia and other European countries. }
left deep tracks. I wasn’t allowed to play in the street, there was more than enough room in our big courtyard, and
it was safe.
But sometimes I heard a violent clucking from outside, it would get louder and louder and more excited. Then,
before long, a man in black, tattered clothes, clucking and trembling in fear, would burst through the gate, fleeing
the street children. They were all after him, shouting “Kako! Kako!” and clucking like hens. He was afraid of
chickens, and that was why they harassed him.
He was a few steps ahead of them and, right before my eyes, he changed into a hen. He clucked violently, but
in desperate fear, and made fluttering motions with his arms. He breathlessly dashed up the steps to my
grandfather’s house, but never dared to enter; he jumped down on the other side and remained lying motionless.
The children halted at the gate, clucking, they weren’t allowed into the courtyard. When he lay there as if dead,
they were a bit scared and ran away. But then they promptly launched into their victory chant: “Kako la gallinica!
Kako la gallinica!—Kako the chicken! Kako the chicken!”
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No sooner were they out of earshot than he got to his feet, felt himself all over, peered about cautiously,
listened anxiously for a while, and then stole out of the courtyard, hunched, but utterly silent. Now he was no
longer a chicken, he didn’t flutter or cluck, and he was once again the exhausted neighborhood idiot.
Sometimes, if the children were lurking not too far away in the street, the sinister game started all over again.
Usually, it moved to another street, and I couldn’t see anything more. Maybe I felt sorry for Kako, I was always
scared when he jumped, but what I couldn’t get enough of, what I always watched in the same excitement, was
his metamorphosis into a gigantic black hen. I couldn’t understand why the children ran after him, and when he
lay motionless on the ground after his leap, I was afraid he would never get up again and turn into a chicken
again.
The Danube is very wide in its Bulgarian lower reaches. Giurgiu, the city on the other bank, was Rumanian.
From there, I was told, my wet nurse came, my wet nurse, who fed me her milk. She had supposedly been a
strong, healthy peasant woman and also nursed her own baby, whom she brought along. I always heard her
praises, and even though I can’t remember her, the word “Rumanian” has always had a warm sound for me
because of her.
In rare winters, the Danube froze over, and people told exciting stories about it. In her youth, Mother had often
ridden a sleigh all the way over to Rumania, she showed me the warm furs she had been bundled in. When it was
very cold, wolves came down from the mountains and ravenously pounced on the horses in front of the sleighs.
The coachman tried to drive them away with his whip, but it was useless, and someone had to fire at them.
Once, during such a sleigh ride, it turned out that they hadn’t taken anything to shoot with. An armed
Circassian, who lived in the house as a servant, was supposed to come along, but he had been gone, and the
coachman had started without him. They had a terrible time keeping the wolves at bay and were in great danger. If
a sleigh with two men hadn’t happened to come along from the opposite direction, things might have ended very
badly, but the two men shot and killed one wolf and drove the others away. My mother had been terribly afraid;
she described the red tongues of the wolves, which had come so close that she still dreamt about them in later
years.
I often begged her to tell me this story, and she enjoyed telling it to me. Thus wolves became the first wild
beasts to fill my imagination. My terror of them was nourished by the fairy tales I heard from the Bulgarian
peasant girls. Five or six of them always lived in our home. They were quite young, perhaps ten or twelve years
old, and had been brought by their families from the villages to the city, where they were hired out as serving
maids in middle-class homes. They ran around barefoot in the house and were always in a high mettle; they didn’t
have much to do, they did everything together, and they became my earliest playmates.
In the evening, when my parents went out, I stayed at home with the girls. Low Turkish divans ran all the way
along the walls of the huge living room. Aside from the carpets everywhere and a few small tables, they were the
only constant furnishing that I can remember in that room.
When it grew dark, the girls got scared. We all huddled together on one of the divans, right by the window;
they took me into their midst, and now they began their stories about werewolves and vampires. No sooner was
one story finished than they began the next; it was scary, and yet, squeezing against the girls on all sides, I felt
good. We were so frightened that no one dared to stand up, and when my parents came home, they found us all
wobbling in a heap.
Of the fairy tales I heard, only the ones about werewolves and vampires have lodged in my memory. Perhaps
no other kinds were told. I can’t pick up a book of Balkan fairy tales without instantly recognizing some of them.
Every detail of them is present to my mind, but not in the language I heard them in. I heard them in Bulgarian, but
I know them in German; this mysterious translation is perhaps the oddest thing that I have to tell about my youth,
and since the language history of most children runs differently, perhaps I ought to say more about it.
To each other, my parents spoke German, which I was not allowed to understand. To us children and to all
relatives and friends, theys poke Ladino. That was the true vernacular, albeit an ancient Spanish, I often heard it
later on and I’ve never forgotten it. The peasant girls at home knew only Bulgarian, and I must have learned it
with them. But since I never went to a Bulgarian school, leaving Ruschuk at six years of age, I very soon forgot
Bulgarian completely. All events of those first few years were in Ladino or Bulgarian. It wasn’t until much later
that most of them were rendered into German within me. Only especially dramatic events, murder and
manslaughter so to speak, and the worst terrors have been retained by me in their Ladino wording, and very
precisely and indestructibly at that. Everything else, that is, most things, and especially anything Bulgarian, like
the fairy tales, I carry around in German.
I cannot say exactly how this happened. I don’t know at what point in time, on what occasion, this or that
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translated itself. I never probed into the matter; perhaps I was afraid to destroy my most precious memories with a
methodical examination based on rigorous principles. I can say only one thing with certainty: The events of those
years are present to my mind in all their strength and freshness (I’ve fed on them for over sixty years), but the vast
majority are tied to words that I did not know at that time. It seems natural to me to write them down now; I don’t
have the feeling that I am changing or warping anything. It is not like the literary translation of a book from one
language to another, it is a translation that happened of its own accord in my unconscious, and since I ordinarily
avoid this word like the plague, a word that has become meaningless from overuse, I apologize for employing it in
this one and only case.
4. The Armenian’s Ax; The Gypsies
The delight in topographical drawing, which Stendhal so deftly indulges in throughout his Henri Brulard.\fn
{La vie l’Henry Brulard, 1890.} is beyond me, and, to my sorrow, I was always a poor draftsman. So I have to describe
the layout of the residential buildings around our courtyard garden in Ruschuk.
When you stepped through the large gate from the street into the courtyard, Grandfather Canetti’s house stood
immediately to the right. It looked statelier than the other houses, it was also higher. But I can’t say whether it had
an upper floor in contrast to the other single-story houses. It appeared taller in any event because there were more
steps leading up to it. It was also brighter than the other houses, it may have been painted a light color.
Opposite, to the left of the courtyard gate, stood the house where my father’s eldest sister, Aunt Sophie, lived
with her husband, Uncle Nathan. His family name was Eliakim, a name I never cared for; perhaps it disturbed me
because it didn’t sound Spanish like all the other names. They had three children, Régine, Jacques, and Laurica.
This last child, the youngest, was four years older than I, an age difference that played a baleful part.
Next to this house, in the same line, also on the left side of the courtyard, stood our house, which looked just
like my uncle’s. A few steps ran up to the two houses, ending in a porch the width of both together.
The garden courtyard between these three houses was very large; the draw well for water stood facing us, not
in the center, but a little off to the side. It didn’t yield enough, and most of the water came in gigantic barrels that
were drawn by mules from the Danube. The Danube water couldn’t be used without first being boiled, and it
stood then in huge caldrons, cooling off on the porch in front of the house.
Behind the draw well and separated from the courtyard by a hedge, there was the orchard. It wasn’t especially
attractive, it was too regular, and perhaps not old enough; my mother’s relatives had far more beautiful orchards.
It was through the narrow side of our house that you came in from the large courtyard. The house then
stretched out far into the back, and even though it had only that one floor, it is very spacious in my memory. On
the further side of the courtyard, you could walk all the way around the house, past the long side, and then enter a
smaller yard, into which the kitchen opened. Here there was wood to be chopped, geese and chickens scurried
about, there was always a hustle and bustle in the kitchen, the cook carried things out or in, and the half dozen
little girls jumped about and were busy.
In this kitchen yard, there was often a servant chopping wood, and the one I remember best was my friend, the
sad Armenian. While chopping, he sang songs, which I couldn’t understand, but which tore my heart. When I
asked my mother why he was so sad, she said bad people had wanted to kill all the Armenians in Istanbul, and he
had lost his entire family. He had watched from a hiding place when they had killed his sister. Then he had fled to
Bulgaria, and my father had felt sorry for him and taken him into the house. When he chopped wood now, he
always had to think of his little sister, and that was why he sang those sad songs.
I developed a deep love for him. Whenever he chopped wood, I stood up on the divan at the end of the long
living room, by the window facing the kitchen yard. Then I leaned out the window to watch him, and when he
sang, I thought of his sister—and then I would always wish for a little sister myself. He had a long black mustache
and pitch-black hair, and he seemed very huge, perhaps because I saw him when he lifted his arm up high with the
ax. I loved him even more than the store employee Chelebon, whom I saw very infrequently after all. The
Armenian and I exchanged a few words, but very few, and I don’t know what the language was. But he waited for
me before he started chopping. The instant he saw me, he smiled slightly and raised the ax, and it was terrible to
watch his rage as he smashed into the wood. He became gloomy then and sang his songs. When he put the ax
down, he smiled at me again, and I waited for his smile just as he waited for me, he, the first refugee in my life.
*
Every Friday, the Gypsies came. On Friday, the Jewish homes prepared everything for the Sabbath. The house
was cleaned from top to bottom, the Bulgarian girls scooted all over the place, the kitchen hummed with activity,
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no one had time for me. I was all alone and waiting for the Gypsies, my face pressed against the garden window
of the gigantic living room. I lived in panic fear of them. I assume it was the girls who also told me about Gypsies
during the long evenings in the darkness. I thought about their stealing children and was convinced that they were
after me.
But despite my fear, I wouldn’t have missed seeing them; it was a splendid sight they offered. The courtyard
gate had been opened wide for them, for they needed space. They came like an entire tribe: in the middle, tall and
erect, a blind patriarch, the great-grandfather, as I was told, a handsome, white-haired old man; he walked very
slowly, leaning on two grown granddaughters right and left and wearing colorful rags.
Around him, thronging densely, there were Gypsies of all ages, very few men, almost nothing but women, and
countless children, the infants in their mother’s arms; the rest sprang about, but never moved very far from the
proud old man, who always remained the center.
The whole procession had something strangely dense about it, I never otherwise saw so many people huddling
so close together as they moved along; and in this very colorful city, they were the most colorful sight. The rags
they had pieced together for their clothing shone in all colors, but the one that stood out sharpest was red. Sacks
dangled from many of the shoulders, and I couldn’t look at those sacks without imagining that they contained
stolen children.
The Gypsies struck me as something without number, yet when I now try to estimate their number in my
image of them, I would think that they were no more than thirty or forty. But still, I had never seen so many
people in the big courtyard, and since they moved so slowly because of the old man, they seemed to fill the
courtyard endlessly. They didn’t stay there, however, they moved around the house and into the smaller courtyard
by the kitchen, where the wood also lay in stacks, and that was where they settled.
I used to wait for the moment when they first appeared at the entrance gate, and no sooner had I spotted the
blind old man than I dashed, yelling “Zinganas! Zinganas!” through the long living room and the even longer
corridor that connected the living room with the kitchen in back. My mother stood there, giving instructions for
the Sabbath dishes; certain special delicacies she prepared herself. I ignored the little girls, whom I often met on
the way; I kept yelling and yelling, until I stood next to my mother, who said something calming to me. But
instead of remaining with her, I ran the whole long way back, glanced through the window at the progress of the
Gypsies, who were a bit further by now, and then I promptly reported on them in the kitchen again. I wanted to
see them, I was obsessed with them, but the instant I saw them I was again seized with fear that they were after
me, and I ran away screaming. For a whole while, I kept dashing back and forth like that, and that’s why, I
believe, I retained such an intense feeling for the wide range of the house between the two courtyards.
As soon as they had all arrived at their destination by the kitchen, the old man settled down, the others grouped
around him, the sacks opened, and the women accepted all the gifts without fighting for them. They got big pieces
of wood from the pile, they seemed particularly keen on them; they got many foods. They got something of
everything that was already prepared, by no means were leftovers fobbed off on them. I was relieved when I saw
that they had no children in the sacks, and under my mother’s protection I walked among them, studying them
carefully but making sure I didn’t get too close to the women, who wanted to caress me.
The blind old man ate slowly from a bowl, resting and taking his time. The others didn’t touch any of the food
stuffs, everything vanished in the big sacks and only the children were allowed to nibble on the sweet things they
had been given. I was amazed at how friendly they were to their children, not at all like nasty child-snatchers. But
that changed nothing in my terror of them.
After what seemed like a very long while, they started off again, the procession moved somewhat faster than
upon entering; it went around the house and through the courtyard. I watched them from the same window as they
vanished through the gate. Then I ran to the kitchen one last time to announce:
“The Gypsies are gone!” Our servant took me by the hand, led me to the gate, and locked it up, saying:
“Now they won’t come back.”
The courtyard gate normally stayed open in the daytime, but on Fridays it was locked, so that any further
group of Gypsies coming along afterwards would know their people had been here already and would move on.
5. My Brother’s Birth
At a very early time, when I was still in a highchair, the floor seemed very far away, and I was scared of falling
out. Uncle Bucco, my father’s eldest brother, visited us, picked me up, and placed me on the floor. Then he made
a solemn face, put his palm on my head, and spoke:
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“Yo ti bendigo, Eliachiu, Amen!”(I bless thee, little Elias, Amen!) He said it very emphatically, I liked the
solemn tone; I believe I felt bigger when he blessed me. But he was a joker and laughed too soon; I sensed he was
making fun of me and the great moment of benediction, which I was always taken in by, ended in embarrassment.
This uncle endlessly repeated everything he did. He taught me lots of ditties, never resting until 1 could sing
them myself. When he came again, he asked about them, patiently training me to perform for the adults. I would
wait for his blessing, even though he always promptly destroyed it, and had he been more restrained, he would
have been my favorite uncle. He lived in Varna,\fn{ On the Bulgarian coast, capital of the Varna Administrative Region. }
where he managed a branch of Grandfather’s business, and he came to Ruschuk for the holidays and special
occasions. The family spoke respectfully about him because he was the Bucco, which was the honorary title for
the firstborn son in a family. I learned early on how important it was to be a firstborn son, and had I remained in
Ruschuk, I would also have become a Bucco.
For four years, I remained the only child, and all that time, I wore little dresses like a girl. I wanted to wear
trousers like a boy, and was always put off until later. Then my brother Nissim was born, and on this occasion I
was allowed to wear my first pants. Everything that happened then I experienced in my trousers with great pride,
and that is why I have retained every detail.
There were lots of people in the house, and I saw anxious faces. I was not allowed to go to my mother in the
bedroom, where my crib was too; I wandered around by the door, to catch a glimpse of her whenever someone
went in. But they always shut the door so quickly that I never laid eyes on her. I heard a wailing voice, which I
didn’t recognize, and when I asked who that was, I was told:
“Go away!”
I had never seen the grownups so anxious, and no one paid any attention to me, which I wasn’t used to. (As I
found out later, it was a long and hard labor, and they feared for my mother’s life.) Dr. Menakhemoff was there,
the physician with the long, black beard, and he too—who was otherwise so friendly and had me sing little ditties,
for which he praised me—he neither looked at me nor spoke to me, and glared when I wouldn’t go away from the
door. The wailing grew louder, I heard
“Madre mia querida! Madre mia querida!”
I pressed my head against the door; when it opened, the moaning was so loud that I was horror-stricken.
Suddenly I realized it came from my mother, and it was so eerie that I didn’t want to see her anymore.
Finally, I was allowed into the bedroom, everyone was smiling, my father was laughing, and they showed me a
little brother. Mother lay white and motionless in bed. Dr. Menakhemoff said:
“She needs rest!”
But the place wasn’t at all restful. Strange women were going about the room; now I was there again for
everyone, I was cheered up, and Grandmother Arditti, who seldom came into the house, said:
“She’s better.”
Mother said nothing. I was afraid of her and ran out and didn’t hang around the door either. For a long while
after that, my mother was alien to me, and it took months for me to regain confidence in her.
The next thing I can see is the Feast of Circumcision. Many more people came into the house. I was allowed to
watch during the circumcision. I have the impression that they deliberately let me look. All doors were open, even
the house door, a long covered table for the guests stood in the living room, and in another room, facing the
bedroom, the circumcision took place. It was witnessed only by men, all standing. My tiny brother was held over
a basin, I saw the knife, and particularly I saw a lot of blood dripping into the basin.
My brother was named after my mother’s father, Nissim, and they explained that I was the eldest and was
therefore named after my paternal grandfather. The position of the eldest son was so greatly emphasized that I
remained conscious of it from that moment of the circumcision on and never lost my pride in it.
People then made merry at the table; I paraded around in my pants. I didn’t rest until each of the guests had
noticed them, and when new visitors came, I ran to greet them at the door and remained expectantly in front of
them. There was a lot of coming and going; when everyone was there, they still missed Cousin Jacques from the
neighboring house.
“He’s gone off on his bicycle,” somebody said, and his behavior was disapproved of.
After the meal, he arrived, covered with dust. I saw him jumping off the bicycle in front of the house; he was
eight years older than I and wore the uniform of a Gymnasium student. He explained about the glorious new
thing, he had only just been given the bicycle. Then he tried to sneak inconspicuously into the party, but I blurted
out that I wanted a bike too. Aunt Sophie, his mother, swooped upon him and hauled him over the coals. He
threatened me with his finger and vanished again.
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On that day, I also realized that one has to keep one’s mouth closed when eating. Régine, the sister of the
bicycle owner, put nuts into her mouth, I stood before her spellbound, watching her chew with her mouth closed.
It took a long time, and when she was done, she declared that I would have to eat like that too, otherwise they
would stick me back into skirts. I must have learned fast, for I would not give up my trousers for anything in the
world.
6. The Turk’s House; The Two Grandfathers
Sometimes, when Grandfather Canetti was in the store, I was taken over to his house to pay respects to my
grandmother. She sat on the Turkish divan, smoking and drinking strong coffee. She always stayed home, she
never went out; I can’t recall ever seeing her outside the house. Her name was Laura and, like Grandfather, she
came from Adrianople. He called her “Oro,” which actually means “gold.” I never understood her name.
Of all the relatives, she was the one that remained most Turkish. She never got up from her divan, I don’t even
know how she ever got there, for I never saw her walking, and she would sigh from time to time and drink
another cup of coffee and smoke. She would greet me with a lamenting tone and, having said nothing to me, she
let me go, lamenting. She had a few wailing sentences for whoever brought me. Perhaps she thought she was ill,
perhaps she really was, but she was certainly lazy in an Oriental way, and she must have suffered under
Grandfather, who was fiendishly lively.
Wherever he appeared, he was always instantly the center, which I didn’t realize at the time; he was feared in
his family, a tyrant who could weep hot tears if he wanted to. He felt most comfortable with his grandsons, who
bore his name. Among friends and acquaintances, indeed throughout the Sephardic community, he was popular
for his beautiful voice, which women particularly succumbed to. Whenever he was invited anywhere, he never
took Grandmother along; he couldn’t stand her stupidity and her continuous wailing. He was instantly surrounded
by a big circle of people, told stories in which he played many parts, and on special occasions, he yielded to
entreaties to sing.
Aside from Grandmother, there was a lot in Ruschuk that was Turkish.\fn{ The Turks controlled what we now [2006]
call Bulgaria from 1396-1908. } The first children’s song I learned—Manzanicas coloradas, las que vienen de
Stambol,” “Little apples, red, red apples, those that come from Istanbul”—ended with the name of the Turkish
capital, and I heard how gigantic it was, and I soon connected it with the Turks we saw in our city. Edirne
(Turkish for Adrianople, the city from which both Ganetti grandparents came) was often mentioned. Grandfather
sang never-ending Turkish songs, the point being to dwell on certain high notes for a very long time; I much
preferred the fiercer and faster Spanish songs.
Not far from us, the well-to-do Turks had their homes; you could recognize them by the narrow-set bars on the
windows for guarding the women. The first murder I ever heard about was when a Turk killed someone out of
jealousy. On the way to Grandfather Arditti’s home, my mother took me past one of those houses; she showed me
a high grating, saying a Turkish woman had stood there and looked at a Bulgarian passing by. The Turk, her
husband, then came and stabbed her.
I don’t believe that I had previously really grasped what a dead person was.. But I learned what it meant during
this promenade with my mother. I asked her whether the Turkish woman, who had been found in a pool of blood
on the floor, had gotten up again.
“Never!” she said. “Never! She was dead, do you understand?”
I heard, but I didn’t understand, and I asked again, forcing her to repeat her answer several times, until she lost
patience and spoke about something else. It was not just the dead woman in the pool of blood that impressed me
in this story, but also the man’s jealousy, which had led to the murder. Something about it appealed to me, and
much as I balked at the woman’s being definitively dead, I accepted the jealousy without resisting.
I experienced jealousy personally when we arrived at Grandfather Arditti’s home. We used to visit him once a
week, every Saturday. He lived in a spacious, reddish mansion. You entered through a side gate, to the left of the
house, into an old garden, which was far more beautiful than ours. A huge mulberry tree stood there, with low
branches and easy to climb. I was not allowed to climb it, but Mother never passed it without showing me a
branch at the top; it was her hiding-place, where she used to sit as a young girl when she wanted to read
undisturbed. She would steal up there with her book and sit there as quiet as a mouse, and she did it so cleverly
that they couldn’t see her from below, and when they called her, she didn’t hear, because she liked the book so
much; she read all her books up there.
Not far from the mulberry tree, steps led up to the house; the residential rooms were higher than in our house,
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but the corridors were dark. We would walk through many rooms until the last room, where Grandfather sat in an
armchair, a small, pale man, always warmly bundled in scarves and tartans; he was sickly.
“Li beso las manos, Señor Padre!” said Mother. “I kiss your hands, Señor Father!”
Then she pushed me ahead; I didn’t like him and I had to kiss his hand. He was never funny or angry or tender
or severe like the other grandfather, whose name I bore; he was always the same, he sat in an armchair and never
budged, he never spoke to me, never gave me anything, and merely exchanged a few phrases with my mother.
Then came the end of the visit, and I hated it, it was always the same. He would eye me with a sly smirk and ask
in a low voice:
“Whom do you like better, Grandfather Arditti or Grandfather Canetti?”
He knew the answer, everyone, old and young, was bewitched by Grandfather Canetti, and no one liked
Grandfather Arditti. But he wanted to force the truth out of me, and he placed me in a horribly embarrassing
predicament, which he enjoyed, for it happened again every Saturday. At first I said nothing, gazing at him
helplessly, he asked his question again, until I found the strength to lie and said:
“Both!” He would then raise his finger threateningly and yell—it was the only loud sound I ever heard from
him:
“Fálsu!” (False child!) And he drawled out the accented á; the word sounded both ominous and plaintive, I can
still hear it as though I had visited him only yesterday.
Walking out through the many rooms and corridors, I felt guilty for lying and I was very low-spirited. My
mother, though unshakably attached to her family and unwilling ever to give up this ritual of a visit, must have
also felt a bit guilty for always re-exposing me to this accusation, which was really meant for the other grandfather but struck only me.
As a solace, she took me to the bagtché, the orchard and rose garden behind the house. There she showed me
all her favorite flowers from her girlhood, and inhaled their fragrances deeply, she had wide nostrils which always
quivered. She lifted me up so that I too could smell the roses, and if any fruits were ripe, she would pick some, but
Grandfather was not supposed to know because it was Sabbath. It was the most wonderful garden that I can
remember, not too well kept, a bit overgrown; and the fact that Grandfather was not to know about this Sabbath
fruit, the fact that Mother herself did a prohibited thing for my sake, must have relieved my feeling of guilt, for on
the way home I was quite cheerful and kept asking questions again.
At home, I learned from Cousin Laurica that this grandfather was jealous because all his grandchildren liked
their other grandfather more, and she confided the reason to me in utmost secrecy: He was mizquin, avaricious,
but I mustn’t tell my mother.
7. Purim; The Comet
The holiday that we children felt most strongly, even though, being very small, we couldn’t take part in it, was
Purim. It was a joyous festival, commemorating the salvation of the Jews from Haman, the wicked persecutor.
Haman was a well-known figure, and his name had entered the language. Before I ever found out that he was a
man who had once lived and concocted horrible things, I knew his name as an insult. If I tormented adults with
too many questions or didn’t want to go to bed or refused to do something they wanted me to do, there would be a
deep sigh:
“Haman!”
Then I knew that they were in no mood for jokes, that I had played out. Haman was the final word, a deep
sigh, but also a vituperation. I was utterly amazed when I was told later on that Haman had been a wicked man
who wanted to kill all the Jews. But thanks to Mordecai and Queen Esther, he failed, and, to show their joy, the
Jews celebrated Purim.
The adults disguised themselves and went out, there was noise in the street, masks appeared in the house, I
didn’t know who they were, it was like a fairy tale; my parents stayed out till late at night. The general excitement
affected us children; I lay awake in my crib and listened. Sometimes our parents would show up in masks, which
they then took off; that was great fun, but I preferred not knowing it was they.
One night, when I had dozed off, I was awakened by a giant wolf leaning over my bed. A long, red tongue
dangled from his mouth, and he snarled fearfully. I screamed as loud as I could:
“A wolf! A wolf!”
No one heard me, no one came; I shrieked and yelled louder and louder and cried. Then a hand slipped out,
grabbed the wolf’s ears, and pulled his head down. My father was behind it, laughing. I kept shouting:
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“A wolf! A wolf!”
I wanted my father to drive it away. He showed me the wolf mask in his hand; I didn’t believe him, he kept
saying:
“Don’t you see? It was me, that was no real wolf.” But I wouldn’t calm down, I kept sobbing and crying.
The story of the werewolf had thus come true. My father couldn’t have known what the little girls always told
me when we huddled together in the dark. Mother reproached herself for her sleigh story but scolded him for his
uncontrollable pleasure in masquerading. There was nothing he liked better than playacting. When he had gone to
school in Vienna, he only wanted to be an actor.
But in Ruschuk, he was mercilessly thrust into his father’s business. The town did have an amateur theater,
where he performed with Mother, but what was it measured by his earlier dreams in Vienna? He was truly
unleashed, said Mother, during the Purim festival: He would change his masks several times in a row, surprising
and terrifying all their friends with the most bizarre scenes.
My wolf panic held on for a long time; night after night I had bad dreams, very often waking my parents, in
whose room I slept. Father tried to calm me down until I fell asleep again, but then the wolf reappeared in my
dreams; we didn’t get rid of him all that soon. From that time on, I was considered a jeopardized child whose
imagination must not be over-stimulated, and the result was that for many months I heard only dull stories, all of
which I’ve forgotten.
The next event was the big comet, and since I have never thought about one event without the other, there must
be some connection between them. I believe that the appearance of the comet freed me from the wolf; my
childhood terror merged into the universal terror of those days, for I have never seen people so excited as during
the time of the comet. Also, both of them, the wolf and the comet, appeared at night, one more reason why they
came together in my memory.
Everyone talked about the comet before I saw it, and I heard that the end of the world was at hand. I couldn’t
picture what that was, but I did notice that people changed and started whispering whenever I came near, and they
gazed at me full of pity. The Bulgarian girls didn’t whisper, they said it straight out in their unabashed way:
The end of the world had come. It was the general belief in town, and it must have prevailed for quite a while
since it left such a deep stamp on me without my fearing anything specific. I can’t say to what extent my parents,
as educated people, were infected with that belief. But I’m sure they didn’t oppose the general view. Otherwise,
after our earlier experience, they would have done something to enlighten me, only they didn’t.
One night, people said the comet was now here and would now fall upon the earth. I was not sent to bed; I
heard someone say it made no sense, the children ought to come into the garden too. A lot of people were standing
around in the courtyard. I had never seen so many there; all the children from our houses and the neighboring
houses were among them, and everyone, adults and children, kept staring up at the sky, where the comet loomed
gigantic and radiant. I can see it spreading across half the heavens.
I still feel the tension in the back of my neck as I tried to view its entire length. Maybe it got longer in my
memory, maybe it didn’t occupy half, but only a smaller part of the sky. I must leave the answer to that question
to others, who were grown up then and not afraid. But it was bright outdoors, almost like during the day, and I
knew very well that it actually ought to be night, for that was the first time I hadn’t been put to bed at that hour,
and that was the real event for me.
Everyone stood in the garden, peering at the heavens and waiting. The grownups scarcely walked back and
forth; it was oddly quiet, voices were low, at most the children moved, but the grownups barely heeded them. In
this expectation, I must have felt something of the anxiety filling everyone else, for in order to relieve me,
somebody gave me a twig of cherries. I had put one cherry into my mouth and was craning my neck, trying to
follow the gigantic comet with my eyes, and the strain, and perhaps also the wondrous beauty of the comet made
me forget the cherry, so that I swallowed the pit.
It took a long time; no one grew tired of it, and people kept standing around in a dense throng. I can’t see
Father or Mother among them, I can’t see any of the individual people who made up my life. I only see them all
together, and if I hadn’t used the word so frequently later on, I would say that I see them as a mass, a crowd: a
stagnating crowd of expectation.
8. The Magic Language; The Fire
The biggest cleaning in the house came before Pesakh, Passover. Everything was moved topsy-turvy, nothing
stayed in the same place, and since the cleaning began early—lasting about two weeks, I believe—this was the
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period of the greatest disorder. Nobody had time for you, you were always underfoot and were pushed aside or
sent away, and as for the kitchen, where the most interesting things were being prepared, you could at best sneak a
glance inside. Most of all, I loved the brown eggs, which were boiled in coffee for days and days.
On the seder evening, the long table was put up and set in the dining room; and perhaps the room had to be so
long, for on this occasion the table had to seat very many guests. The whole family gathered for the seder, which
was celebrated in our home. It was customary to pull in two or three strangers off the street; they were seated at
the feast and participated in everything.
Grandfather sat at the head of the table, reading the Haggadah, the story of the exodus of the Jews from Egypt.
It was his proudest moment: Not only was he placed above his sons and sons-in-law, who honored him and
followed all his directions, but he, the eldest, with his sharp face like a bird of prey, was also the most fiery of all;
nothing eluded him. As he chanted in singsong, he noticed the least motion, the slightest occurrence at the table,
and his glance or a light movement of his hand would set it aright. Everything was very warm and close, the
atmosphere of an ancient tale in which everything was precisely marked out and had its place. On seder evenings,
I greatly admired my grandfather; and even his sons, who didn’t have an easy time with him, seemed elevated and
cheerful.
As the youngest male, I had my own, not unimportant function; I had to ask the Ma-nishtanah. The story of the
exodus is presented as a series of questions and answers about the reasons for the holiday. The youngest of the
participants asks right at the start what all these preparations signify: the unleavened bread, the bitter herbs, and
the other unusual things on the table. The narrator, in this case my grandfather, replies with the detailed story of
the exodus from Egypt. Without my question, which I recited by heart, holding the book and pretending to read,
the story could not begin.
The details were familiar to me, they had been explained often enough; but throughout the reading I never lost
the sense that my grandfather was answering me personally. So it was a great evening for me too, I felt important,
downright indispensable; I was lucky there was no younger cousin to usurp my place.
But although following every word and every gesture of my grandfather’s, I looked forward to the end
throughout the narrative. For then came the nicest part: The men suddenly all stood up and jigged around a little,
singing together as they danced:
“Had gadya, had gadya!”—“A kid! A kid!” It was a merry song, and I was already quite familiar with it, but it
was part of the ritual for an uncle to call me over when it was done and to translate every line of it into Ladino.
When my father came home from the store, he would instantly speak to my mother. They were very much in
love at that time and had their own language, which I didn’t understand; they spoke German, the language of their
happy schooldays in Vienna. Most of all, they talked about the Burgtheater; before ever meeting, they had seen
the same plays and the same actors there and they never exhausted their memories of it. Later I found out that
they had fallen in love during such conversations, and while neither of them had managed to make their dream of
the theater come true—both had passionately wanted to act—they did succeed in getting married despite a great
deal of opposition.
Grandfather Arditti, from one of the oldest and most prosperous Sephardic families in Bulgaria, was against
letting his youngest, and favorite, daughter marry the son of an upstart from Adrianople. Grandfather Canetti had
pulled himself up by his bootstraps; an orphan, cheated, turned out of doors while young, he had worked his way
up to prosperity; but in the eyes of the other grandfather, he remained a play actor and a liar.
“Es mentiroso (He’s a liar),” I heard Grandfather Arditti once say when he didn’t realize I was listening.
Grandfather Canetti, however, was indignant about the pride of the Ardittis, who looked down on him. His son
could marry any girl, and it struck him as a superfluous humiliation that he wanted to marry the daughter of that
Arditti of all people. So my parents at first kept their love a secret, and it was only gradually, very tenaciously, and
with the active help of their older brothers and sisters and well-disposed relatives, that they succeeded in getting
closer to making their wish come true. At last, both fathers gave in, but a tension always remained between them,
and they couldn’t stand each other. In the secret period, the two young people had fed their love incessantly with
German conversations, and one can imagine how many loving couples of the stage played their part here.
So I had good reason to feel excluded when my parents began their conversations. They became very lively
and merry, and I associated this transformation, which I noted keenly, with the sound of the German language. I
would listen with utter intensity and then ask them what this or that meant. They laughed, saying it was too early
for me, those were things I would understand only later. It was already a great deal for them to give in on the word
“Vienna,” the only one they revealed to me. I believed they were talking about wondrous things that could be
spoken of only in that language.
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After begging and begging to no avail, I ran away angrily into another room, which was seldom used, and I
repeated to myself the sentences I had heard from them, in their precise intonation, like magic formulas; I
practiced them often to myself, and as soon as I was alone, I reeled off all the sentences or individual words I had
practiced—reeled them off so rapidly that no one could possibly have understood me. But I made sure never to let
my parents notice, responding to their secrecy with my own.
I found out that my father had a name for my mother which he used only when they spoke German. Her name
was Mathilde, and he called her Madi. Once, when I was in the garden, I concealed my voice as well as I could,
and called loudly into the house:
“Madi! Madi!”
That was how my father called to her from the courtyard whenever he came home. Then I dashed off around
the house and appeared only after a while with an innocent mien. My mother stood there perplexed and asked me
whether I had seen Father. It was a triumph for me that she had mistaken my voice for his, and I had the strength
to keep my secret, while she told him about the incomprehensible event as soon as he came home.
It never dawned on them to suspect me, but among the many intense wishes of that period, the most intense
was my desire to understand their secret language. I cannot explain why I didn’t really hold it against my father. I
did nurture a deep resentment toward my mother, and it vanished only years later, after his death, when she herself
began teaching me German.
*
One day, the courtyard was filled with smoke; a few of our girls ran out into the street and promptly came back
with the excited news that a neighborhood house was on fire. It was already all in flames and about to burn up.
Instantly, the three houses around our courtyard emptied, and except for my grandmother, who never rose from
her divan, all the tenants ran out towards the blaze. It happened so fast that they forgot all about me. I was a little
scared to be all alone like that; also I felt like going out, perhaps to the fire, perhaps even more in the direction I
saw them all running in.
So I ran through the open courtyard gate out into the street, which I was not allowed to do, and I wound up in
the racing torrent of people. Luckily, I soon caught sight of two of our older girls, and since they wouldn’t have
changed directions for anything in the world, they thrust me between themselves and hastily pulled me along.
They halted at some distance from the conflagration, perhaps so as not to endanger me, and thus, for the first time
in my life, I saw a burning house.
It was already far gone; beams were collapsing and sparks were flying. The evening was gathering, it slowly
became dark, and the fire shone brighter and brighter. But what made an even greater impact on me than the
blazing house was the people moving around it. They looked small and dark from that distance; there were very
many of them, and they were scrambling all over the place. Some remained near the house, some moved off, and
the latter were all carrying something on their backs.
“Thieves!” said the girls, “Those are thieves! They’re carrying things away from the house before anyone can
catch them!”
They were no less excited about the thieves than about the fire, and as they kept shouting “Thieves!” their
excitement infected me. They were indefatigable, those tiny black figures, deeply bowed, they fanned out in all
directions. Some had flung bundles on their shoulders, others ran stooped under the burden of angular objects,
which I couldn’t recognize, and when I asked what they were carrying, the girls merely kept repeating:
“Thieves! They’re thieves!”
This scene, which has remained unforgettable for me, later merged into the works of a painter, so that I no
longer could say what was original and what was added by those paintings. I was nineteen, in Vienna, when I
stood before Brueghel’s pictures.\fn{ Probably Pieter Brueghel the Younger (c.1564-1638), Flemish painter, is meant. } I instantly
recognized the many little people of that fire in my childhood. The pictures were as familiar to me as if I had
always moved among them. I felt a tremendous attraction to them and came over every day. That part of my life
which had commenced with the fire continued immediately in these paintings, as though fifteen years had not
gone by in between. Brueghel became the most important painter for me; but I did not absorb him, as so many
later things, by contemplation and reflection. I found him present within me as though, certain that I would have
to come to him, he had been awaiting me for a long time.
9. Adders and Letters
An early memory takes place on a lake. I see the lake, which is vast, I see it through tears. We are standing by a
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boat on the shore, my parents and a girl who holds me by the hand. My parents say they want to take the boat out
on the lake. I try to tear .loose and climb into the boat, I want to go along, I want to go along, but my parents say I
can’t, I have to stay behind with the girl who’s holding my hand.
I cry, they talk to me, I keep crying. This takes a long time, they are unrelenting, the girl won’t let me go, so I
bite her hand. My parents are angry and leave me behind with her, but now to punish me. They vanish in the boat,
I yell after them at the top of my lungs, now they’re far away, the lake grows bigger and bigger, everything melts
in tears.
It was Lake Wörther, in Austria; I was three years old, they told me so a long time afterwards. In Kronstadt,
Transylvania, where we spent the next summer, I see forests and a mountain, a castle and houses on all sides of
the castle hill; I myself do not appear in this picture, but I remember stories my father told me about serpents.
Before coming to Vienna, he had been to boarding school in Kronstadt. There were a lot of adders in the area, and
the farmers wanted to get rid of them. The boys learned how to catch them, and received two kreuzers for every
sack of dead adders. Father showed me how to grab an adder, right behind the head, so that it can’t do anything to
you, and how to kill it then. It’s easy, he said, once you know how, and it’s not the least bit dangerous.
I greatly admired him and wanted to know if they were really quite dead in the sack. I was scared that they
would pretend to be dead and suddenly shoot out of the sack. The sack was tightly bound up, he said, and they
had to be dead, otherwise you couldn’t have gotten the two kreuzers. I didn’t believe that something could be
really fully dead.
Thus we spent three summer vacations in a row in parts of the old Austro-Hungarian monarchy: Carlsbad,
Lake Wörther, and Kronstadt. A triangle connecting these three remote points contained a good portion of the old
empire.\fn{It came to an end in 1918; but at its greatest extent, it extended over 241,000 square miles, including all of what is now the
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Austria, Hungary, Croatia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, those parts of Romania known as Transylvania and
southern Bukovina, those parts of Ukraine known as Eastern Galicia and Northern Bukovnia, that part of Poland known as Western Galicia,
and those parts of Italy known as the Italian Tyrol and Istria. }

There would be a great deal to say about the Austrian influence on us even in that early Ruschuk period. Not
only had both my parents gone to school in Vienna, not only did they speak German to each other, but my father
read the liberal Viennese newspaper Neue Freie Presse every day; it was a grand moment when he slowly
unfolded it. As soon as he began reading it, he no longer had an eye for me, I knew he wouldn’t answer anything
no matter what; Mother herself wouldn’t ask him anything, not even in German.
I tried to find out what it was that fascinated him in the newspaper, at first I thought it was the smell; and when
I was alone and nobody saw me, I would climb up on the chair and greedily smell the newsprint. But then I
noticed he was moving his head along the page, and I imitated that behind his back without having the page in
front of me, while he held it in both hands on the table and I played on the floor behind him. Once, a visitor who
had entered the room called to him; he turned around and caught me performing my imaginary reading motions.
He then spoke to me even before focusing on the visitor and explained that the important thing was the letters,
many tiny letters, on which he knocked his fingers. Soon I would learn them myself, he said, arousing within me
an unquenchable yearning for letters.
I knew that the newspaper came from Vienna, this city was far away, it took four days to get there on the
Danube. They often spoke of relatives who went to Vienna to consult famous physicians. The names of the great
specialists of those days were the very first celebrities that I heard about as a child. When I came to Vienna
subsequently, I was amazed that all these names-Lorenz,\fn{ Adolf Lorenz (1854), Austrian orthopedic surgeon. }
Schlesinger,\fn{Perhaos Carl Schlesinger (1813-1871), Austrian cellist } Schnitzler,\fn{Arthur Schnitzler (1862-1931), Austrian
physician and author, known for his psychological dramas. } Neumann, Hajek, Halban—really existed as people. I had never
tried to picture them physically; what they consisted of was their pronouncements, and these pronouncements had
such a weight, the journey to them was so long, the changes their pronouncements effected in the people around
me were so cataclysmic, that the names took on something of spirits that one fears and appeals to for help. When
someone came back from them, he could eat only certain things, while other things were prohibited for him.
I imagined the physicians speaking in a language of their own, which nobody else understood and which one
had to guess. It never crossed my mind that this was the same language that I heard from my parents and practiced
for myself, secretly, without understanding it.
People often talked about languages; seven or eight different tongues were spoken in our city alone, everyone
understood something of each language. Only the little girls, who came from villages, spoke just Bulgarian and
were therefore considered stupid. Each person counted up the languages he knew; it was important to master
several, knowing them could save one’s own life or the lives of other people.
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In earlier years, when merchants went traveling, they carried all their cash in money belts slung around their
abdomens. They wore them on the Danube steamers too, and that was dangerous. Once, when my mother’s
grandfather got on deck and pretended to sleep, he overheard two men discussing a murder plan in Greek. As soon
as the steamer approached the next town, they wanted to mug and kill a merchant in his stateroom, steal his heavy
money belt, throw the body into the Danube through a porthole, and then, when the steamer docked, leave the
ship immediately.
My great-grandfather went to the captain and told him what he had heard in Greek. The merchant was warned,
a member of the crew concealed himself in the stateroom, others were stationed outside, and when the two
cutthroats went to carry out their plan, they were seized, clapped into chains, and handed over to the police in the
very harbor where they had intended to make off with their booty. This happy end came from understanding
Greek, and there were many other edifying language stories.
10. The Murder Attempt
My cousin Laurica and I were inseparable playmates. She was the youngest daughter of Aunt Sophie in the
next house, but four years my senior. The courtyard was our domain. Laurica made sure 1 didn’t run out into the
street, but the courtyard was big, and there I was allowed to go anywhere, only I couldn’t climb up on the edge of
the draw well; a child had once fallen in and drowned.
We had a lot of games and got on very well; it was as if the age difference between us didn’t exist. We had
joint hiding places, which we revealed to no one, and we mutually collected little objects there, and whatever one
of us had belonged to the other as well. Whenever I got a present, I promptly ran off with it, saying:
“I have to show it to Laurica!”
We then conferred about what hiding place to put it in, and we never argued. I did whatever she wanted, she
did whatever I wanted, we loved each other so much that we always wanted the same thing. I never let her feel
that she was only a girl and a youngest child. Since my brother’s birth, when I had started wearing pants, I had
been keenly aware of my dignity as the eldest son. Perhaps that helped to make up for the age difference between
us.
Then Laurica started school and remained away all morning. I missed her terribly. I played all alone, waiting
for her, and when she came home, I caught her right at the gate and asked her all about what she had done in
school. She told me about it, I pictured it and longed to go to school in order to be with her. After a time, she came
back with a notebook; she was learning how to read and write. She solemnly opened the notebook in front of me;
it contained letters of the alphabet in blue ink, they fascinated me more than anything I had ever laid eyes on. But
when 1 tried to touch them, she suddenly grew earnest. She said 1 wasn’t allowed to, only she could touch it, she
was not permitted to part with it.
I was deeply hurt by this first refusal. But all I could get from her with my tender pleading was that I could
point my fingers at letters without touching them, and I asked what the letters meant. This one time, she answered,
giving me information, but I realized she was shaky and contradicted herself, and since I was hurt about her
holding back the notebook, I said:
“You don’t even know! You’re a bad pupil!”
After that, she always kept the notebooks away from me. She soon had lots of them; I envied her for each one
of those notebooks. She knew very well that I did, and a terrible game began. She changed altogether towards me,
letting me feel how small I was. Day after day, she let me beg for the notebooks; day after day, she refused to give
them to me. She knew how to tantalize me and prolong the torture. I am not surprised that things came to a
catastrophe, even if no one foresaw the form it took. On the day that no one in the family ever forgot, I stood at
the gate as usual, waiting for her.
“Let me see the writing,” I begged the instant she appeared.
She said nothing; I realized everything was about to happen again, and no one could have separated us at that
moment. She slowly put down the school bag, slowly took out the notebooks, slowly leafed around in them, and
then held them in front of my nose lightning-fast. I grabbed at them, she pulled them back, and leaped away. From
afar, she held an open notebook out at me and shouted:
“You’re too little! You’re too little! You can’t read yet!”
I tried to catch her, running after her all over the place, I begged, I pleaded for the notebooks. Sometimes she
let me come very near so that I thought I had my hands on the notebooks, and then she snatched them away and
pulled away in the last moment. Through skillful maneuvers, I succeeded in chasing her into the shadow of a not
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very high wall, where she could no longer escape me. Now I had her and I screamed in utmost excitement:
“Give them to me! Give them to me! Give them to me!”—by which I meant both the notebooks and the
writing, they were one and the same for me.
She lifted her arms with the notebooks far over her head, she was much bigger than I, and she put the
notebooks up on the wall. I couldn’t get at them, I was too little, I jumped and jumped and yelped, it was no use,
she stood next to the wall, laughing scornfully. All at once, I left her there and walked the long way around the
house to the kitchen yard, to get the Armenian’s ax and kill her with it.
The wood lay there, chopped up, stacked up, the ax lay next to it, the Armenian wasn’t there. I raised the ax
high and, holding it straight in front of me, I marched back over the long path into the courtyard with a murderous
chant on my lips, repeating incessantly:
“Agora vo matar a Laurica! Agora vo matar a Laurica!”—“Now I’m going to kill Laurica! Now I’m going to
kill Laurica!”
When I came back and she saw me holding the ax out with both hands, she ran off screeching. She screeched
at the top of her lungs, as though the ax had already swung and hit her. She screeched without pausing even once,
easily drowning my battle chant, which I kept repeating to myself, incessantly, resolutely, but not especially loud:
“Agora vo matar a Laurica!”
Grandfather dashed out of the house, armed with a cane; he ran towards me, snatched the ax from my hand,
and barked at me furiously. Now all three houses around the courtyard came alive, people emerged from all of
them; my father was out of town, but my mother was there. They assembled for a family council and discussed
the homicidal child. I could plead all I liked that Laurica had tortured me bloody; the fact that I, at the age of five,
had reached for the ax to kill her—indeed, the very fact that I had been able to carry the heavy ax in front of me—
was incomprehensible to everyone. I think they understood that the “writing,” the “script,” had been so important
to me; they were Jews, and “Scripture” meant a great deal to all of them, but there had to be something very bad
and dangerous in me to get me to the point of wanting to murder my playmate.
I was severely punished, but Mother, who was herself very frightened, did comfort me after all, saying:
“Soon you’ll learn how to read and write yourself. You don’t have to wait till you’re in school. You can learn
before then.”
No one recognized the connection between my murderous goal and the fate of the Armenian. I loved him, his
sad songs and words. I loved the ax with which he chopped wood.
11. A Curse on the Voyage
My relationship to Laurica, however, did not break off fully. She distrusted me and avoided me when she came
back from school, and she made sure not to unpack her school bag in front of me. I was no longer interested in her
writing. After the murder attempt, I was perfectly convinced that she was a bad pupil and was ashamed to show
her wrong letters. Perhaps I could save my pride only by telling myself that.
She took a terrible revenge on me, although stubbornly denying it then and later. All I could admit in her favor
is that she may not have known what she did.
Most of the water used in the houses was brought in gigantic barrels from the Danube. A mule hauled the
barrel, which was installed in a special kind of vehicle, and a “water carrier,” who, however, carried nothing,
trudged alongside in front, holding a whip. The water was sold at the courtyard gate for very little, unloaded, and
put in huge caldrons, where it was boiled. The caldrons of boiling water were then placed in front of the house, on
a fairly long terrace, where they stood for a good while to cool off.
Laurica and I were getting on again at least well enough to play tag occasionally. Once, the caldrons of hot
water were standing there; we ran in between them, much too close, and when Laurica caught me right next to
one, she gave me a shove, and I fell into the hot water.
I was scalded all over my body, except for my head. Aunt Sophie, upon hearing the shriek, pulled me out and
tore off my clothes, my whole skin went along with them, the family feared for my life, and for many weeks I lay
abed in awful pains.
My father was in England at the time, and that was the worst thing of all for me. I thought I was going to die
and kept calling out for him, I wailed that I would never see him again; that was worse than the pains. I cannot
remember the pains, I no longer feel them, but I still feel the desperate longing for my father. I thought he didn’t
know what had happened to me, and when they assured me he did know, I cried:
“Why doesn’t he come? Why doesn’t he come? I want to see him!”
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Perhaps they really were hesitant; he had only just arrived in Manchester a few days earlier to prepare for our
moving there. Perhaps they thought my condition would improve by itself and he didn’t have to return on the
spot. But even if he did learn about it immediately and started back without delay, the journey was long, and he
couldn’t get here all that soon. They put me off from day to day and, when my condition got worse, from hour to
hour. One night, when they thought I had finally fallen asleep, I jumped out of bed and yanked everything off me.
Instead of moaning in pain, I shouted for him:
“Cuando viene? Cuando viene?” (When is he coming? When is he coming?) Mother, the doctor, all the others
taking care of me, didn’t matter; I can’t see them, I don’t know what they did, they must have done many careful
things for me in those days. I didn’t register them, I had only one thought, it was more than a thought, it was the
wound in which everything went: my father.
Then I heard his voice, he came to me from behind, I was lying on my belly, he softly called my name, he
walked around the bed, I saw him, he lightly put his hand on my hair, it was father, and I had no pains.
Everything that happened from then on I know only from what I was told. The wound became a wonder, the
recovery began, he promised not to go away any more and he stayed during the next few weeks. The doctor was
positive I would have died if my father hadn’t come and remained.
The doctor had already given me up but insisted on my father’s return, his only, not very sure hope. He was the
physician who had brought all three of us into the world, and later on he used to say that of all the births he had
ever known this rebirth had been the hardest.
*
A few months earlier, in January 1911, my youngest brother had come into the world. The delivery had been
easy, and my mother felt strong enough to nurse him herself. It was quite different from the previous time; little
ado was made over this birth, perhaps because it had gone so easily, and it remained a center of attention only
briefly.
I did sense, however, that great events were in the offing. My parents’ conversations had a different tone, they
sounded resolute and earnest, they didn’t always speak German in front of me, and they often mentioned England.
I learned that my little brother was named George, after the new king of England. I liked that because it was
unexpected, but my grandfather cared less for it, he wanted a Biblical name and insisted on one, and I heard my
parents say they wouldn’t give in, it was their child, and they would give it the name they wanted to give it.
The rebellion against the grandfather had probably been going on for a while; the choice of this name was an
open declaration of war. Two brothers of my mother’s had started a business in Manchester, it had flourished
quickly, one of them had suddenly died, the other offered my father a partnership if he came to England. For my
parents, this was a desirable opportunity to free themselves from Ruschuk, which was too confining and too
Oriental for them, and from the far more confining tyranny of the grandfather. They immediately agreed to the
partnership, but it was easier said than done, for now a fierce battle commenced between them and my
grandfather, who refused to give up one of his sons for anything in the world. I did not know the details of this
battle, which lasted for six months, but I sensed the changed atmosphere in the house and especially in the
courtyard, where the members of the family had to meet.
Grandfather grabbed me in the courtyard at every opportunity, hugging and kissing me, and, when someone
could see, weeping hot tears. I didn’t care at all for the continual wetness on my cheeks, although he always
proclaimed that I was his dearest grandchild and he could not live without me. My parents realized he was trying
to bias me against England and, counteracting that, they told me how wonderful it would be.
“There all the people are honest,” said my father. “When a man says something, he does it, he doesn’t even
have to shake hands on it.”
I was on his side, how else could I have been, he didn’t have to promise me that I would start school
immediately in England and learn how to read and write.
Grandfather behaved differently to him, and especially to my mother—differently than to me. He regarded her
as the author of the emigration project, and when she once said to him, “Yes! We can’t stand this life in Ruschuk
any more! We both want to get away from here!,” he turned his back to her and never spoke to her again; during
the remaining months he treated her like air.
As for Father, however, who still had to go to the store, he assaulted him with his anger, which was terrible and
became more and more terrible from week to week. Then he saw there was nothing he could do, and a few days
before the departure, he cursed his son solemnly in the courtyard, in front of the relatives who were present and
who listened in horror. I heard them speaking about it: Nothing, they said, was more dreadful than a father cursing
his son. …
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29.14 A Sentimental Incident\fn{by Serafim Severnyak (1930- )} Goma Litnitsa, Turnovo District, Lovech
Administrative Region, Bulgaria (M) 3
The row of trees by the wayside were letting slip a slow and senseless downfall of leaves. The slant rays of the
sunset were being melted into the coal-black ribbon of the asphalt, and it took on the color of newly sliced lead.
And the roadway resembled a dinner table of tarnished silver, along which bronze and copper coins rolled softly
and silently.
He was walking slowly down the lane between the road and the trees. He was alone. And lonely. And although
he used to pass by this way every day, at the very same time after work, and had been accustomed to it and knew
it, now it looked long and wearisome. And as always happens when a person wants to drive away vexation, he
recalled words which had not come to his mind for a long time, but was unable to remember how they had come
to stick in his memory. Probably from the years when he used to quench his thirst for reading solely with books in
Russian, since there were no others, either in translation or in the original. From where had that “the falling leaves
were rustling” come to remain in his head? He was certain that it was from some book, and even that it was the
first line from the opening chapter, but from which one?
The murmur of the withered leaves coincided strikingly with the rhythm and the melody of these few words,
“the falling leaves were rustling.” And since the thought had already set out on its own secret paths, on his lips
two verses came to rest, which spoke almost with a voice:
Kindly people, appreciate the heart—
He’s not an ordinary man now.

Where were they from? Whose were they?
The parched leaves in the lane were so many that his feet sank into them like thin felt.
He passed by a hundred-meter tower, which at night was lit up with red and green lights, so that passing planes
circling for a landing would not crash into it. The road went steeply downhill to where the city was. With the
streets and the noises, with the pavement and the street phones.
Why did telephones occur to him? Wasn’t he going to get in touch with her today? But didn’t she tell him not
to call her today, and not to wait for her, because she would be with her youngster? Lately she went to see her
youngster often. Her former mother-in-law—an old woman from the former high society, who now passed for the
biggest fashion dressmaker in the capital—didn’t like her. She was even one of the causes of the divorce and
anguishing separation from her child. And she hadn’t given it to her on the pretext that a restaurant singer could
not be a good mother.
The old woman showed, and the court agreed, that a divorced woman who sang in a public place until eleven
o’clock at night could not adequately raise a future member of the new society, and thus contrived to keep the
child with the father. And, naturally, with herself. On the strict condition set by the court that the mother could
always see her son when she wanted to.
Normally jealous of the afternoons about which she said that they couldn’t meet, he was gentle and compliant
whenever it came to talking about her child. And although he had never seen him, he even had some affection for
the five-year-old Ivan, who—as she told him—had a comically deep voice and would say nothing aloud before
thinking it over thoroughly.
He made her acquaintance at a time when he no longer believed that there were still sincere and unaffected
girls in the world. And they met in the most compromising way—he had sent the waiter to call her to his table.
She came at eleven thirty. She was embarrassed and, to his sudden and bold offer that they spend the rest of the
evening together, she replied with a curt and—so it seemed to him—indignant glance. But she didn’t say
anything. She set her purse on the table, cautiously offered her hand, and didn’t sit, but simply slid, down into the
chair opposite.
“I should scold you,” she said quietly and without looking at him. “Not every restaurant singer can take any
kind of proposition! But I won’t do that. And I will even go with you, I haven’t gone anywhere for such a long
time.”
They went out to a bar in a new hotel. Dark-skinned students from the university section of town looked at
them at length. They had probably remembered that the woman was the pretty singer from The Rays. In the bar it
was quiet and half dark. Lamps on tall stands with orange plastic shades shone softly. A jukebox was playing,
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which for five stotinki could project into the smoky aquarium part of the hall the hoarse voice of Louis Annstrong
or the lively yells of the Beatles, who they say have been awarded the title of Lord by the Queen.\fn{ Louis
Armstrong (1900-1971), American jazz trumpeter. Paul McCartney (1942but The Beatles as a group were never given a collective knighthood. }

) was knighted in 1996 for his lifetime contribution to music;

They danced. She danced lightly and close. As close as is proper for a restaurant singer. And when, a little high
and annoyed at the thought that everything would end with just going home “for coffee and Aznavour,” he was
already about to pay the check, she began to cry. She didn’t want to tell him why. She cried quietly, uninvitingly,
senselessly.
Out on the boulevard she was firm: she didn’t drink coffee because, for the sake of her voice, she had to sleep
a good deal and well; she didn’t like records, she was fed up with music and songs. Spoiled by girls who liked,
and very much at that, to drink coffee at his place and listen to Sylvie, he was about to say something crude to her,
for example, “Well, don’t you have any sex life?” when—having quieted down and being firm—she said briefly:
“And besides that, in the morning I have to take my youngster to the polyclinic.”
Without insisting a great deal, she told him the whole story of her divorce. With her husband’s sudden illness,
with the ambitions of her mother-in-law, who had never approved of her son’s choice—he being a promising
oboist in an orchestra and an instructor at the conservatory. He listened distractedly and thought to himself of
those stories about hotels and cafés in European resorts, where the men usually seek out adventure, but always run
up against tragedies.
And just the same they met the next day. They met on the next one too, and on the one after that. Sometimes
she had long afternoon rehearsals, the repertoire of the orchestra changed every month, and he wondered where
he might kill his evenings. Or else she would go away for a few weeks to some restaurant in Plovdiv or Vratsa,
and these were the most anguishing days for him. He would happen to get an assignment to Plovdiv or Vratsa, and
—uneasy lest she think he was testing her—he would be pleasantly surprised by the simple and sincere joy with
which she greeted him every time, and by her readiness to walk around until quite late among the hills or up to the
Ledenik. It was incredible that there could be so much unaffected naturalness, such comfortable directness in a
restaurant singer …
Today she was with her child. Lately she often went to see him, and that was good—the obstinate old lady
finally had to listen to reason. Really, what could a five-year-old child, whose father was in a sanatorium, get from
an old and arteriosclerotic dressmaker!
The leaves were still falling as before, slowly and unnoticed. Detached from the very same trees, they died
away in so many different colors of their lifeless flesh that one wondered from what source in the dead cells of
chlorophyll came these mixtures of cannine, ochre, coffee, cinnabar, violet, orange, and all of that which people
see in the burned-out spectrum of falling leaves. And once again the few words “the falling leaves were rustling”,
with their simple and irresistible rhythm, with their hidden melody, in which are contained autumn, and melancholy, and a presentiment of transitoriness, and a hope of return. And loving tenderness. And longing. And a
lightness, which called to his lips the lines:
Kindly people, appreciate the heart—
He’s not an ordinary man now.

The steep slope ended and the road ran into the city. Into the city with its streets and movement, noises and
alarms, windows and telephones. And why those telephones again, when today there is no one to get in touch
with? When he knows that she is there, in her mother-in-law’s inhospitable apartment, and is talking with Ivan.
And is taking pleasure in his strangely deep voice, and in his habit of thinking for a long time before saying
anything whatsoever.
As a matter of fact he knew the mother-in-law’s number. He knew her name too, had even seen it listed in a
page of the telephone directory opposite the number A-9339.
A-nine, thirty-three, nine.
Right on the bridge were four telephone booths painted yellow and red. He’ll call and if the old lady answers,
he’ll put the receiver down slowly and despicably, as he had done many times when the husband answered instead
of the lady. If she answers—he’ll apologize and tell her that he only wanted to hear her voice. No matter how
awkward it was to call her there, she’d forgive him, because it would be pleasant for her. After all, she is a
woman!
Ivan answered. And that was so unexpected and unforeseen that he had no time to think whether to hang up
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carefully or to say something.
“Who’s calling?” Ivan asked. His voice really was deep, as she had said.
“From the orchestra,” he lied unexpectedly, even for himself. “Is your mother there, have her come to the
phone!” And he felt how absurd and unnecessary all this was—they had reached an understanding that there were
days for him and days for her child!
On the other end no one spoke. Ivan was thinking before starting to speak, just the way he knew about from
her.
“She’s not here,” said Ivan, and with that it seemed to him that there was a lot of pain, disenchantment and
sadness in the child’s voice. And that was so, because after a short pause Ivan continued:
“She promised me that she would finally come today, and I’ve been waiting for her all the while … but she
isn’t here. If you happen to know where she is, tell her that I’m waiting for her …”
“No, son,” he answered sincerely, and felt that his knees were trembling. “I don’t know where she is …” And
because he shared in the child’s anguish, he said:
“If I see her, I’ll tell her that you’re waiting for her. And she’ll come without fail …”
There was silence again on the other end. Was the conversation over, or was Ivan again thinking about his next
reply?
“Hello,” answered Ivan. “I’d like to know why you’re looking for her for the orchestra when she said she
would be at the rehearsal. And she said that’s why she’d be late, because she’s at the rehearsal!”
Yes, it’s true! Even though he had to think a bit first, the boy spoke clearly and intelligently for his years. But
he had to answer again. And he said hastily:
“Yes, yes, she’s surely there by now. I haven’t left yet and I only wanted to check.”
And he hung up.
The falling leaves were dropping along the lane by the channel. The sunset had faded and only its last rays
glinted off the granite river bed, which was dry in the autumn drought. What had happened? Why hadn’t she gone
to see the boy? He glanced at his watch—the date showed the middle of the month. It was impossible for her to be
at a rehearsal, or in the country. And he set out for the restaurant.
The doors of The Rays had been fastened with a shiny yellow padlock. He put his hands over his eyes and
looked through the window. The orchestra podium was vacant. Not a sound could be heard in the half-dark room.
“Why didn’t I ask him how long it had been since she visited him!” flashed through his mind, and he felt sick.
If he had done that, he would have been spying on the mother through her son. But really—was there any doubt
that on another occasion she had told him that she was with Ivan, and told the boy that she was at a rehearsal.
And another absurd thought flashed through his mind: why had he called when they had agreed that he
shouldn’t!
But how else was he to find out about the lie? The words “the falling leaves were rustling” had disappeared
from his memory. And the intent street sweepers had carefully gathered the fallen leaves from the chestnut trees.
People were passing by him, preoccupied, in a hurry, unfriendly. Was there any sense in telling them:
Kindly people, appreciate the heart—
He’s not an ordinary man now!

Who needed those two lines by an unknown poet? And did he have the right to quote them to people any
more?
Children were playing in the small park where the Czar’s botanical garden had once been. Old women and old
men were sitting on the benches, the kind of whom they say that they are a genuine goldmine, because they solve
the problem of looking after the children. There were old men in light-brown dress of mountain people and fur
caps; women in sleeveless blouses and red kerchiefs, huddled together like lonesome birds of the field against the
stone cornices of lonely and cold beings.
It seemed to him that young people—fathers and mothers—were missing. Or almost. Of course there were
young people—fathers and mothers. But he did not see them.
The author, in this case myself, after writing the last lines felt how natural it would be for someone to exclaim
“What a sentimental story!”
Yes, the story is indeed sentimental. And it’s even written sentimentally on purpose. With its falling leaves,
with the bronze and copper, with the love couplets … but there was no other way to do it.
Because the person who made the phone call and talked to Ivan is none other than the author.
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158c.53 Excerpt from Possessions: Roman\fn{by Julia Kristeva (1941- )} Sliven, Burgas Administrative Region,
Bulgaria (F) 6
Gloria gisait dans une flaque de sang, décapitée. La robe du soir en satin ivoire de Gloria, les bras ronds, les
longues mains manucurées de Gloria, Ia montre Cartier, le diamant a l’annulaire gauche, les jambes bronzées, les
escarpins assortis à la robe: aucun doute, c’était bien Gloria, rien n’y manquait, sauf la tête. «Mon organe sexuel»,
plaisantait-elle par allusion au plaisir cérébral que lui procuraient ses activités de traductrice et au déplaisir non
moins violent que lui causaient ses migraines. «Mon outil de travail», corrigeait-elle parfois. Et voilà qu’elle en
était separée, de son organe ou de son outil, ce qui la rendait presque anonyme. Presque. Car, tête ou pas, tout le
monde pouvait reconnaître Gloria Harrison. Certes, la chevelure rousse et les yeux vert-de-mer n’étaient plus là
pour le dire, mais les doigts nerveux, le galbe des cuisses de gymnaste, les fines chevilles et surtout les seins
arrogants qu’elle savait pointer si ostensiblement, même s’ils avaient commencé à fléchir au cours de ces
dernières années, étaient là pour affirmer que c’était bien elle. Des seins indiscutables, donc, qui, pour l’heure,
étaient, comme toujours, parfaitement pris dans le bustier de la robe du soir dont le satin ivoire s’ornait, à gauche,
d’une envahissante tache écarlate. Blessure au couteau, apparemment.
Rien de plus lourd qu’un corps mort. Et la pesanteur du cadavre s’accroît davantage encore si la tête vient à
manquer. Un visage—qu’il soit placide, livide ou déformé par la mort—donne du sens au corps et par conséquent
l’allège. Les yeux, fussent-ils éteints, écarquillés ou exophtalmiques, la bouche, fût-elle tordue, sanglante ou
tuméfiée, les cheveux, fussent-ils arrachés, plaqués sur le crâne ou en désordre, tous sont les nécessaires vecteurs
d’une expression qu’on soupçonne être celle de la mort. Mais, sans yeux ni bouche, sans tête ni cheveux, un
cadavre n’est plus qu’une pièce de bouche-rie. L’attraction terrestre le plaque irrémédiablement au sol, ses formes
naguère érotiques retournent à l’empirisme le plus cru, à l’inutilité la plus absurde: il manque l’instrument ad hoc
pour crier cette détresse acéphale. Amputé de la funeste exubérance que peint le masque des trépassés, le mort est
deux fois mort. Non que la victime soit privée de son humanité ou même de sa personnalité, qui persistent au
contraire, minutieusement sculptées dans le torse décapité, dans les membres déjetés, dans l’abandon de la
posture; mais la folie, qui est le sceau de l’humain et que trahit le visage, demeure—si cet indice capital fait
défaut—littéralement invisible. Le cadavre étêté expose alors une substance qui se serait débarrassée de son délire
consubstantiel. Ou plutôt qui l’aurait résorbé dans un paysage anatomique et viscéral auparavant recouvert de
cette continuation des traits qu’est le vêtement. Cependant, ou à l’oppose, le cou tranché et le trou sanglant qui s’y
creusait attestaient qu’un acte proprement—ou salement—humain avait bien eu lieu, inspiré pour de bon par la
folie à un autre humain en tous points semblable à celui dont la chair neutralisée gisait devant moi, cruellement
dépourvue des signes de sa folie et donnant par conséquent cette idée si frustrante de la condition humaine. Bref,
il ne restait de Gloria qu’un calme bloc échoué sur terre après qu’un obscur désastre lui eut ravi son air affolé, à
l’instant même où un spécimen de l’espèce en question se livrait à un acte dément, autrement plus humain, car
anonyme et en ce sens universel. Vous l’avez compris, j’étais perdue.
—Évidemment, personne n’a vu la tête!
Le bougonnement de Northrop Rilsky, qui n’ouvrait la bouche que pour assener des truismes, n’obtint pas
l’effet escompté: rencontrer mon regard.
Une décollation: tel est le mot qui convient, gourmand mais privatif. J’en connais de naturelles. Dionée et
Aphrodite, aimées de Phidias, ont bien perdu leurs têtes, mais c’est en quittant le fronton du Parthénon pour aller
s’exhiber dans une salle caverneuse du British Museum. Je les préfère à la Victoire de Samothrace, autre
décapitée qui ne s’envolera jamais du Louvre. Comment seraitce possible, sans tête? D’autant que cette beauté
ailée mérite bien son lieu d’atterrissage, de même que son châtiment, imbue qu’elle est de son enthousiaste
personne, ce qui n’était nullement le cas de Gloria. Ces maîtresses d’antan, aujourd’hui dépourvues de cap, me
font rêver sans m’émouvoir. Leur mutilation par l’Histoire manque de sang. La violence préméditée est le
privilège des humains. Voués au temps—du moins le croient-ils—, ils s’emploient à l’annuler, notamment par la
haine qui, elle, ne relève pas du temps, mais bien de l’excitation. Ou de l’écœurement qui en est le versant
honteux. Dégoût et passion suspendent le cours des heures propices: il faut être hors-temps pour machiner une
hors-vie.
—Quelle saloperie, Commissaire! De toute ma carrière, j’ai jamais vu un putain de boulot aussi nickel.
Le chef de la police et son adjoint étaient garés devant la grille dans une voiture banalisée noire au plafonnier
allumé. Le jardin était plein de flics, mais nul n’avait encore prévenu les joumalistes, mes confrères. Je déteste
leur horde bardée de calepins et de magnétophones, jamais mieux appâtée que par les plaies et l’hémoglobine, et
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j’essayais de me fondre parmi le corps médical ou judiciaire, histoire d’éviter qu’on me prenne pour un de mes
lubriques collègues. Bientôt les projecteurs aveuglants de la télé se mêleraient aux éclairs rouge et bleu des
gyrophares, et notre chère Gloria serait promue au rang de star médiatique. Servie en guise de dessert au journal
télévisé. Quelques secondes. Peut-être une minute ou deux. Décapitation oblige. (Euvre d’un serial killer? Crime
passionnel? J’étais là pour essayer de trouver la réponse à ce meurtre aberrant qui, visiblement, dépassait les
competences du brave Northrop Rilsky.
*
L’affairement qui succède au crime induit la rêverie chez les natures délicates dans mon genre … La nuque
ensanglantée sous sa tunique en poil de chameau, chargé de l’agneau crucifère, d’une croix de roseau, parfois
même de sa propre tête coupée (quand celle de Gloria, ici même, je le rappelle, était manquante), hasardé sur le
rivage de la mer Morte, depuis deux millénaires s’avance vers nous saint Jean-Baptiste, le Précurseur,
annonciateur du Messie. Arrêté par Hérode, il succomba en réalité aux vices d’Hérodiade, laquelle, après la danse
lascive dé Salome, sa fille, voulut qu’on ôtât la tête du prophète afin de la faire servir à sa progéniture sur un
plateau d’argent. Pour le plus grand plaisir de Mallarmé qui, bien des siècles plus tard, et avant de mourir luimême d’un spasme de la glotte, hallucina l’événement dans ses propres vertèbres, tranchant d’un coup ses
«anciens désaccords avec le corps», comme il l’écrivit, elliptique et prémonitoire. Sans parler de l’extase
qu’éprouva à Venise le maître en mosai’que du baptistère de Saint-Marc, expert en ces pâleurs dorées qui
conviennent si bien aux visages byzantins et aux têtes deéposées. Le Vénitien se prend au jeu de la magie
évangélique jusqu’à nous presenter le Baptiste, le cou coupé, installant de ses propres mains sa propre tête dans
un vase posé par terre; tandis que, plus loin dans la bande dessinée, toujours sur fond de mosaïque dorée, Salomé
saisit ledit vase, le place en équilibre sur son propre chef et se lance dans cette danse unique, tête à tête, que
n’égalera jamais aucune danse corps à corps dans les siècles des siècles.
À ce souvenir de la Sérénissime, je me gens parcourue par le frisson de Tiepolo à Bergame, s’obstinant à
planter son décor de faux effroi devant une huile écarlate versée à plein tube par cette cruche renversée qu’est le
col béant du Baptiste. Et le Caravage ! Et Léonard! Et Raphaël!
Les yeux des peintres—qu’on les voie en soie de nuit noire, verts de poussière glacée, marron féroce et embué,
ou bleus franchement peureux—sont toujours recouverts d’une peau sensible, saturée de points vibrants, qui
manque à la plupart des autres humains. À la surface humide de ces antennes paraboliques se croisent les
émanations des objets et des êtres extérieurs, ainsi que les pulsations sonores, tactiles, olfactives et toutes sortes
de cataclysmes biologiques provenant du corps creux lui-même. L’œil transmue ces stimulations infimes et
chaotiques en broutilles visuelles. Œil bouche, œil peau, œil oreille, œil pénis, œil vagin, œil anus, œil gorge et
ainsi de suit: l’œil du peintre recouvre pour commencer les cinq sens, et le reste innombrable du corps pour finir,
d’une pellicule qui rend visible surtout ce qui ne se voit pas. La blessure morale, par exemple, le poignard au
cœur, les souffles et les ailes coupées deviennent, dans la membrane lumineuse de l’œil d’artiste, à peine plissé ou
insolemment fixe, un ouragan de peinture rouge, une face concassée, un membre illogiquement étiré ou, mieux,
tranché. À force de transformer Ie sensible en spectacle, l’œil du peintre non seulement ne peut s’empêcher
d’aller, mais va tout droit au fond invisible du spectacle qu’est le crime, le meurtre d’homme ou de femme. C’est
donc par excès de raffinement que les plus grands ont des goûts d’anatomistes ou de bouchers. Les yeux vert-demer de Gloria, étirés par la myopie et tachetés de noir, brillaient de cette tension spéciale que prennent les yeux
des peintres ou des grands lecteurs, et je pouvais facilement imaginer, ici et maintenant, devant son cadavre,
qu’elle ait pu se voir elle-même comme l’un d’eux l’aurait vue à force de la sentir: insolent volume décapité,
notamment par le Caravage.
*
Ah, coléreux Caravage qui se plaît à éclairer a giorno ses visages de carton-pâte! C’est peu dire qu’il aime les
têtes coupées—il les adore, les encense; il mérite à coup sûr la palme du Grévin grimaçant pour ses décollations
en cire et en série. Je les revois d’ici: sa Judith héroïque et dégoûtée devant un Holopherne bouche bée par où
s’épanche un écheveau de laine rouge amidonnée; son Isaac à l’innocence de Barbe-Bleue qui hurle sous la
poigne d’un Abraham sourd et aveugle au doigt de l’Ange pointé en vain sur le bélier providentiel. Et si le chef
mélancolique de son Baptiste, qui commence à se gâter sur un plateau, laisse Salomé indifférente, il ne manque
pas de mettre en transe la rude esclave cramponnée aux saints cheveux. Le peintre vagabond n’hésite pas à confier
aux mains d’un David consterné le cap branlant du sinistre Goliath qui arbore ses propres traits, faciès de criminel
loué pour la circonstance au magasin des accessoires de la Commedia dell’arte.
Seule la décapitation de saint Jean à Malte échappe à cette bouffonnerie cireuse. Je respire, le massacre
n’occupe que la moitié gauche du vaste tableau, tandis que la droite, ombragée, emprisonne les voyeurs—vous et
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moi—pétrifiés derrière les barreaux de leur curiosité. Et, pendant que le bourreau exhibe dans une torsion son
thorax viril, et que le sang du Baptiste au corps flasque se transfuse au peintre lui-même qui s’est plu à inscrire
son nom dans le flot rouge—mais qui décapitez-vous donc, monsieur le Caravage?—, une vieille paysanne se
bouche les tympans. Une décollation, ce n’est pas pour la vue, voyons, c’est pour l’ouïe! D’ailleurs, toute peinture
devrait être entendue. Mais comment?
La décollation signe le terminus du visible. C’est la fin du spectacle, m’sieurs dames, circulez ! Y a plus rien à
voir! Ouvrez plutôt vos oreilles, si vous ne les avez point trop sensibles. Au fin fond de l’horreur, ça ne se voit
pas; ça s’entend, peut-être. Remisons les palettes, et à bon entendeur salut!
*
En somme, rien ne vaut une bonne décollation pour révéler le mauvais goôt de l’artiste remâchant son
impuissance, à moins que ce ne soit celle de l’art. Naturellement, j’excepte Rodin. Rodin, lui, tient le coup avec
son Homme qui marche, les deux mains collées au sexe, souverain ayant perdu la tête, contrairement au Penseur.
J’excepte aussi Degas, sculpteur amoureux du buste de ses danseuses qui ont laissé s’envoler, après le ballet, leurs
cimes inutiles. Car, c’est bien connu, nul homme n’a besoin d’une tête pour marcher, non plus que nulle ballerine
pour balleriner.
D’accord. Quelles que soient leg analogies entre le carnage de la luxueuse demeure de Santa Barbara et les
illustres références qui se bousculent dans mon esprit pour me mettre un tant soit pen à l’abri de l’horreur
déployée sons mes yeux, j’essaie, quant à moi, de garder la tête froide. La situation l’impose plus que jamais. Je
m’accroche donc aux différences.
Jean-Baptiste fut un saint, et un homme, et il annonça notre ère avant Jésus, puisqu’il le baptisa dans l’eau pure
du Jourdain. Autant de raisons pour comprendre, sans nullement la justifier, la jouissance d’Hérodiade, et des
autres. Mais Gloria? Une femme. «Pauvre femme» non, puisqu’il y a eu sa fortune, ou plutôt celle de sa famille.
Mais simple femme tout de même, traductrice à Santa Barbara. Il faut le faire, car pourquoi traduire quand
personne n’écrit plus aujourd’hui (sinon leg ordinateurs) ni ne lit (sauf les femmes seules à la plage, ce qui ne fait
pas vraiment un gros public)? Autant de circonstances aggravantes, certes, mais insuffisantes pour motiver un
Hérode, une Hérodiade ou une Salomé modernes à perpétrer l’acte subtil doublé du plaisir grossier de la
décapitation. Plaisir brut, fruste, sans l’espérance du moindre au-delà. Je ne vois nulle promesse qui aurait pu être
punie et moins encore annoncée par un meurtre aussi abject, si ce n’est celle—arrachée après coup—d’un sacré
casse-tête pour ce cher commissaire!
J’admets que mes réminiscences picturales puissent paraître, aux yeux de maints lecteurs, livresques,
superflues, voire obscenes en l’occurrence. Mais quelle autre utilité reconnaitre à l’art que celle qui nons permet
de regarder la mort en face? Si je conserve le souvenir de mes fréquentations des peintres et des sculpteurs dans
les musées, c’est bien pour m’y ressourcer en cas d’épreuves macabres. Les quelles ne manquent pas, à Santa
Barbara. Plus qu’ailleurs j’ai besoin de l’art, ici, pour entrer en matière et ne perdre ni la tête ni le sens commun.
Une seule chose est sûre, pour le moment: c’est bien elle, Gloria Harrison, et d’ailleurs personne n’a emis le
moindre doute sur l’identite du cadavre, avec ou sans tête. Pauvre Gloria que la vie a si bien humiliée et qui
n’était fière que de sa tête—d’après ce qu’elle en disait, bien sûr, avec ironie et quelque raison. L’humour noir du
destin a voulu qu’à l’heure fatale elle fût dépossédée de son ultime fétiche et qu’elle nous quittât, privée de toute
consolation.
—Pas de tête, évidemment!
Rilsky s’obstinait avec son «évidemment» superflu, toujours sans accrocher mon regard. ]
Car, tout occupé à se reprendre devant le carnage, mon esprit avait quitté la scène et ne cessait d’égrener
d’autres images qui avaient hanté mon imagination d’enfant. Plus proche, et sans l’aide de Dieu, cette fois, mais
dressé par de simples hommes, le buste sanglant de Gloria appelait ironiquement la guillotine, laquelle visait à la
tête, mais à tours de bras. Terreur, Vertu et Terreur, Concorde! «Je boirai le calice jusqu’à la lie», «Faites votre
devoir», «Encore un instant, monsieur le Bourreau!» Têtes d’hommes et de femmes, nobles et moins nobles,
souffle-tées par le couperet et envoyées rouler dans la sciure: Madame Roland, Charlotte Corday, et j’en passe.
Vous préférez ne pas y penser? Moi, j’y pense. Le guillotineur est forcément un mâle efficace, d’ailleurs le
professeur d’anatomie zélé qui mit au point la funeste lame protesta jusqu’à la mort de sa bonne foi: il voulait, en
toute simplicité, abréger la souffrance des condamnés, paraît-il, mais l’explication est si raisonnable qu’il faut se
forcer pour y croire, et je trouve quant à moi particulièrement cocasse cet augure des temps modernes. Pis, je ne
comprends pas les femmes, amoureuses transies de leurs amants sacrifiés, qui, d’après Stendhal, s’appliquaient
pieusement à recueillir les têtes veuves de corps: une femme dérobant celle du vieux de La Mole; une autre,
Mathilde de la Mole justement, baisant le chef tranché de Julien Sorel … Il paraît qu’un «psy» vient de faire
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sensation, dans un colloque, en certifiant qu’un rêve féminin sur dix tourne autour d’une tête coupée; et de
raconter qu’une de ses patientes ne songe qu’à transporter l’objet tronqué comme un bébé dans un champ de
ruines. Nature extrême du désir, soit! Mais je n’aimerais pas être la tête sur les épaules de cet analyste-là.
Éternelles pleureuses de dépouilles castrées, les femmes ne se passionneraientelles que pour un phallus
coupable?\fn{Just after coupable someone (discounting that it is actually part of the text intended by the author) has intruded into the
text the word sic in brackets, thus: (sic) :indicating some sort of spelling error:H } Je veux bien, je vois ce que c’est, mais j’avoue
que j’en doute: côté coupé ou côté coupant, cette machine et son train me paraissent étrangères à la sensibilité
féminine telle que je la conçois. Ma pudeur ou, si vous voulez, mon refoulement ne s’y retrouvent pas. Le reste
écimé et saignant de Gloria Harrison qui gisait à mes pieds, livré à l’impuissante curiosité du commissaire de
Santa Barbara, me scandalisait autant qu’il m’intriguait, et j’avais beau appeler à la rescousse peintres et
sculpteurs, la Terreur et 93, ces dérives culturelles ne résolvaient strictement rien.
*
Haïr le monstre qui avait tué Gloria: bien sûr, quelle autre réponse à l’atroce question posée par cet acte? Sur la
peur qu’il répandait, je devais bâtir toutes les haines que méritaient la mesquinerie, la petitesse, les calomnies, la
jalousie, les hypocrisies en tout genre, la trahison des amis, des amants, des maris, des femmes, les coups bas, les
coups en douce, les coups de poignard dans le dos ou en plein vol, les dénonciations, les sabotages, les censures,
les critiques malveillantes, les ragots, leg rabaissements, les rivalités, les humiliations, les passions saccagées, les
enfants empêchés, les amours rendues impossibles. Je devais briser enfin cette décence qui matait ma douleur en
blanche fierté et faisait de moi ce que j’étais, un chasseur solitaire, une voyageuse, une journaliste.
La haine œuvre en silence ou s’énonce en phrases courtes, essoufflées: argots et trois points. Je la connaissais,
l’avais subie, l’éprouvais au point que j’aurais voulu n’être que cette haine-là. Mais je ne l’étais qu’en partie. Une
inexplicable indulgence s’y mêlait, desserrait l’étau, tirait ma détestation vers la grimace, un certain rire. Comme
ces auteurs de romans policiers qui vous mettent le nez dans l’horreur à condition de prendre un ton bourru, naïf,
demeuré même, pour s’excuser d’être bien plus lucides que les personnages représentant l’ordre et le savoir avec
leurs piètres astuces, et pour piéger, peut-être, l’intelligence supposée du lecteur sophistiqué qui condescend à se
distraire avec cette littérature réputée débile—je ne donnais libre cours à ma haine qu’avec l’excuse de la dérision
dont on croit devoir assortir les faits divers, les malfrats, la haine elle-même et ceux qui l’éprouvent, dont je suis.
Cette opération ambiguë mais, je l’affirme, inconsciente, avait l’inconvénient de diluer ma perception plastique de
l’assassinat de Gloria en un numéro de salon dont j’étais le seul public, tout en possédant l’insigne avantage de
me mettre à distance du drame pour y voir plus clair. La haine ne satisfait pas sans aveugler un peu, et seule
l’ironie parfois prélude à un je-ne-sais-quoi qui se tient. Pendant ce temps, on prélevait des empreintes, on classait
des poils, des boutons et autres débris dans des flacons ou des pochettes en plastique, on prenait des clichés, des
vidéos, on s’indignait, on affichait des airs de circonstance, on s’extasiait en professionnel. Sons l’œil comblé et
compétent du précieux commissaire Rilsky, pourtant sérieusement embêté. Il ôta ses lunettes avec un rien de
malice et beaucoup de solennité.
—Les évidences ne sont pas toujours fausses, elles sont seulement inessentielles, fis-je, impertinente mais
circonspecte.
—Évidemment, ponctua Rilsky de sa voix mélodieuse, heureux de m’accrocher enfin, car il était foncièrement
humaniste. Pauvre Gloria!
Je connaissais des humanistes à Paris. Ils m’expliquaient qu’on devait lutter contre l’Exclusion et que le but de
l’existence, après la chute du Mur, était l’Intégration. Ils ne savaient pas très bien à quoi, mais ce dont ils étaient
sûrs, c’est qu’il fallait Intégrer et ne pas Exclure. Ils prononçaient «l’Exclusion» avec un air étonné et repu qui
donnait à leur amour des hommes une puissance gauche et cependant menaçante. Rilsky, lui, était plus désabusé.
Devant les coups de la mafia qui ne se gênait pas pour opérer au grand jour à Santa Barbara, le commissaire se
fichait bien des exclus et des désintégrés. Il ne croyait qu’à la Beauté en musique, à condition qu’on pût la
partager. «La musique est faite pour être écoutée ensemble», aimait-il à me répéter, car il tenait la peinture pour
un art lent, et recherchait ma complicité pour accompagner ses extases aux concerts entre deux enquêtes sur des
crimes crapuleux. Humaniste post-moderne, il estimait, puisque tout se paie, que le sublime Bach valait bien que
des salauds versent quelques litres de sang. «Nécessaire contrepoint, car telle est la nature humaine», concluait-il
non sans jubilation, entre deux concerts, occupé it débusquer ses assassins. Northrop Rilsky se considérait à juste
titre comme un esthète doublé d’un humaniste lucide et néanmoins persistant.
En le regardant s’agiter, je ne pouvais m’empêcher de méditer, sans tendresse mais non sans un certain
apitoiement, sur le gâchis qu’avait été l’existence de Gloria. Et de tant d’autres femmes, n’exagérons rien! Ou
plutôt exagérons, mais ce sera un autre roman. Je la savais haïe, étrangère et presque écrivain, héroïne de quelques
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succès publics—elle avait excellé dans la traduction de Faulkner en santabarbarois, avant de se consoler comme
traductrice attitrée de Philippe Roth. Une vie visible, en somme, de celles qui n’attirent pas une sympathie
excessive a Santa Barbara—pas plus qu’ailleurs, soit dit en passant. Les médisances, les perfidies et les potins
n’étaient pas pour me surprendre, et je savais qu’ellemême ne s’en étonnait plus depuis longtemps. J’aurais même
éré jusqu’à admettre, contre l’humanité qu’on prête à tort aux humains, aux femmes et parfois aux journalistes,
que le poignard qu’on lui avait planté en pleine poitrine avant de lui trancher la tête ne me paraissait ni
extravagant, ni vraiment déplacé. L’acte, commis avec une arme blanche à la lame et à la pointe aiguisées, comme
ne manquerait pas de l’établir le médecin légiste, pouvait être en effet la conséquence logique d’un de ces rejets
que Gloria suscitait invariablement et qu’en l’occurrence elle avait dû déclencher dans un cerveau survolté. Le
flacon de Rohypnol posé à côté de la coupe de champagne induisait qu’elle était droguée au moment du crime.
Faux-semblant? Les analyses ne tarderaient pas à élucider ce détail. Mais quelle sombre passion, déchaînée dans
les veines de quel psychopathe, avait pu guider la main qui avait découpé avec une minutie de dentellière la chair
du cou, le larynx, les vertèbres, pour laisser béante cette source lisse, ce miroir rouge, ce rubis immonde qui
ourlait le cadavre a l’emplacement de la tête manquante? Là était le mystère, du moins pour moi, Stéphanie
Delacour, qui venais de débarquer une fois de plus dans ce maudit pays. Et qui, de surcroît, avais dîné deux jours
auparavant chez la même Gloria Harrison, laquelle, le samedi 15 octobre à 0 h 35, lorsque je l’avais embrassée
sur le pas de sa porte, avait encore toute sa tête.
*
Qui?
Rien de ce que je savais de Gloria ne laissait supposer l’existence du monstrueux orfèvre. Restaient les
hypothèses du crime gratuit, du maniaque sexuel, des innombrables formes de jouissance qui fourmillent dans les
bouquins de psychiatrie que Northrop Rilsky connaissait comme sa poche, qu’il avait même de nouveau
compulsés en secret dans son bureau, je l’aurais parié, avant d’affronter l’ennemi qui avait frappé cette fois-ci.
Pourquoi ce charcutage? cet acharnement inutile? Car j’en savais assez pour comprendre que Gloria était morte
avant d’être decapitée. Une flaque de sang plutôt modeste au bout de ce carnage capital, et pas de tête. Qui, entre
0 h 35, par cette nuit bleue qui ruissela après le dîner sur mon visage à peine effleuré par la joue ten due de Gloria
(«Je t’appelle. —Merci, c’était délicieux! »), et ce lundi 17 octobre à 10 h 05 où j’avais eu le plaisir d’être
réveillée par la voix de mélomane de l’inspecteur Rilsky m’annonçant qu’une fois de plus, et pour son plaisir, nos
chemins se croisaient, et que j’avais en outre la chance de compter parmi les témoins privilégiés? Car,
naturellement, le respect de notre commune admiration pour Yehudi Menuhin empêchait l’inspecteur d’aller plus
loin pour l’instant, mais, d’un point de vue strictement légal, les choses se présentaient un peu différemment, les
derniers témoins à avoir vu la victime étant ipso facto des suspects, si Mlle Delacour voulait bien admettre le
caractère insolite de la situation … Entre ces deux moments, donc, une passion, une folie, un artiste délirant
s’étaient mis à l’reuvre.
Il m’avait semblé entendre, en arrière plan de la voix du commissaire, le troisième mouvement du Concerto
pour deux violons et orchestre de J.-S. Bach—les violons se hissant vertigineusement, suivis des autres
instruments, l’allegro s’égayant, se répétant, s’accumulant avant que les cordes ne finissent par hachurer le soleil
luimême qui explosait enfin, généreux, en cristal émietté. Quand il n’était pas sur les lieux du crime, Northrop se
nourrissait de musique: il me le confirmait.
—Sur place, dans une heure.
Je dus l’interrompre, comme d’habitude, puis je prig une douche et filai en taxi vers la maison que j’avais
quittée il y avait moins de trois tours de cadran. Rouée de senteurs salées, iodées, algueées, persécutée par les
mouches poudreuses et les abeilles ivres des troènes, j’avais l’impression de subir en plein corps les lourdes
intrigues et les passions criminelles de Santa Barbara.
174.91 The Herbarium\fn{by Hristina Marinova (1975-

)}

Sofia?, Bulgaria (F) 2

“Yes, I’m the one that found her lying in the middle of the room. … She was barefoot. Face down, yes. No, I
didn’t touch her. I got really scared and went downstairs to the doorman right away. No, she had no boyfriend. I
don’t remember her telling me whether she was expecting anyone. I don’t know. I don’t remember. No, we
weren’t close. Just roommates.”
Tuesday never brought me anything nice. When I came back from class, I found my roommate murdered. She
was strangled.
I didn’t love her, I didn’t hate her, I often didn’t even notice her. Mira … they had her move in with me in
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November. Until then I had lived alone. She came from far away—from the country, just like me. First-year
student. She seemed scared, humble, quiet, closed. Several times I tried to get closer to her, but she simply didn’t
want to know. Our contacts were limited to greetings, short expressions of politeness on my part, and none on
hers. A pretty girl—tall, dark-eyed, and dark-haired. All I can remember about her is her death.
When they took away the body, I washed the floor, tidied her bed and her clothes. I expected parents frantic
with grief who would gather their daughter’s belongings with teary eyes. I could not sleep in the room so I moved
in with a friend. I left my condolence note for Mira’s parents. I came back a month later and everything was still
there.
I called the police. I wanted to get rid of her things. I was told the body had been collected by the mother, who
did not ask about anything else at all. They gave me a phone number. But it rang without an answer for days.
All this angered me. I felt no sadness about her death, I asked myself no questions, and I did not even want
anybody to speak to me about this. I decided to throw everything out and ask for a new room.
They did not give me one—they said they had none available. Of course, no one wanted to move in with me.
Everyone was afraid of the dreams they might have sleeping in the bed of the deceased. So I went on living with
her things as I had lived with her. Weeks went by and her mother didn’t show up.
I didn’t know she kept a diary. No one ever looked for it. I probably wouldn’t have opened it if it hadn’t been
so beautiful—with fine, pale blue pages. I began by peeking at the dates on the first and last pages—November 2
and March 14—four days before the murder.
I was in no rush to read it. I was afraid it would be quite boring, all sorts of romantic dreams and greetings of
the “Dear Diary” sort. I was sitting and stroking its exquisite cover. I thought about Mira, who had written it in
secret. But my condescending smile melted with the first line.
November 2
I came here to be what I am. A whore. All men will want me, and I promise they can have me. Now I am far away,
and I will get what I was born for—lots and lots of sex.

I swallowed the saliva gathering in my mouth and quickly turned the page. There was a detailed drawing of
male genitalia.
November 7
Around thirty. Not tall but decent looking. He did not believe I was a virgin and that made him nervous the first
time. Then I seduced him many more times. He got more and more aggressive but not perverse enough. He paid me
without me having to ask. On my way out of the hotel I took a yellowed birch leaf with me. I will start a herbarium
collection. Every man will remain inside me, dried up and hidden.

Yes, I remember! I had seen her arranging some leaves. My heart began beating madly. I continued to read.
November 8
I was sitting in the park, on a bench. My uncle’s age, too. 40-50. I paid no attention to them at first. I wanted to
check whether they were serious. We went to the apartment of one of them. It was great! They fucked me all day long
—from 9 in the morning until 8 at night. Fantastic! One of them bit me on the neck pretty hard. I’ll have to be careful
for Dora not to notice. They wanted my address, but I cannot give it out. I told them I would call them. Oh yes, I will
call them.
November 9
Around 25. For now he’s my youngest. And the most boring one. I asked for money. He didn’t give me any. Just hit
me across the face and told me to go away. Full of hang-ups. I went too quickly with him. From now on I will wait to
be offered money and then …! I won’t make a living out of this, but somehow if they pay me, I will feel professional. I
want to write to Mom, but I don’t have the strength to pretend at the moment. I’ll wait.

I closed the diary. My heart was throbbing with surprise. And excitement. How could I have been so blind? I
wanted to read more but my hands trembled. I shoved the diary under my pillow and relaxed on my bed. I closed
my eyes but could not escape what I had read. I imagined Mira in the arms of all those men. Then I remembered
her on the floor—dead. I opened my eyes and was startled by her things on the empty bed. I went outside to forget
and hide. I should not read more of the diary. It was painful because I was beginning to know and love her. Now
that she had died.
My curiosity prevailed and at night I again opened the pretty notebook. I flipped the pages quickly and with
appetite. She hadn’t missed even one day. Every time—at least one man, often several. For each one of them she
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gave the approximate age, no name, but often a rating such as “was no good,” “fucked me senseless,” “little boy
with a penis the size of a cocktail sausage.” … Some more detailed descriptions even turned my stomach. On
some pages there were pictures from pornographic magazines. They illustrated the positions described. I was most
surprised by the care with which everything was done. No crossed-out words. One and the same pen, even and
beautiful handwriting. …
I turned each page very carefully and with a sort of respect. All the men were different—in age, size,
imagination. I had not suspected such things could be written this way, without shame. I wondered why Mira had
done it. Not why she had slept with them, but why she had documented everything so carefully. On some lonely
nights, she had probably read her stories, masturbating, excited by her memories. Or maybe she expected me to
find her diary and she wrote it for me? I was flattered by the thought that she might have wanted to tell me, to
share what she felt uncomfortable discussing. I read on, and all of a sudden I froze.
March 10
Today I wrote to Mom. I described the last one. In his forties. I like those best. I wrote that his was quite big and that
he did it to me three times, anal. I told her everything in detail, even how he held me and what he had said. She’ll like
it. I wrote a lot. I am expecting an answer.

I closed the diary angrily. I felt ashamed for her. I got up and started walking around the room in circles. I was
furious that I had not guessed, that I had not talked to her. One of those perverts must have found her and killed
her. He wanted more than she could give. But her mother would have never found out the truth about her daughter
if Mira had not written to her.
I realized I was speaking out loud, that I was scolding and lecturing her. I was very angry, but decided to finish
reading the remaining pages. I opened the last one immediately and found:
March I4
I got an answer from Mom. Exactly the one I was expecting. She’ll be here on Tuesday. I am expecting her, I want
her, I feel her.

There was nothing else. I felt dizzy. Her mother had come the day of her murder! I could barely wait until the
morning to go to the police. I took the diary. I found the policeman who had interrogated me and, stuttering,
began to explain. He interrupted me.
“We’ve got him already. Serial killer. He operated on campus. He attacked single girls, raped and strangled
them. Your roommate was an exception—she was not raped. She must have put up a stronger fight. Don’t worry.
It’s just a product of your imagination.”
I shoved Mira’s diary in his hands:
“Oh, silly girl stuff! I would advise you not to show it to anyone. After all—if you have nothing nice to say
about the dead, you better not say anything at all.”
A polite smile slid across his face. I was already outside when I remembered I should have taken Mira’s
address. I went back. He copied it down for me just as politely, and patronizingly told me to be careful. Had he
slept with her too? I returned to the residence to pick up my things and went straight to the train station. There
was a train in two hours.
The death notice was attached to the door, and I didn’t dare ring the bell.
“Mrs. Nikolova has been gone for a few weeks.” A woman in a bathrobe was peeking from the apartment
across the hall. “What is the reason for your visit?”
“I was her daughter’s roommate. Mrs. Nikolova, when will she be back?”
“I think she is selling the apartment and is planning to live in the country. Come on in, let’s not talk like this, in
the hallway.”
I went in and sat down without taking my coat off. The neighbor happily began telling the story.
“She had such a difficult time surviving little Mira’s death.”
“And Mr. Nikolov?” I interrupted.
“There has been no Mr. Nikolov for twenty years now. Oh, you didn’t know? I think that is why they were so
attached to each other. She, Maria—Mrs. Nikolova, I mean—after his death cared alone for the child. She went
crazy spoiling her and admiring her. She bought her everything. Never had any contacts with me or anyone else in
the building. …”
“What about Mira?”
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“Neither did she! She was a big girl, ten years old, but she’d start crying if she was separated from her mother
even for a little while. I’m telling you, it was a little too much. And the fights before she let the child apply to
university! They yelled for days, they cried. The little one then pulled herself together and got her way. I didn’t
think she would let her go.
“Then, for the placement tests and all, they went everywhere together. But when the school year started it
couldn’t go on. Who could have imagined such a fate! To be murdered, the dear girl. … What a beautiful child she
was. … Maria, when she carne back, kept on repeating, ‘My little girl—my beauty!’ Always the same. … Her hair
went white. I have never seen anything like it before!”
In the train on my way back I couldn’t stop crying. I did not believe that she had killed her. The neighbor
offered to call me when she saw her so I could come back. But there was no point. I was already not so sure.
Maybe it really was the serial killer, and I had imagined all this nonsense.
In the night I woke up because of the rustling of the leaves. Mira’s herbarium. It was on the table—a shoebox
that had always been there, but it was as though I saw it for the first time. I turned the light on and drew the box
closer to me. A lot of dust had already accumulated on the lid. I opened it. The dried leaves inside almost filled it.
I felt like crying. I carefully emptied the contents on the table. At the bottom I found what I had expected. Her
mother’s letter.
My little girl, why are you doing this to me? Why are you killing me? I miss you. I want to nurse you, I want to kiss
your feet. I want you to press yourself against me. I need to see you bathing in the morning, my dear! Why did you
abandon me, why do you think that by doing these ridiculous, foolish things you would forget about me? Only I can
make you happy. I will come on Tuesday: And I will take you with me forever. I love you! I believe everything you
have written to me, and I want you to know that I do not care. Do not expect jealousy from me. I know that you do it
because you miss me as much as I miss you. You cannot exist without me. You will not exist without me. I kiss you all
over!\fn{Below-the Alexander Nevsky Eastern Orthodox Cathedral (constructed 1882-1912), Sofia, Bulgaria: 3 views}
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The Church of St. Nicholas, Sofia, Sofia Province, Bulgaria: two views
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The Church of St. Sedmochislenitsi, Sofia, Sofia Province, Bulgaria: two views
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The Church of St. Nedelja, Sophia, Sofia Province, Bulgaria: two views

74

The Churach of the Annunciation, Blagoevgrad, Blagoevgrad Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Paraskeva, Rupite, Blagoegrad Province, Bulgaria
75

The Cathedral of Sts. Cyril and Methodius, Burgas, Burgas Province, Bulgaria

The Church of Christ Pantokrator, Nesebar, Burgas Province, Bulgaria

76

The Church of St. John the Baptist, Nesebar, Burgas Province, Bulgaria

The Cathedral of Sts. Stephen and John the Theologian, Karnobat, Burgas Province, Bulgaria

77

The Church of St. George, Dobrich, Dobrich Province, Bulgaria: below, a detail of the two angels and St.
George above the entrance

78

The Church of the Holy Trinity, Dobrich, Dobrich Province, Bulgaria

The Church of the Holy Trinity, Gabrovo, Gabrovo Province, Bulgaria
79

The Church of St. George, Tryavna, Gabrovo Province, Bulgaria

The Bulgarian National Revival Church of Gabrovo, Gabrovo Province, Bulgaria
80

The Church of the Assumption, Haskovo, Haskovo Province, Bulgaria: two views

81

The bell tower (which alone survives) of the Church of the Archangels St. Michael and St. Gabriel,
Haskovo, Haskovo Province, Bulgaria

The Church of the Assumption, Uzundzhovo, Haskovo Province, Bulgaria
82

The Church of St. John the Baptist, Kardzhali, Kardzhali Province, Bulgaria

An unidentified church in Krumovgrad, Kardzhali Province, Bulgaria

83

An unidentified church in Kardzhali, Kardzhali Province, Bulgaria: two views

84

The Church of St. George, Kyustendil, Kyustendil Province, Bulgaria: two views

85

The Church of St. Mina with its bell tower, Kyustendil, Kyustendil Province, Bulgaria

The Church of the Virgin Birth, Rila Monastery, Kyustendil Province, Bulgaria. Another view of this
church will be found on page 123.

86

The Church of St. Nicholas, Sapareva Banya, Kyustendil Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Bogoroditsa, Lovech, Lovech Province, Bulgaria

87

An unidentified church in Malak Isvor Village, Yablanitsa Municipality, Lovech Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Demetrius, Apriltsi, Lovech Province, Bulgaria
88

The Church of the Ascension of Christ, Merchevo Village, Montana Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Sophia, Ohrid, Montana Province, Bulgaria
89

\ The Church of Sts. Cyril and Methodius, Montana Province, Bulgaria: two views

90

The Church of Zhelezna Village, Chiprovtsi Municipality, Montana Province, Bulgaria

The Church of Gaganitsa Village, Berkovitsa Municipality, Montana Province, Bulgaria

91

The Church of Valchedram, Montana Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Nicholas, Berkovica, Montana Province, Bulgaria
92

The Church of Yakimovo Village, Montana Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Staliska Mahala, Lom, Montana Province, Bulgaria

93

The Church of the Holy Spirit, Montana, Montana Province, Bulgaria. Below: while under construction

94

The Church of the Dormition of the Theotokos, Pazardzhik, Pazardzhik Province, Bulgaria

An unidentified church in Pazardzhik, Pazardzhik Province, Bulgaria

95

The Church of Batak, Pazardzhik Province, Bulgaria

An unidentified church in Zhrebichko Village, Bratsigovo Municipality, Pazardzhik Province, Bulgaria

96

The Church of Patalenitsa Village, Pazardzhik Municipality, Pazardzhik Region, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Michael the Archangel, Strelcha, Strelcha Municipality, Pazardzhik Province, Bulgaria

97

The Church of the Ascension of the Lord, Yunatsite, Pazardzhik Municipality, Pazardzhik Province,
Bulgaria: two views

98

The Church of Aleko-Konstantinovo, Pazardzhik Municipality, Pazardzhik Province, Bulgaria

The Church of Lesichovo, Pazardzhik Province, Bulgaria
99

The monastic church of Zemen (11th century), Pernik Provnce, Bulgaria: two views

100

The Church of Gostilia Village, Donia Mitropolia Municipality, Pliven Province, Bulgaria

The Chapel of St. George the Victorious, Pliven, Pliven Province, Bulgaria
101

The Church of St. Ilia the Prophet, Dolni Dubnik Village, Pliven Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Paraskeva, Pliven, Pliven Povince, Bulgaria

102

An unidenfied Orthodox church in Asenovo, Pliven Province, Bulgaria

A church in the town of Koynare, Pliven Province, Bulgaria
103

The Church of Nikopol, Pliven Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Louis, Plovdiv, Plovdiv Province, Bulgaria

104

Three details of the iconostasis of the Church of Sts. Helena and Constantine, Plovdiv, Plovdiv Province,
Bulgaria

105

The Church of Mary of the Annunciation, Asenovgrad, Plovdiv Province, Bulgaria
106

The Church of Asenovgrad, Plovdiv Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Peter, Plovdiv, Plovdiv Province, Bulgaria
107

A church in Rakovski, Plovdiv Province, Bulgaria

The Church of Kalofer, Plovdiv Province, Bulgaria
108

The Church of St. George, Parvomay, Plovdiv Province, Bulgaria

The Church of the Monastery of the Dormition of the Holy Mother of God, Bachkovo Monastery,
Asenovgrad Municipality, Plovdiv Province, Bulgaria

109

A pair of unidentified churches in Razgrad, Razgrad Province, Bulgaria

110

The Church of St. Nicholas, Razgrad, Razgrad Province, Bulgaria

A mosque in Razgrad, Razgrad Province, Bulgaria

111

The Church of the St. Marina Monastery, Karan Varbovka, Ruse Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Paul From The Cross, Ruse, Ruse Province, Bulgaria

112

The Church of the Holy Trinity, Ruse, Ruse Province, Bulgaria

The Church of the Assumption of the Most Holy Mother of God, Ruse, Ruse Province, Bulgaria

113

The Church of St. Paraskeva, Ruse, Ruse Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. George, Ruse, Ruse Province, Bulgaria: two views
114

The Church of the Holy Trinity, Shumen, Shumen Province, Bulgaria

115

The Church of St. Demetrius, Salmanovo, Shumen Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Michael the Archangel, Shumen, Shumen Province, Bulgaria

116

The Church of the Holy Trinity, Ivanski, Shumen Province, Bulgaria: two views

117

The Church of Sts. Peter and Pavel, Zlatar, Shumen Province, Bulgaria: two views

118

The Church of St. George the Victorious, Madara, Shumen Province, Bulgaria: two views

119

The Church of Grancharovo, Silistra Province, Bulgaria: two views

120

Church in Vodno, Dulovo Municipality, Silistra Province, Bulgaria

The Church of the Apostles Peter and Paul, Silistra, Silistra Province, Bulgaria

121

The Church at Aydemir, Silistra Municipality, Silistra Province, Bulgaria

Another view of the Church of the Virgin Birth, Rila Monastgery, Kyustendil Province, will be found on
page 88

122

The Church of St. Tsar Boris, Sliven, Sliven Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Demetrius (1831), Sliven, Sliven Province, Bulgaria
123

Two chuches at Bikovo, Sliven Municipality, Sliven Province, Bulgaria

124

The Church of St. Demetrius, Sliven, Sliven Province, Bulgaria

A mosque in Yagodina, Smolyan Province, Bulgaria

125

The Church of St. Vissarion, Smolyan, Smolyan Province, Bulgaria: two views

126

A church in Smolyan, Smolyan Province, Bulgaria

The Church of Mirlikianski, Smolyan, Smolyan Province, Bulgaria

127

The Church of the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary, Stara Zagora Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. John the Baptist, Stara Gorda, Stara Gorda Province, Bulgaria

128

Rojdestvo Hristovo Church, Shipka, Kazanlak Municipality, Stara Gorda Province, Bulgaria: three views
129

130

The Church of the Holy Trinity in Vabel, Targovishte Province, Bulgaria.

131

The Church of St. John of Rila, Targovishte, Targovishte Province, Bulgaria: two views

132

The Church of the Dormition of the Holy Mother, Targovishte, Targovishte Province, Bulgaria: two views

133

The Church of St. Ivan Rilski, Targovishte, Targovishte Province, Bulgaria

The church at Zdravets, Targovishte Province, Bulgaria

134

The Cathedral of the Dormition of the Mother of God, Varna, Varna Province, Bulgaria: two views

135

The Church of Michael the Archangel, Varna, Varna Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Procopius, Varna, Varna Province, Bulgaria

136

An evangelical, pentacostal church in Varna, Varna Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Xenia of Petersburg, Topoli, Varna Province, Bulgaria
137

The Church of St. Dimitrius Sollunski, Veliko Tarnovo, Veliko Tarnovo Province, Bulgaria: two views

138

The Church of the Holy Trinity, Svishtov, Veliko Tarnovo Province, Bulgaria

The Church of Zlataritsa, Veliko Tarnovo Province, Bulgaria
139

The church at Kilifarevo Monastery, Mitaka, Veliko Tarnovo Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Trinity nr. Veliko Tarnovo, Vveliko Tarnovo Province, Bulgaria
140

The Church of Vinarovo Village, Vidin Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Demetrius, Vidin, Vidin Province, Bulgaria

141

The Church of Pokraina, Vidin Province, Bulgaria

The Church of Koshava, Vidin Province, Bulgaria

142

The Church of St. George, Mezdra, Vratsa Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Constantine and Elena, Vratsa,Vratsa Province, Bulgaria
143

The Church of the Nativity of the Mother of God, Vratsa, Vratsa Province, Bulgaria

The Church of St. Constantine and St. Helena, Vratsa, Vratsa Province, Bulgaria

144

The Saints Apostles Cathedral, Vratsa, Vratsa Province, Bulgaria

The Church of Sts. Cyril and Methodius, Yambol, Yambol Province, Bulgaria
145

The Church of Elhovo Village, Yambol Province, Bulgaria

The bell tower of the Church of St. George, Yambol, Yambol Province, Bulgaria

146

The Church of St. Sophia, St. Sophia Province (where this folio of pictures began), Bulgaria

▲
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